Bid Book

Preface
Getting on the short-list was an essential stimulus for raising and spreading awareness in
Ravenna and throughout Romagna, about the importance of this extraordinary opportunity to become a European Capital of Culture.
In the pre-selection stage we had already set into motion new venues for participating,
and the passionate response of many citizens was really surprising, in spite of a general
atmosphere of widespread scepticism. People’s enthusiastic responses made Ravenna’s
bid the patrimony of everyone, a great, shared experience.
Over the past few months we have tried to maintain this high level of participatory enthusiasm, while coming up with the most complete and effective responses to the Jury’s
recommendations.
In particular, we have been striving to reinforce the European dimension of our proposal,
orienting the Cultural Program in this direction. Projects and events have thus emerged
and have become increasingly coherent, from our point of view, with that Mosaic of cultures that has inspired our work from the beginning.
A Mosaic of cultures founded upon citizens’ and administrators’ initiatives in the various
cities in Romagna, and on the creation of concrete partnerships with many European
cultural organisations. All of this coincides with an idea of the future that combines the
immaterial approach of the digital world with new ways to promote culture and talented
young people’s creativity.
At the same time we pledged to stay strictly within our budget and our organisational
means, asking for and receiving a commitment from the public and private sector.
Now, with the past few months’ work drawing up this final Bid Book, we feel truly ready
to take on the challenge of being a European Capital of Culture and we would like to
make tangible our will to succeed.
Notably, we would like to convey in particular how the many young people who are working on the bid are very hungry for the title and how this project can really be decisive in
pushing Ravenna to become a modern European city, in every sense of the word.
“Create your Europe everyday” is the motto we propose to our fellow citizens and the
stimulus we would like to continue to inspire us in the future: creating our Europe every
day while building the Ravenna of the future.
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Why does the city want to participate in the competition for the title of European
Capital of Culture?

2000 hands from local people helped build this bid.
5 themes - our Five Scenes - provide an outstanding, challenging and cohesive Cultural
Programme.
7+1 - seven Cities in one Region join together to host the year in an incredible area.
1 overarching goal - which we all share. To achieve a very special European Capital of
Culture.
2019 Ravenna - Mosaic of cultures. It all adds up.
Five words sum up our desire and enthusiasm for the challenge to become European Capital of Culture (from now, ECoC).
Ambition. We are burning with ambition for our city, for our Romagna Region, which
has contributed so generously to our bid, for the future of our people who have trusted us
with the delivery of this project. We were not satisfied with simply enhancing the value
of our precious heritage, but we chose instead to pursue the difficult path of innovation.
We’ve done it out of faith and…
Belief. We believe in ourselves and in our ability – developed through a huge joint effort
in the creation of this bid – to deliver a vivid, spectacular yet original ECoC Programme.
One that truly reflects and celebrates all that is special in Italian culture and creativity. Our
belief is how we deal with…
Fear. We worry about the future as we emerge from a deep and painful recession and political crises that have shaken our country. We fear for the future of our young people, the
care of our old people, for the fall of values and industries which are becoming obsolete.
For the very fabric of the European continent which is challenged by emerging competitors and by internal forces and nationalistic movements that make us close our minds and
turn inwards. But through challenging our fear comes…
Inspiration, drawn from the ideas, imagination, desire and creativity of the Ravenna
2019 (from now, Ra2019) programme, built through a period of intense cooperation over
a number of years. And let us…
Hope. We are inspired once again to hope, to dream and to turn those dreams into reality
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through a journey which will take us to and beyond 2019. Ra2019 is the concrete attempt
to draw the contours of a Mosaic of cultures in which each and every one of us is called
upon to construct our idea of a future Europe.
These five words will guide our journey. Creating new cultural patterns, inspired by the
mosaics which frame our world-famous cultural landscape, by the artists who have lived
in our city, and whose work sets the standard for Ravenna to produce a year of culture
which will provide a fitting climax to this phase of the ECoC project.
And so a modern Mosaic of cultures, underpinned by five cultural pillars - our Five
Scenes - will be created by our team, a highly talented group of local people who have
connected with literally thousands of people in the creation of our vision.
Ours is a homemade bid. Desired, built and shared with the city and our Romagna region. We are very proud of this. We have tried to involve and make our citizens the key
actors. Encouraging young talents, and nurturing them because we wanted to consolidate
a process of creative growth. Of course we have listened to and learned from advice given
by Italian and European experts, but we have not reached for external consultants to draft
our Bid Book.
Our own commitment shapes our concept of the Ravenna and Romagna of the future.
The transformation needs sensitivity because Ravenna is a wonderful ancient city and a
true artistic treasure-trove with an extraordinary historical, cultural and architectural heritage. Indeed we already have experience of being a major Capital. Between the 5th and
6th centuries, Ravenna was Capital of the Western Roman Empire, of the Ostrogothic
Kingdom and of the Byzantine Exarchate. That period brought us the mosaics which give
Ravenna the world-renown which we still enjoy today, as well as its 8 monuments which
have been acknowledged as a UNESCO World Heritage site*.
Yet our bid is not simply based on our wonderful cultural infrastructure or our vast and
interconnected array of world renowned cultural institutions from the Ravenna Festival to
the Classense and Oriani Libraries, from the RavennAntica Foundation to the MAR-City
Art Museum of Ravenna, from the Albe Theatre company to over thirty theatre and dance
companies developed across the years. For us that is simply business as usual.
Of course it provides an incredible backdrop against which to deliver our Programme. It
also sets a standard of cultural excellence which runs deeply through the city’s DNA and
which acts as the benchmark for our 2019 Cultural Programme. From it stems our ability
to represent our country in an exemplary way. Our size, our history, the bond we share
with Dante and the origins of our language, our relationship with the sea. All of these
aspects outline a city which is able to reflect what it really means to be Italian. Yet at
the same time, Ravenna once again occupies a pivotal point between Orient and Occident
and our Programme explores this crucial relationship in which the Adriatic sea is both a
border and a connecting point. We are at our heart a city with a history that serves as a
place of encounter and dialogue between different cultures and a bridge between East
and West. Ravenna is increasingly characterised as a social capital with a strong set of
cooperation networks. These have enabled us to develop a real civic identity which will
grow stronger through the build up to 2019. Cooperation, that is doing together, which
encompasses cultural, economic and social sectors is not only a strategic lever for development but also a tool for dealing with change and transformation.
We believe that our cooperative model, our modern mosaic of cultural and civic life in
which each piece is vital to the overall picture, provides a way forward for Europe. It is a
way of making life better for our citizens, especially when facing the kind of crisis from
which we are only just emerging. The ECoC programme provides us with a practical laboratory in which to develop a cultural model to take us from the fragmentation of crisis
to the creativity of Mosaic of cultures.
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* The basilicas
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Orthodox; The
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What is the main challenge the title would present?
Ravenna is a medium sized city which finds itself having to deal with the complexities associated with contemporaneity. A city that has to mediate and resolve conflicts and contradictions; that wants to welcome diversity, in order to enrich itself with new perspectives,
identities and cultures; that wants to challenge itself, opening up to new pathways, spaces,
and approaches, to design a future with new contours in line with its visionary traditions.
Dealing with a
silent crisis

The risk that one often runs in the process of applying to be a ECoC is to elevate the crisis
to being a strong point, without having sufficiently interpreted and metabolized it, or rather
without actually having dealt with the crisis itself. In this way the crisis becomes a useful
slogan for creating flashy planning and producing immediate results, but it risks burning
out the processes in the span of a few years. For this reason we have tried from the very
beginning to understand, by looking deeply into the city for those areas that are dark, grey,
and apparently pacified, but actually full of turmoil, sparks awaiting to come to light. We
asked ourselves what our region’s critical situations and limits are, and we realized that
our city is now experiencing this condition of apparent calm, a sort of silent crisis. Thus
culture can become the process that transforms conflict and contradiction into a vital lever:
perhaps the only truly effective, and possibly the last opportunity we have to give sense to
the idea of community, of collectivity and to future.

Building a
polycentric
model

Ravenna’s development is linked to its isolated geographical location: a centre of trade
and a capital of empires, even though in ancient times it was surrounded by swamps.
Now it lies far from the major communication and transport routes, even though it hosts
cultural experiences that are not at all marginal. Like many other provincial Italian cities,
Ravenna needs to become more accessible and welcoming. The city’s suburbs need additional value and endowments. This is a concrete challenge, connected to the construction
of new urban and regional infrastructure, but also to the image of a nation struggling to
shake off the preminence of town centres. By this candidacy we would like to contribute
to constructing an Italy (and a Europe) in which even the most remote outlying areas can
take part in the challenges that affect us all. In this sense Ravenna’s candidacy is being
submitted with the decisive support of all the cities in Romagna, which are part of the
process, with their own identities and specificities. Ravenna is leader of a movement that
has several centres, like the mobile point of a polygon with several vertexes.

Bringing
opposites
harmoniously
together

The challenge to be faced internally, on the other hand, regards inhabitants’ way of thinking and living in the city. These people often regard their community as a defensive circle, where things new and different are viewed with indifference, and in the worst case
as a threat. The great challenge of our bid is to overcome this dichotomy which involves
exclusion: inside/outside, centre/periphery, local/foreign, new/old: a new civic mindset
for citizens who can get the best out of the two poles, to help them to live together.

The intercultural
mosaic

Ravenna’s ancient roots as a crossroads of peoples and cultures are re-emerging, with its
immigrant population now making up 12% of the total, compared to a national average
of 7.4%. The Mosaic of cultures should thus become synonymous with two separate but
complementary processes, for which Ravenna can become a laboratory. On the one hand
we are heading towards a society in which individuals are becoming more culturally
diverse, and diversity is adding value and becoming an opportunity for enrichment and
innovation; a society that makes intercultural dialogue into a concrete tool of citizenship.

Oriental roots
for a new Europe

On the other hand we support projects and ideas that enable us to “complete Europe” with
its eastern part. To paraphrase Horvat who comments on Žižek, we agree that instead of
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the Other Europe, the East is rather Europe itself in its otherness, the screen onto which
Europe has projected its own removed reversal. In fact it is always tempting to associate
economic crisis in Greece and Cyprus or “problems” in the Balkans and Turkey with local issues. For us crossing the Adriatic means crossing the historic dividing line between
Europe and the Orient, an eastward return towards ancient Byzantium, reaching Bulgaria
and the ECoC 2020 and 2021 countries (Croatia and Greece). It means wearing down the
barriers of today’s bloated identities and bringing European people together to discover
the harmony of diversity.
Both these processes are essential if we want to see through the illusory calm and apparent security of our continent, which are often a prelude to intolerance, racism and xenophobia. Just think of rise of Eurosceptic parties and movements in the recent elections.
What are the city’s goals for 2019?
In 2019 Ravenna will be a transformed city, in which culture will give shape to the idea of
citizenship as a connective fabric for an inclusive society, which encourages citizens’ participation in decision-making and it is open to innovation. Ravenna will go back to being a
city on the water: the Darsena (the city docklands) will be the pulsing heart of the future,
re-connecting the sea to the city center. Furthermore, Ravenna will be the city where new
generations can choose to live, study and work.
a) A stronger cultural sector to be the connecting “glue”
To deliver an outstanding programme of cultural activities which builds on Ravenna’s
world class cultural heritage, but which represents the city in new and innovative ways.
We want to showcase the style, creativity and artistic flair of Italy through a challenging and inspirational group of artistic projects (The Five Scenes) which explore some
of the major concerns and contradictions in Italy and Europe today. From Threshold to
Threshold is the Scene of hospitality and diversity integration. The Dance of Opposites
focuses on the contradictions that permeate daily life, looking at culture as a mediator to
resolve conflicts. Towards the Open Sea, the Third Scene, traces new routes of culture
that connect seas and eastern horizons. But what can we do when faced with an imaginary
in crisis? We have to return to Imagine the Imaginary, the Fourth Scene, to construct a
new alphabet together with children, taking inspiration from the visionary aspects of art
and designing a model of a smart city, open to technology and new businesses. Ravenna
and Romagna are historically places where it is possible to affirm “I transform, therefore
we are”: can we contribute to Europe with our ability to do together? We ask ourselves
this in the Fifth Scene by looking at industrial and agricultural history, putting our bets on
the requalification of the Darsena, looking at work in the cultural field. Through this Programme and the way it relates to citizens’ ambitions, hopes and fears, we intend to create a
new model of a society, one of creativity, pluralism and openness… A Mosaic of cultures!

2019: a journey
in Five Scenes to
transform the
city by culture

Taking advantage of the opportunity of 2019 to rebalance the relationship between ancient and contemporary, defining an identity in which the past is reinterpreted as a historicized basis and source of inspiration for the future, in which culture can take on the role
of catalyser and transform in local development policy.

Ancient and
Contemporary:
a virtuous circle

Constructing an integrated network for cultural and local government, with the goal of
placing Romagna on a national and European level as a macro-laboratory of shared culture. A complex task for a country like Italy, where parochialism, at times extreme, predominates. This is an ambitious, but possible goal due to our ability to do together: this push
for cooperation is the essential glue for the networks that will permeate all our bid actions.

Romagna
Metropolitan
Area of Culture
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b) A better governance model for a smart and interconnected city
Ravenna
Senseable city

To carry out a deeply transformation of the city in its public dimension by using new
civic and cultural media: open data and smart devices will be the new social objects of the
urban landscape in an interconnected and digital Ravenna 3.0.
Ravenna embraces the concept of a smart city, fostering citizens’ participation in defining
and realizing an integrated system of sustainable urban policies, aimed at improving its
inhabitants’ quality of life. A smart city needs to create fluid spaces and instruments for
citizens, who then become activators, co-creators and implementers of processes. The
transformation will be mainly visible in the Darsena area (sect IV p 82) which in 2019
will take on the connotation of a smart neighbourhood, dedicated to culture, sustainability
and to European dimension, through a process of urban regeneration.

A new
governance for
a new vision of
the region.

Building a new model of local governance based on a comprehensive and integrated
regional policy, guided by a long-term vision based on using economic resources to
develop local culture and knowledge. In terms of cultural policy the transformation will
enhance horizontal and decentralized relationships between public administration, cultural
organisations, artists and citizens and promote a new way of managing cultural institutions
inspired by pluralism and sharing on a civic and regional level. On the other hand,
governance of urban policy will be oriented towards citizens and their needs, capable of
making the city’s political government interact with public and private entities, giving rise
to a new model of sustainability, based both on technology and managerial innovation.

A new managerial To nurture a new managerial class with a capacity for vision, oriented towards innovation
class for a new city and the formulation of complex and cross-cutting policies, thanks to competences acquired
during the bid process.
c) A happier, healthier and inclusive society
The Cultural Programme is connected to the social outcomes the city intends to achieve
with Ra2019 Project. This also underpins our Evaluation model (Kaleidoscope), which
will enable us to measure the journey the city is engaged in, and specifically how the
ECoC will address the concerns of our citizens. In that context we are committed to using
our Programme to return the city to its citizens, with a particular focus on young people.
We intend to deliver a new strategic framework through which culture can be a connecting
force which drives forward the creation of our modern cultural mosaic. The bid is a huge
opportunity to use the impact of major cultural and event programmes to deliver improvements to the city’s social capital and sense of well-being.
A city which
takes care about
environment

Moreover, we want Ravenna to be a city that is visibly engaged in preserving its local
resources and reducing environmental burdens, lowering CO2 emissions, distributing free
drinking water at public stations and emphasising clean mobility by inviting citizens and
tourists to use bicycles.
d) An economically robust city with a particular emphasis on cultural and creative
jobs and an exciting new tourism model

A European
creative city

To improve the city’s attractiveness on an international level and invert the trend of growing
unemployment. To attract and keep young talent, adding “creative city” initiatives to traditional cultural investment. To contaminate the city’s business culture through professionals’ capacity for multidisciplinary innovation and creative and cultural industries (from
here on CCIs). To integrate CCIs into long-term strategic planning to have a long-term
impact on the city’s economy and social fabric, this is the legacy of the ECoC project.
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To exploit the enormous potential of the Italian ECoC as the shining star of a new concept
of tourism, updated with the spirit of the age. The attractiveness of cultural heritage, the
attractions of the seaside model and a Cultural Programme that speaks the languages of
modernity (interculture, art, stories, social networks, etc.) will be the happy combination
of a unique experience, in which professional tourism operators, businesses, restaurants
and bars, artists and citizens cooperate to create connected and relational hospitality.

A model of
connected
and relational
tourism

What is the concept at the basis of the project that would be implemented if the city
were nominated European Capital of Culture?

I

Ravenna is now designing its future by starting with the visionary impact of a mosaic: the
diversity of the individual pieces transforms into richness by uniting those differences:
what better metaphor to symbolise and enhance the value of the diversity and common
aspects of European cultures which form the basis of the ECoC programme?
Mosaic of cultures
A mosaic is an image that radiates light and colour, composed of many tiles. Without
pieces a mosaic does not exist, but without the mosaic, a tile, one single individuality, is
insignificant, and does not reflect the sense of the whole. It needs a comprehensive design
to give order and sense to the numerous individualities. At the same time each tile needs
to be connected to the others, and one group of pieces needs to be connected to other
groups in order to construct the overall system, to be visually significant: that is, to build
a mosaic. Culture provides our foundation, it gives shape to the mobile identity of our
individual space, a fine line between individual indipendence and the necessity of living
together and sharing. The Mosaic of cultures alludes to a new form of humanism, for
which Ravenna and its surrounding area as an ECoC can be a laboratory, an observatory,
a look-out post. A pro-active vision of what is and what should be the fabric of European
culture in the 21st century.

Uniting
differences

The socio-cultural situation in Ravenna and Romagna is a complex whole in which differences live together. The lack of a centre of a major hierarchical system, is representative
of the density of differences and polycentrism (yet to be accomplished) typical of Europe.
In Ravenna’s municipality alone there are people from 143 different countries. What has
occurred in the city and in Romagna recently can be seen as a microcosm of what has
been happening in Europe for decades. From the simple addition of diverse elements, of
economic facts, there is a general move to attempt to express a common socio-political
identity. Many pieces and some isolated fragments that still do not know where they belong in the mosaic need to come together.

A laboratory
of Europe

The Mosaic of cultures becomes real by interweaving digital technology and art performances. Both of these are tools for linking technology, participation and culture. On the
one hand we will take on the new forms of crowd: crowdsourcing as an instrument for
co-production of contents, and crowdfunding as an opportunity to co-finance. The piece is
the metaphorical and concrete contribution each citizen can make to create the Fragments
(common projects) that will compose our Scenes (themes of the Cultural Programme).

A digital
mosaic

On the other hand, the Ravenna Common Ground project (sect II p 60) will be the
main tool for realising the Mosaic of cultures in digital form. By developing the metaphor of a fragmented artwork Ravenna Common Ground aims to put these pieces back
together - in the form of a self-portrait and an autobiography of places and community

A self portrait
of community
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- restoring local heritage and the people who live there. The result of this process will
be a crowd-sourced mapping (the Community Map 3.0) which activates community engagement with the goal of enabling the Ravenna Common Ground digital platform. This
will result in a new civic media built from the bottom up that at the same time traces out
the Cultural Programme, organising and mapping the projects and creating an open and
inter-operable ICT platform that provides that framework for the tiles and colours of the
Mosaic of cultures.

I
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Could the proposed project be summed up in a slogan?
Our slogan, which reflects our belief in the ability of each individual, each group in our
city to recognise the part they play in building the Mosaic of cultures is:
Create your Europe everyday.
This is a “call to arms”. An invitation to every citizen to recognise that Europe is what
they want it to be if they have the courage to grab the opportunity. A piece of Europe each
day, through chips of diffuse creativity. It reflects and deepens the connection we have
made with literally thousands of local people. We have unlocked a powerful sense of
energy and enthusiasm. We are committed to using that positive force for change on our
journey to and beyond 2019.
What Create your Europe everyday says is that it is within the power of everyone to take
hold of the changes, the opportunities and the projects and to help us create that modern
mosaic. It is empowerment in action - for our artists, our children, our business leaders,
our institutions - to create their own section of our incredible Mosaic of cultures.
It is not what Ravenna can do for me. It is what I can do for Ravenna, for Italy and for
Europe.
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Which geographical area does the city intend to involve in the European Capital of
Culture bid? Explain this choice.

I

Ravenna’s bid involves the region of Romagna and specifically the cities of Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, Faenza and the Union of Romagna Faentina, Cervia, Russi and the Union
of Municipalities of Bassa Romagna. This area is contained within a 50km radius and
has a population of over one million. We chose the area of Romagna because this area
responded enthusiastically to the invitation to become involved. Its population and geographical area, albeit complex, has a significant historical-cultural affinity which enables
the different areas and cities to concretely collaborate and construct common projects.
The plurality of this region can be productive without being dispersive; proximity can
create sharing without forcing standardization. Romagna is the land of doing together: the
social cohesion and cooperative spirit that characterize our region (one citizen out of two
is member of a cooperative and the density of associations is one of the highest in Europe)
form the basis for the spirit of this bid and the development paradigm to propose to Europe for sustainable, collective and participative growth. On the other hand people are fully
aware that especially now, after years of economic crisis, only together, by uniting forces
we can overcome the difficulties and deal with the challenges we are facing. Emblematic
of this awareness and the deeply rooted values of solidarity was Emilia-Romagna’s extraordinary capacity to gather its forces to reconstruct the areas devastated by the earthquake
that struck Emilia in 2012.
In addition to the cities in Romagna, many other cities in the Emilia-Romagna region are
showing interest in collaborating with Ravenna on the bid with a view to 2019: starting
with the closest ones, major cities like Bologna and Ferrara as well as smaller cities such
as Imola and Comacchio. Additionally, with cities from outside the region but as part of
the group of other Italian candidate cities, Ravenna prearrenged collaboration agreements
with Venice and Urbino. For example a project with Venice on water and mosaic itineraries is now taking shape with its first stage during Expo 2015.

A

Geographical area involved in the ECoC bid

Piacenza
Ferrara
Parma
Reggio
Emilia

Modena
Bologna

• Lugo
• Faenza

Emilia-Romagna

Ravenna

Cervia •

Cesena •
• Forlì
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•

•
Rimini
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State whether you have the support of the local and/or regional political authorities.
In 2010 the Emilia-Romagna Region and all the local public administrations inside the
boundaries of the bid approved a Protocol Agreement and became part of the Institutional Committee (sect III p 69), committing themselves to jointly developing guidelines
for constructing the bid: all the cities and regions upheld their commitment and came up
with innovative tools to enable them to effectively collaborate. This was not a matter of
institutional support, but hands-on work in the field, side by side, day after day. In 2013
the Emilia-Romagna Region and the city of Ravenna approved a new Protocol Agreement
to renew and further strengthen their agreement, including financing, confirmed in 2014
with a letter from the outgoing President of the Region (anx 2 p II).
Likewise, all the other cities and areas supporting the candidacy have sent letters ensuring
their financial and organizational support for the bid (anx 2 p III).
Furthermore, all the municipal political party groups have signed a commitment to provide continuous support for the bid, regardless of the outcome of the municipal elections
which will be held in 2016 (anx 2 p IV).

I
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How does the project fit into the long-term cultural development of the city and, if
applicable, the region?

Ravenna’s bid to become ECoC is part of a long process of development and growth of
the city’s cultural offering. It has acted as a catalyser and accelerator, with the effect of
cultural spending being perceived and used as an efficient productive investment, especially in these times of economic austerity. The bid is part of a strategic plan to avoid
economic decline and use culture to develop the city on an international level. Policies
regarding CCIs in particular can have an impact on many sectors, from innovation to
education, from the city’s urban regeneration to its international appeal and image.
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Ravenna’s bid is one stage in a long growth process which began about twenty years ago
with a new strategy which redefined the priorities of the city government. At the beginning of the 1990s after the collapse of Gruppo Ferruzzi, one of the pillars of Ravenna’s
economy, the city government targeted the nexus between culture and tourism as one of
the fundamental axes for the city’s socio-economic recovery.
This had already begun when Ravenna’s most famous monuments obtained UNESCO
World Heritage status, followed by a new public-private deal which progressively opened
the way for a wide range of agreements with the city’s major cultural associations and the
formation of cultural institutions and foundations aimed at managing the city’s museums,
libraries and theatres (there are now over thirty agreements that link the city government
with a number of private cultural institutions, involved in a range of cultural planning).
Parallel to this, the Province of Ravenna began a policy of networking to promote the
Polo Bibliotecario Romagnolo (Romagna Library Network) and the Provincial Museum
System.
Today, the bid has become one of the city’s most important political-administrative priorities and is an integral part of the goals contained in the strategic plan of the City of
Ravenna.
Some of these long-term goals are summed up below:
The renovation of some old industrial buildings, transforming them at least partially into
containers for cultural activities and/or locations for CCIs, is one of the pillars of the city’s
municipal plan for this urban area. All this will take place as part of a vast and articulated
project to convert an entire part of the city, the area that lies between the historic centre
and the sea, based on a agreement between public entities and local private landowners
and businesses that can undertake innovative cultural, economic and social initiatives.

The Darsena, a
new hub for art
and culture

Enhancing innovation in the cultural field by favouring forms of coworking, start-ups
and the use of new technologies in creative sectors, by providing new spaces specifically
in the Darsena; this has become a strategic goal of the city government in synergy with
private entrepreneurs. The overall objective is to integrate CCIs into the city’s economic
development policies, through various initiatives in the areas of tourism and education as
well as urban requalification projects. The goal is to accelerate the city’s internationalisation and its opening to the most advanced European trends ( B p 12).

Ravenna,
creative city

Developing audiences to make their participation more inclusive and transversal, as well
as consolidating an innovative and capable cultural sector; these concepts form the basis
for the City’s and the Region’s policies. The goal is to reinforce an increasingly open
and integrated system. The proposals contained in Ra2019 and the strengthening of the
cultural sector fits coherently into this framework, specifically: reinforcing collaboration
between cultural institutions and associations; widening participation in cultural activities by creating more efficient connections with schools; enhancing the value of young
talent by providing them opportunities and spaces for artistic expression and professional
growth; and stimulating a more fertile dialogue with contemporary art production to go
beyond consolidated traditions.

Culture as an
open system

Creating a network of cultural offerings among the cities of Romagna, stimulating synergy and collaboration leading to exchanges, co-productions and mobility of audiences and
artists; this is one of the bid’s fundamental instruments. With this boost the various cities
have taken on the goal of enhancing their own cultural systems.

Romagna
Metropolitan
Area of culture
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Dante 2021,
hallmark of
European
culture

Exhibitions revolving around the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death, already being organised, are historically significant for Italian and European culture. Ravenna will play a
decisive role not only symbolically due to the location of Dante’s tomb, but as a real propulsive centre for scholars and all those inspired by Dante’s work and the public at large.
The entire bidding process with its actions and goals summarised above also intersects with
implementation of the Emilia-Romagna Region strategic plans starting with the Regional
Territorial Plan, interpreting its same values, instruments and strategic goals. For some
time now the Region has been prioritising cultural investment in the region’s development
scheme as part of a focus on the knowledge society as the key to its future economy. The
Emilia-Romagna Region stands out for the richness and density of its cultural system and
for the size of its CCIs. In this context Ravenna’s bid has found fertile ground, building
cooperation with all the major regional cultural agencies (from ATER/Theatre Association
of Emilia-Romagna to the Toscanini Foundation, from IBACN /Research Institute for the
Heritage and History of Cultural Landscape and Urban Environment to ASTER to ERVET
/Emilia-Romagna Region Research Departments) as well as the University of Bologna.

B

Toward Ravenna Creative City

• Tools to support
entrepreneurship
• Places for social
networking
• Cross-sectoral initiatives

• International brand
• Initiatives to spread
tourism beyond
heritage

Setting up
an ecosystem
for CCIs’ dev.
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Improve
internationalisation and
attractiveness

(Source: “Ravenna: towards a culture and creative industries strategy”
- A discussion document, KEA 2014)

• Exploit unused spaces
• Artistic interventions to
reconnect Darsena to
the city

Urban
Regeneration
(Darsena)

• Policy governance in
“silos”
• Capacity building in
CCIs
• Monitoring and
evaluation

Set up
CCIs’
policy

To what extent are you planning to forge links with the other city to be nominated
European Capital of Culture in Bulgaria?
Ravenna was the first Italian candidate city to establish relations with Bulgaria starting
in March 2011, when the Ra2019 team met with the main institutions engaged in the
bidding process for the cities of Sofia, Varna and Plovdiv. Since then, there have been
many exchanges and cooperative initiatives, with delegations from one country visiting
the other.
With a Cultural Cooperation Agreement that commits the parties to “facilitating and
promoting cooperation in the field of cultural education/training”, Ravenna forged relations
in the pre-selection phase with all the candidates in Bulgaria: Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas,
Ruse, Veliko Tarnovo and Shumen. If Ravenna wins, these agreements between cities will
take shape in numerous initiatives and sectors, including the preservation and restoration of
cultural heritage, tourism development, the transnational mobility of cultural professionals
and artwork, as well as the constant exchange of information in all fields of culture and
education ( C p 13).
The past year was marked by constant contact between the shortlisted cities, focused on
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Ravenna and Bulgaria: projects, exchanges and cooperation

The transformation of ex-industrial spaces forms the
backbone of a common, multi-year process: collaboration
between The bRAin and Kapana Creative District (a central
district of the Bulgarian city) which will host artists’ studios,
coworkings and startups) and exchanges between On the
docks: re-used and abandoned buildings and Plovdiv’s
Tobacco city. A public meeting between the two cities on the
topic in early 2015.
Other projects: contemporary art in an air-raid bunker as
part of an exhibit jointly organized by European Propaganda
and Plovdiv Underground; Plovdiv artists at the International
Contemporary Mosaic Festival; Ravenna Common Ground as
a possible interlocutor for Ayliak City’s happiness and
smartness project.
Actions implemented in 2014: A Plovdiv theater company is a
guest at the Corposamente festival and collaboration between
video artists from Romagna and Plovdiv in the Europa Visual
hub project.

Projects linked to the soundscape and enriching the
relationship between material and immaterial heritage:
Soundcity Heritage from Ravenna collaborates with
Soundscaping of Sofia, along with the Bistrishkite Babi choir
which will sing in eight of Ravenna’s UNESCO sites.
How to enhance social inclusion through art and culture?
Quartieri Interculturali (Intercultural Neighbourhoods) joins
with Culture Zone of Sofia, an industrial area to be renovated,
whereas the Cisim center of Lido Adriano and Undergara of
Sofia collaborate to develop new artistic responses to social
emergencies.
Other projects: a direct bridge between European Propaganda
and Reconciling the past, with artists from Sofia invited to
document their experiences in a bilingual fanzine to be
distributed in the two countries; a double edition of Aerowaves
Spring Forward festival with residences for dancers and
choreographers from Ravenna and Sofia.

Plovdiv Sofia
Varna Veliko Tarnovo
The identities of Ravenna and Varna are strongly influenced by
tourism and the coast. These shared features are behind the
plan to host exchanges and collaborate between Ravenna’s
European Travelling Container and Varna’s Mobile Cultural
Hub: this context activated in Bulgaria could become part of
the design process put into action in Ravenna. Varna’s
Welcoming Sea programme could host Maria Martinelli,
documentary film maker from Romagna who would process
a cycle of works on European ports.
On the education front, an exchange of practices and models
between Varna’s Cultural Management Summer School and
the Ravenna’s Masters programme in Cultural Planning: as a
test case, organizing the month of the Italian city (Varna) and
the weeks of Bulgarian art (Ravenna).

The mosaics from
the School of
Mosaic for children
of Burgas hosted by
RavennaMosaico

2009

Ravenna2019 will
participate in the
European Capitals
of Culture
conference in Sofia

2011

Ravenna2019 is in
Bulgaria to meet the
candidate cities of
Sofia, Varna and
Plovdiv
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The Staff of Sofia2019
participates in the
cycle of meetings
on the
Cinquetracce

Copies of Ravenna’s
ancient mosaics are
exhibited in Sofia

2012

The Protocol for Cultural
Cooperation between
Ravenna and Sofia is
signed in Sofia. Cooperation
agreements are also set up
with: Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas,
Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, and
Shumen

2013

The EU project Art
for social change
begins, with
collaboration
between Ravenna
and Sofia

Ravenna2019 is at
the conference The
future of historic
cities organized by
the Plovdiv 2019
Foundation

Archbishop Wulfila, the inspiration for Ravenna’s Once were
Arians archaeological-touristic project, will be the lynchpin of
collaboration with the A Route project which is reconstructing
the Cyrillic alphabet by studying the letters at Wulfila’s time.
Another initiative will be undertaken by the Ravenna group
M'Arte (reponsible for the Mosaico Solare project) and the artists
who are developing the Volvox concept at Veliko Tarnovo; the
fractal idea of Volvox and the aggregative one of mosaics as an
impetus for joint work residences.
The third area of interaction is land art: Ravenna’s Primola
association will work to construct a pathway of environmental
art at the Senio River and will invite the Bulgarian group
Duppini for joint work sessions; Ravenna will be in Bulgaria for
the annual Land Art symposium.

The theater group
Orthographe is in
Bulgaria for the
Once were Arians
project

The Bulgarian
finalists meet with
Ravenna’s cultural
institutions

The Bulgarian artist
Luchezar
Boyadzhiev
participates in the
collective exhibit
United States of
Europe.

The Bulgarian artist
Marina Marinova
partcipates in the
2014 Marina di
Ravenna Prize

A group of video
artists from
Ravenna visit
Bulgaria for the
Europe Visual Hub
project

2014
RavennaMosaico
hosts an exhibition
of the great
Bulgarian artist Iliya
Iliev

Ravenna2019 is in
Bulgaria to meet the
teams from Veliko
Tarnovo and Varna.

Participation in the
event organized by
the city of Varna for
the Italian finalist
cities

The Bulgarian
company Puppets
Lab is hosted in
Ravenna at the
Corposamente
Festival
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launching concrete cooperative initiatives in view of 2019. Cooperation with Plovdiv,
Sofia, Varna and Veliko Tarnovo, as extensively documented here, stems from intense
and impassioned communication between our cultures, with meetings, skypecalls, visits
and exchanges, and not simply the juxtaposition of affinities. We have identified areas of
common interest with each city, seeking added value that can only arise from the fertile
encounter of cultural diversity and commonalities. In some cases relations have been so
productive that cooperation has already begun.
If your city wins the title how do you intend to cooperate with other bidding cities in
our country which have been pre-selected?
Ravenna, the first Italian city to express the desire to bid for the ECoC title, believes in
the importance of this opportunity for developing regional policies not only on the local
level but also on the national level. In 2012 Ravenna invited the other bidding Italian cities to the first roundtable on the ECoC programme, aimed at developing a new strategy
and a new model of cultural policy for our country. The conference in Ravenna outlined
the premises for formulating a common, national programme, Italia 2019, which is now
being coordinated by the Italian Association of Art and Culture (CIDAC). In this context,
Ravenna has and will continue to develop relations with other Italian bidding cities,
enabling the national government to capitalize on the bidding cities’ momentum in terms
of project design.
In the same logic of viewing the competition to become ECoC as an opportunity for
the entire country, immediately after the conclusion of the pre-selection phase, Ravenna
invited the other five shortlisted cities to a meeting with the goal of exchanging ideas
and cooperating. The result of this meeting held in Ravenna on December 4, 2013 was a
Letter of Intent aimed at relaunching the Italia 2019 Programme and sharing a model of
relations between cities and cultural development for the country.
There are two main initiatives in this regard. The first is a systemic project on each city’s
popular traditional and contemporary music, which will be studied and put together (sect
II p 52: Byzanthium Contemporary Orchestra - The Sounds of Italy).
The second, Adopt a project!, focuses on each city’s cultural offerings and allocates a
specific budget to implementing a part of it. On this basis, if Ravenna should be chosen
we will establish a form of concrete, “non-competitive” cooperation with the other bidding cities according to a shared suggestion called Jump on the winner bandwagon.
We thus commit to implementing a part of the other cities’ programme by creating a
process that can continue to develop in the years leading up to 2019: if we become ECoC,
we will ensure that Ravenna’s success will be the success for Cagliari, Lecce, Matera,
Perugia and Siena as well.
We began to collaborate with Matera in 2013 within the framework of two long-term initiatives we share in terms of ways to effectively involve local citizens. These two initiatives, one in the north-central part of the country and the other in the south, can give the idea
of a common initiative of national importance. The Antonioni-Pasolini legacy provides the
opportunity to explore from two different latitudes Italy’s socio-cultural context during the
economic boom and its transition to a consumer society. A co-production of two documentaries made by young film-makers from Basilicata and Emilia-Romagna will focus on the
Italy which has emerged from the intersection of Pasolini’s view (Il Vangelo secondo Matteo/The Gospel according to Matthew filmed in Matera) and Antonioni’s view (Deserto
Rosso/The Red Desert filmed in Ravenna). The process developed in Matera is in our opinion fundamental, also due to the links with technological innovation. If Ravenna wins the
Section I • Basic principles
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bid we would like to bring Unmonastery’s legacy to Romagna, and we would like to work
with the experts who collaborated with Matera to create pathways linked to Open Data.
With Cagliari, and to compensate for an objective geographical gap, we would like to
develop a project involving a contemporary art exhibition on the theme of the Mediterranean city. The inroads that Lecce is making regarding Urban Farms and the development
of local farms is something that can be developed for Romagna as well (see Agridesign
festival), while the Floating Art project, on contemporary commercial and “clandestine”
migration, could also be realised in Ravenna (dealing with On the waterfront). We are
also looking carefully at Perugia’s programme, with regard to two projects in particular:
Case-mondo, which could contribute to our own project on Intercultural Neighbourhoods
and a sound installation project to place along the perimeter of the E45 highway, in which
residents’ voices are projected on loudspeakers and other listening devices (radios, smartphones, etc.). Finally we are planning to work with Siena as far as Performing heritage
by studying the theoretical model depicted in Tuscany about the relational value of the
heritage. We will link it with our similar projects (i.e. The intruder).

Explain how the event could fulfil the criteria listed below. Please substantiate your
answer for each of the criteria. Regarding “the European Dimension”, how does the
city intend to contribute to the following objectives.

I

Ravenna’s bid brings to light a European dimension that has been rediscovered on the
local level: cooperation between outstanding local cultural organisations and international contributions to the local scene generating a virtuous mixture of European and local
genius that depict Europe in a complex and multifaceted mosaic.
a) strengthen cooperation between cultural professionals, artists and cities in Italy
and other Member States, in all cultural sectors
We stand for Europe. By starting with a map of the networks which the Ravenna Municipality and the local cultural organisations and associations have been developing in
the years, we have traced a roadmap enabling us to highlight some key projects which
enhance existing forms of cooperation and can construct new relations on a European
level. We have planned to provide all the cultural projects with instruments, for example
residences, and spaces, such as the House of Europe ( 1 p 17 - anx 1 p VI).

Mapping in
order
to nurture
and build
relationships

On the institutional side the city of Ravenna has joined to actively participate or collaborate with several European networks promoting projects on cultural cooperation, such
as A Soul for Europe, Les Rencontres, Eurocities, University Network of the European Capitals of Culture (UNECC) and The European Capital of Culture Network
(ECCN). Ravenna was the only Italian city invited to present its process of participatory
planning for the bid at the Berlin Conference by A Soul for Europe, essentially attaining
the level of European best practices. The Ravenna Municipality also belongs to several
European local government and public authority networks, contributing to the debate on
administrative innovation, exchanging good practices and local project planning projected
onto an international level.

Networking
with Europe

The institutional networks are: The cities of dialogue - National Network of intercultural
cities | SERN - Sweden Emilia-Romagna Region Network | Forum of Adriatic and Ionian
Cities | Association of Local Democracy Agencies (ALDA) | Local Democracy Agency Verteneglio | CAMINA, Italian National Association - Friendly cities to infancy and
adolescence | National Association of Italian Municipalities - Emilia-Romagna (ANCI)
| AICCRE, Italian Association of the Council of European Municipalities and Regions |

15
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Women - women of Mediterranean East and South European Network | Energy Cities |
Anna Lindth Euro-Mediterranean Foundation for the Dialogue between Cultures | Mecine (Network between European medium-sized cities) | Elia (European League of Institutes of the Arts | Polis | Arco Latino | European Network of Culture Councillors.
Cooperate to
enhance the
performing
arts...

Regarding cultural cooperation supported by local organisations there is strong synergy
with the permanent Public Theatre of Emilia-Romagna Region (ERT). The Prospero
association (Théâtre National de Bretagne, Théâtre de Liège, Emilia Romagna Teatro,
Stadsteatern Göteborg, Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz, World Theatre Festival of Zagreb,
Epidaurus of Athens) which promotes training for young actors, filmmakers and audiences in Europe, will from now also include Romagna: Ravenna, Rimini and Cesena will
host laboratories and workshops for and by well known and emerging filmmakers. With
ERT and the world-famous company Rimini Protokoll, we will produce a play about
working in contemporary cities, focusing on workers on the Adriatic Coast, the so-called
“new hired hands”. Ravenna is also in constant dialogue with the artistic directors of the
Santarcangelo Festival, one of Italy’s most important, internationally known performing
arts festivals: Shared Space of Prague Quadrennial, Kiasma from Helsinki, London’s
Victoria and Albert Museum, Create to Connect of Ljubljana’s Bunker Production, together with the Nordrzon festival in Groningen, Teatro Maria Matos from Lisbon, La
Villette of Paris and others will provide the basis for imagining new joint projects for the
49th edition of the Festival in 2019, with a strong European imprinting.
For international dance we have a formal agreement to host in Ravenna the Spring
Forward festival, produced by the European network Aerowaves - Dance Across Europe, which joints 35 different countries and has recently received confirmation of support
from the Creative Europe programme until 2018, while the new project The Intruder
can count on partnerships with organisations such as Fira Tarrega Festival (Barcelona),
Malandain Ballet Biarritz and Grand Studio from Brussels.

...the audiovisual
sector...

Regarding the audiovisual sector, we will build synergies between Europa Visual Hub
and artists from Romagna and filmmakers from ECoCs 2015/2018, facilitating the mobility of productions and people by inviting foreigners to work in Romagna and viceversa.
From the perspective of artistic design and craftsmanship the open call for the Academies of Fine Arts linked to European Travelling Container will activate exchanges,
productions and considerations about European port cities.
Finally the Ceramic Art Food project will connect young potters from all over Europe
by inviting them to Romagna to think about food and design and produce new tableware
and food & wine containers.

...and cultural
and creative
industries
(CCIs)

As far as the sector of CCIs is concerned, Ravenna is turning into an attractive centre
for creative young people in the region. Thanks to cooperation with international organisations operating in the sector (i.e. KEA) we hope that in 2019 Ravenna can become a
European magnet for new professions linked to innovation. To this end, the international
workshop Switch-on: European Creative Capacity Building which will be held in Ravenna this September will enable the construction of a platform of international exchange
and cooperation for CCIs, creating a bridge between Ravenna and Europe.

Section I • Basic principles
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The House Of Europe

The House of Europe is the main platform for
exchange, co-generation and co-production of ideas and events related to the diversity and common
aspects of the European dimension. Its spaces inside
Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste, a newly renovated historic palace in downtown which opened to the public in 2014 on Europe Day, will fill up with people
and activities as we approach 2019. The goal is to
focus a discussion on the continent and its identity:
the habitat of the European adventure (by Zygmunt
Bauman), a place open to citizens from Ravenna,
Italy and the world, a centre for permanent and shared activities.
The House of Europe will be first and foremost the
general headquarters of Ra2019, with an information desk on the bid processes and events during
2019, and will host projects from ECoCs 2015/18.
The House’s activities will be informational and interactive: meetings with well known people who tell
about their Europe, music workshops, and story-tel-

ling about European cultures. It will directly serve
the community: an infopoint and free workshops on
EU programmes geared particularly to young people, a thematic library on ECoCs which will become
the main multimedial ECoC documentation centre
in Europe, at the same time becoming a focal point
for Ra2019 volunteers and the Agorà 2019 citizens’
group, which will be able to use the spaces for their
activities. It will host debates, seminars and conferences on topics related to the European identity in
cooperation with Rekult Association - A Soul for
Europe, and specifically on the formation of a new
model for medium size contemporary cities (in collaboration with the Organza - Network of medium size
creative cities) and sustainable tourism as regard the
Adriatic Coast (in collaboration with NECSTouR Network of European Region for a Sustainable and
Competitive Tourism). The European Youth Capital
will also have a space for meetings and activities
(anx 1 p VI).

b) to highlight the richness of cultural diversity in Europe
Dialogue between differences. The vision of a mosaic of cultures is based on a concept
we would like to apply to our territory and then spread to Europe: differences should be
seen as a richness that can connect communities and make them more open.

Differences as
added value

Let’s start with Intercultural neighbourhoods, where artistic expression often takes shape halfway between counterculture and illegality: spray art, graffiti, stickers, hip-hop,
etc. Let’s take the minimum space for living together in a city, the neighbourhood, and
connect it to other cosmopolitan European neighbourhoods to make the differences interact. Differences in sexual orientation are the focus of the Gender Notes project, an EU
competition for young artists to create a new public work of art dedicated to the LGBT
community, symbolic of the fight against homo-, trans- and bi-phobia. Let’s then concentrate on the body as the minimum common denominator of biographies that differ by age,
geographical origin, and ability: let’s create a huge Body Mosaic where disabled people,
children, the elderly, and immigrants can dance together on different latitudes in Europe,
and invite them all to Ravenna in 2019.

Cultures and
genders

Differences in traditional music will be the focus of a festival at our city’s Darsena, joining music and folk dancing (On the Waterfront, directed by Vinicio Capossela) whereas the project Storytelling Children will join a literary and anthropological study of
fairytales of different European peoples with the production of an artist film. Two flagship
events will celebrate differences and will open and close the year as capital: on the one
hand Outbreak, a year-long project on diverse styles of dance, since Romagna’s folk
dance tradition consists of many different European influences (waltz, polka, tango etc.);
on the other, European Propaganda Parade will close the 2019 Programme with a short
circuit that will take place in a packed, uniformly lined up square where the masses, in

Traditions and
contamination
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their individual compositions, will trace the great diversity of European peoples. On the
visual arts front, the variety of pictorial styles will be illustrated in an exhibit of Travelling artists in Emilia-Romagna (sect II p 45).
c) highlight common aspects of European cultures
Give Europeanism a home in
the heart of the
city

Different, but at the same time alike. The House of Europe will be the centre for discussing common aspects of European culture, providing a habitat for multiplicity ( 1 pag
17 - anx 1 p VI). But the Programme contains many projects and events highlighting the
affinities of European cultures.

From the Orient
to the Adriatic
sea, a crossroads of cultures

Let’s start with European Propaganda, which contains Ich Bin ein European, researching and tracing the history of the continent, whereas Ignorance is Strength - Say Yes
interprets recent history from the perspective of the tensions created by media and propaganda in the 20th century. Another common European aspect usually kept under wraps
are the continent’s “barbaric” traditions. We will follow Wulfila’s lead, the Arian bishop
and “translator” who built bridges between religions in addition to authoring the first translation of the Bible from ancient Greek into the vernacular: by connecting Bulgaria, Sweden, Germany and Italy the Once were Arians project shows how Europe is a crucible
of cultures and highlights Oriental influences. The Routes of Friendship by Riccardo
Muti / Ravenna Festival will look at Orient as well, by passing ancient routes.
Adriatic Coast to Coast studies the transformation of coastlines and anthropization, connecting works and artists from Italy, Croatia, Albania, Slovenia and other countries. All
the projects related to Dante Alighieri will provide the opportunity to explore the imaginary of literary Europe starting with one of the fathers of the Italian language, by connecting up students of the Supreme Poet (Dante 2.0(19) - The social network) as well
as producing new works, whereas the exhibition The Golden Age in Art will retrace the
recurrent use of a colour and of a metal in many artistic traditions.

Patrimony of
knowledge

Temporary architectural transformation and reconversion will be the focus of On the
docks - reuse and abandonment: the transition from the secondary to the tertiary sector
is underway all over Europe, calling for a discussion of what should happen to our industrial heritage which has fallen into disuse. This project connects and maps out various sites on the continent and poses the collective issue of best practices and future orientation.
Some high-level local organisations are helping to spread awareness of the issue, such as
the International Centre for Documentation of Mosaics and RavennaMosaico - International Festival of Contemporary Mosaics, along with two new international organisations
soon to be established: the European Centre for Higher Education in Cooperative Studies
and the new seat of the Archbishop of Ravenna’s Archive.
Can you specify how this event could help to strengthen the city’s links with Europe?

Create new
networks

The main instrument for strengthening Ravenna’s links with the rest of Europe will be
the creation of new networks, some of which are already being constructed and others
which will take shape as we near 2019 due to the dense web of exchanges and cooperative
projects started recently ( D p 19).

Strengthen
existing
networks

Moreover, existing and active local networks will be strengthened. These include: Atrium
- Architecture of in Totalitarian Regimes, a recently completed EU project, recognized
by the Council of Europe as a “cultural route”, groups together about twenty institutions
from eleven European countries (with its headquarters in Forlì); Arginet - Actions for EU
Ceramic Network entails five countries and various European cities, headed up in Faen-
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D

European networks under construction

Ravenna

ONCE WERE ARIANS
Joins traces of migration period art and history on the European continent

INTERCULTURAL NEIGHBOURHOODS
Joins suburbs of some European cities

CINEMADIVINO EUROPE
Connects cinematographic and wine production

ADRIATIC COAST TO COAST
Creates a bridge between cities on the two sides of the Adriatic

DANTE 2.0(19)
Connects students from various European countries

SOUNDCITY HERITAGE
Activates collaboration between European musical producers

EUROPEAN TRAVELLING CONTAINER
Connects cities on the Baltic corridor to northern European ports

ON THE WATHERFRONT
Connects southeast European popular music, dance and ports
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Ravenna - Sofia - Veliko Tarnovo - Svishtov - Uppsala - Speyer

Ravenna - Sofia - Ruse - Marseille - Skopje - Umago - Lodz
Romagna - Catalunya - Dijon - Plovdiv region - Dubrovnik Festiwine Frankfurt region - Argos - Brda area
Ravenna - Venice - Bari - Jesolo - Rovinj - Rjieka - Zagreb - Sarajevo - Cetinje
- Tirana - Koper - Piran - Maribor - Athens
Sofia - Moscow - Bucharest - Paris - Madrid and Barcelona - Athens Cologne and various cities in Switzerland
Diksmuide and Kortrijk - Saint-Avè and Tourcoing - Groningen and Utrecht Ljubljana - Aarau
Ravenna - Venice - Ancona - Graz - Wien - Bratislava - Brno - Katowice Warsaw - Danzig - Stavanger - Umeå - Tallin - Riga - Liverpool - Varna
Ravenna - Bari - Tirana - Patras - Valletta - Paphos - Istanbul
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za; Shared Space - Music weather politics, led by the Quadriennale in Prague with institutions in over ten European Countries from Helsinki to Riga; and finally AIMC-International Association of Contemporary Mosaicists, and the European Jazz Network.
Developing the
ECoC network

Future and past ECoCs are a constant source of information and advice for us: with some
of them we are already undertaking joint projects; with others we have begun discussions
leading to concrete projects in the coming years, even if Ravenna does not win the title.
If Ravenna is chosen, together with the European Cultural Foundation in Amsterdam
and about ten other cities (including San Sebastian, Kosice, Aarhus and Leeuwarden) we
will develop a consortium for creating competences and relationship between cultural
professionals. This project is called Tandem - European Capitals of Culture - Cultural
Managers Exchange for Sustaining Local Stakeholder Partnerships & Strategic Local
Long-Term Effects in Past, Present & Future Cultural Capitals of Europe.
There are two projects that will affect all ECoC cities: Europa Visual Hub which entails
producing artist films based on an exchange of video - and filmmakers from Romagna and
Europe; the residence programme Our Europe Everyday will host eight visual artists
every year in the House of Europe, working on the theme of the different artistic visions
that inspired the ECoC 2014-2018 programmes (anx 1 p VII).

2

Cooperation with 2014-2018 ECoCs

Umeå 2014 - In 2015 we will organise a public meeting with Katrin Stern on the Umeå project Urban
Forum, a shared planning process involving citizens
and artists focused on our The Darsena I would like.
We will also invite the curators of the Museum of the
History of Women (Maria Pehrstedt) to exchange
practices and processes with our House of Women.
Riga 2014 - We’ll invite the artist Solvita Krese,
who organised the Latvian Survival Kit and Gundega Laivina from Riga’s artistic management, who
directed the programme Road Map, to work in our
area with citizens and tourists, planning artistic initiatives based on a methodology that successfully
involved various communities in Riga in the ECoC
programme.
Mons 2015 - In July, 2015 Ravenna’s Teatro delle
Albe will premiere at Mons with Rumore di Acque:
and Marco Martinelli is one of the artists invited to
Belgium for ECoC events. The text will be translated into French and the play will involve a hundred
citizens of all ages from Mons; from our side, and in
dialogue with the Mons 2015 team (Daniel Cordova
and others) we are interested in bringing Art Box ou
l’art en gare to Romagna: a multimedial box that
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becomes a mobile contemporary art exhibit in train
stations.
Pilsen 2015 - In Pilsen, like in Ravenna, an architectural transformation is underway. Buildings that
were once used as factories (especially breweries)
are being rethought of as cultural containers as part
of the project Factories of imagination. In a dialogue with Milan Svoboda from Pilsen 2015 we will
look closely at this project, inviting the organisers to
Ravenna for public meetings to create connections
with our On the Dock: reuse and abandonment.
San Sebastian 2016 - Participatory planning joins
our project with that of San Sebastian. We are thinking of creating links between Ravenna’s citizens
and those of the Basque capital to share and enrich
reciprocal instruments in the field of social innovation (the Agorà format for Ravenna and Auzolab laboratories for San Sebastian).
Wroclaw 2016 - Wroclaw will host World Music
Days. The process of forming our Byzanthium Contemporary Orchestra could start in Poland, creating
a prequel ensemble between experimentation and
tradition.
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Aarhus 2017 - More.creative is the project Aarhus
is proposing to facilitate CCIs’ encounter with the
digital world. We would like to develop a residence programme that puts together Danish innovators
and makers with our Mc-hackers project from The
bRAin.
Paphos 2017 - With the project Piecing Together
Paphos has taken up the challenge of the shared construction of its own mosaic logo. Ravenna Common
Ground will monitor the process and invite the organisers to Romagna.
Valletta 2018 - Qatt ma Ninsa is a project on marine memory - a collection of people’s objects and

a digital archive. We would like to link this to our
Film Library of Memories. Other projects are being
studied in cooperation with Marc Cabourdin, a
member of the panel of artistic directors for the first
selection round.
Leeuwarden 2018 - With the goal of connecting
Frisia to Romagna, we are working on a project (willing to be proposed at the next Creative Europe call
in October) to develop the creative sector: European
grass roots movement building cooperatives in the
creative sector. We would like to enter into contact
with the Land Art Generator Iniziative, comparing
Dutch projects in this field with our solar mosaic.

Regarding “City and Citizens”, how does the city intend to ensure that the programme for the event:

I

a) attracts the population’s interest on a European level
Connecting people and communities, Sharing is multiplying
Ravenna, an attractive and participatory ECoC. As our Cultural Programme shows, we
are confident of our ability to attract and engage international artists, both of current standing and with future potential, to work with us. We have also thought very carefully about
how to attract different groups across Europe to Ravenna in 2019. The key to this is knowing
our audience. Effectively our audience falls into two distinct but connected groups.
1. The first group is what could be described as “the ECoC followers”. This group includes
the many cultural networks, academics and cultural commentators who are regularly
present at major events and are clearly going to be interested in the Italian ECoC. Also
included in this group would be international delegations from European cities looking
to learn from the experience and also candidate cities and cities who secure the ECoC
nomination for years following 2019. The main key to attract this group and to ensure
both that numbers are maximised and that they have an exceptional positive is that,
Ravenna 2019 has a strong and compelling narrative about what our year is all
21

A programme
for ECoC
followers
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about, that our ideas are innovative and our Programme is challenging and exciting.
We also need to use the European networks to share and promote this story. Finally,
we need effective and properly resourced organisation of this work in Ravenna and
its partner cities so that we can deliver well-organised programmes for our “professional visitors”. Previous ECoCs like Liverpool and Linz have been conspicuously
successful in ensuring their ECoC welcome programmes incorporate the capacity to
do this well. More recently Marseille and Riga have introduced features like CapCult
which offer specially tailored programmes with inside track tours for special visitors.
2. The second group is “tourists”, who can be split into two subgroups:
Not just Unesco
and Mosaics for
tourists…

traditional tourists: the ECoC programme reinterprets artistic-cultural heritage, inviting visitors to enjoy it from a new perspective. Soundcity Heritage will
make the eight Unesco sites resound with site-specific sound installations created
by international artists. Divine Comedy 19/21 will put all 100 songs from Dante’s
poem on stage, involving thousands of young people through the Teatro delle Albe’s non-scuola. The city’s industrial archaeological heritage will be re-analysed through temporary architectural re-use projects, together with artistic projects
dedicated to Michelangelo Antonioni. Material heritage will dialogue with immaterial heritage: we will organise neighbourhood dinners on the beaches along
the Romagna coast and we will plan new nature paths for hikers and cyclists;

…but a new
cultural tourism
based on
experience and
relationship

2019 tourists: these are tourists attracted by the ECoC brand. The Ravenna 2019
brand is conducting unprecedented experiments with science and art, linking renewable energy with land art (the Solar Mosaic); rereading European history through the lens of propaganda with the goal of producing a positive version; creating a
new European carnival for children and adults based on fairytales and popular stories, focusing on the myth of monsters (Monstruous Marvels Carnival); and reinterpreting the identity of contemporary cities through the filter of temporariness, raising the profile of marine colonies, beaches, ports, urban gardens and cultural sites.
Here we think that 2019 gives both Ravenna and Italy as a whole the opportunity to
revisit our tourism model which has served us well in the past, but in many ways is
also presenting signs of crisis. We believe that for Italy - the country which more than
any other is synonymous with the concept of cultural tourism - 2019 can be a “game
changer” (anx 1 p VII). We certainly intend that to be the case for Ravenna.
b) encourages the participation of artists, socio-cultural professionals and residents

Involving
Romagna…

A bid written by 2000 hands. We are proud of the remarkable coming together of arts
organisations in our Region to support the creation of the bid. Cultural and Artistic organisations have thrown themselves into the bidding process, generously providing ideas,
projects and enthusiasm. As such they have contributed to a Programme which reflects
their strengths, concerns, ambitions and creativity. Through the establishment of Creative
Councils in each of the supporting cities, we built a synchronised creative network which has proved to be an outstanding model for a participative planning process. We intend
to build on this process in the proposed governance arrangements for the Ra2019 organisation should we succeed in our bid.
Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, Faenza, Cervia, Russi and the Union of Municipalities of Bassa
Romagna have all undertaken an unprecedented, shared planning process which has created new innovative instruments (anx 1 p IX) and new synergies (Test Runs 2019, the first
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playbill of events in Romagna in sync with the bid) and tried out co-planned events (from
the wonderful experience of Romagna Express in 2012 to the events of 2014 such as the
walks La Romagna in Cammino verso il 2019/ You’ll never walk alone and What if?,
preview of the more important projects that each city has planned for the 2019 programming). The sharing that has taken shape in the bidding programme, in which each city is on
the one hand leading a project that involves the other areas and on the other hand, is contributing to the other cities’ planning. The result is a mosaic of many areas’ declinations,
interests, and callings under the common auspices of 2019.
The bid stands out from the beginning for its extensive citizen involvement; citizens are
leading the process thanks to the participatory method (sect I p 38). In the pre-selection
phase the city was able to produce a Cultural Programme based on the ideas of hundreds
of local citizens and experts. Ravenna is the only one of the bidding cities to have made an
open call. Along with twenty-eight working groups, this call gathered over 400 ideas which were then discussed during Agorà2019: the word to culture, a creative participatory
laboratory (anx 1 p V). Agorà will continue through the years leading up to 2019, helping
to formulate the final 2019 Programme, and becoming one of the permanent instruments
for involving citizens in the various processes of producing local public policies. Indeed,
the governance of the bid project requires the formation of a permanent citizens working
group (Agorà 2019 working group) which will support the Foundation in planning and
delivering the Programme (sect III p 69). The hope is to develop and spread the participatory format of Agorà on a national and European level by exchanging good practices, creative laboratories, workshops and residences for citizens using the shared platform provided
by the House of Europe ( 1 p 17). Citizens will also be actively involved in building an
evaluation model (Kaleidoscope), helping to monitor the course of the bid and evaluating
its cultural, economic and social impact on the local area.

…of the city
and its citizens

Young people and students have also been called on in this process to play a key role in
designing Ravenna of the future, with initiatives that have directly involved local schools,
for example in 2013 for the competition of ideas called Let me tell you about my city in
2019: images and words for Europe aimed at over 25,000 students from every type of
school, and in 2014 the compilation of the European Youth Chart a programme document for the incoming European Parliament.
Students are a key factor in mobilising cultural awareness in the community and formulating the cultural premises for future generations. We are planning to form a student
advisory board (anx 1 p IV) that can develop and communicate the Programme, a fundamental bridge between generations and people with different interests. At the same time
the historic memory of our oldest generation is a precious resource for future generations
and will be highlighted with the project The tree of life - Film library of memories. This
project views the elderly as “oracles” and youth as “translators”, in a format that utilizes
oral storytelling as a patrimony and source for creating songs, comics, and videos. This is
one of the topics we deal with in the thematic line Generations 19/19 (sect II p 59).

…youth and
the elderly

An important role in our relations with the local area and in involving citizens will also
be carried out by the volunteer association V!RA2019. Italian and European students and
citizens will be connected with exchange programmes, called Capital Twinning: our volunteer association will invite volunteers from future ECoCs to Romagna and viceversa.
This will create a process of comparing good practices that can connect young citizens
from various parts of Europe and will aim to leave good examples of cultural planning in
the respective visited areas, creating a virtuous circle on a European level.
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…of European
citizens

There are various projects that entail meetings between European citizens from various
countries as part of their development. Intercultural Neighbourhoods involves citizens
and artists from several European cities for periods of residence and common work, whereas Body Mosaic creates a dense network of workshops and laboratories in various parts of
Europe with the results ending up in Ravenna. Adriatic Coast to Coast connects the two
shores of the Adriatic by inviting inhabitants to “reflect” on those living on the other side
of the sea, whereas the European Travelling Container transports the work of designers
and students of the Academy of Fine Arts to various cities on the continent. The League
Of Extraordinary Children is a travelling laboratory that involves children and parents
in Italy, France and England, Dante 2.0(19) - The Social Network connects high school
students via the web and otherwise, Ceramic Art Food invites artists from various places
to Romagna, as does The European Stock Exchange of Cultural Professionals, which
aims to create a vast meeting of cultural work on a European level.

…for people
from Ravenna
living abroad

Finally, in 2013 the city in conjunction with Columbia University of New York organised
Ravenna in the world, a project involving people from Ravenna all over the world, dealing
with topics ranging from artistic-cultural heritage to place names to people from Ravenna
living abroad.
c) is sustainable and an integral part of the city’s long-term cultural and social development
Ravenna’s bid to be European Capital of Culture has guided our long term strategic thinking for a number of years. As we indicated in the introduction to this section, it is central
to our plans for Ravenna and the Romagna region to become a more connected, more
integrated region, known for its culture of participative citizenship.
The strategic instruments we will use to guide this long term development are:

* Based on the
concept of “Culture
as second strategy”
inspired by the
World Cities Culture
Report, 2012

1. The 2019 build-up which provides the impetus for a physical transformation which
sees the 3 disconnected areas of Ravenna - historic centre, regenerated docks and
nearby towns on the coast and in the hinterland - come together to form a connected,
integrated whole. The same process will also work across our region through Rediscover Romagna - a call and a project for people to get involved. Moreover the cultural
infrastructure emerging throughout the process leading up to 2019 will create new
jobs, particularly in cultural and creative fields.
2. Our 2019 Cultural Programme contains the Five Scenes - the project themes which
enable us to explore, investigate and answer the key questions and concerns which our
citizens and our artists have urged us to explore. Those 5 Scenes constitute a journey
From Threshold to Threshold to I Transform, Therefore We Are which mirrors the
challenge on which we are engaged and whose impact we will capture in our Evaluation Model.
3. Our Second Strategy model* provides a practical structure through which to identify
key concerns and issues and to use cultural innovation to find solutions. The bidding
experience will thus serve to catalyse, attract and keep talent that is leaving; to develop projects that enhance the role of women in modern society; to accelerate processes
of social cohesion that in turn facilitate intercultural dialogue.
4. And finally our planned Tourism Strategy will enable us to unlock new ways of
delivering a more experimental and participatory tourism model, enabling use to us
our cultural and physical assets in a way which places Ravenna and Romagna at the
forefront of new European models for cultural tourism, in which each citizen becomes
a part of the region’s welcome.
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Long after 2019 is over, we believe we will be able to look back on a process through
which the creative partnerships - local, national and international - and the ideas that were
unlocked and developed formed the basis for a structure of active governance and permanent, flexible networks though which our community and economy will prosper and grow.

How does the city plan to get involved in or create synergies with the cultural
activities supported by the European institutions?

I

10

In creating its own cultural policy, and regional development policy in general, Ravenna
has always taken inspiration from the European Union and tried to implement on the
local level the priorities defined by EU institutions. As shown by the large number of EU
funded projects the city has implemented over the years, a pool of resources, abilities and
competences has been created, specialized in European project management. In anticipation of becoming an ECoC the city is reinforcing its cooperation with the EU’s regional
connection service in Brussels and the Emilia-Romagna Region’s newly founded Office
for culture and creativity, offering informational support on EU financing.
To implement the 2019 Programme Ravenna will seek to optimize EU funding for 20142020 to diversify the programme’s budget items as well as to benefit citizens, artists and
local professionals through a fertile exchange/contamination with Europe. The Ra2019
Programme was conceived in close coordination with the actions and goals of Europe
2020, planning funding for the main projects for which financing will be requested.
This includes:
1. Creative Europe: in March 2014 two projects, Cities of women (on the topic of gender diversity) and Visual Heritage (on video mapping) were presented; the following projects are being prepared for the upcoming October deadline:
Intangible Cities, a project aimed at exchanging and circulating artists between
the cities of Ravenna, Évora (Portugal), Birgu (Malta), Jensuu (Finland), Ourense (Spain) and Speyer (Germany);
European grass roots movement building cooperatives in the creative sector, a cooperative project in the field of CCIs headed up by Leuwardeen2018: along with other Italian partners (Lecce, Avanzi. Sustainability in Action, Creactivitas Creative Economy
Lab) Ravenna is working on the topic “Genius Loci Project: TerritoriAbility” with the
goal of developing innovative methodologies and instruments to facilitate contamination between the business world, civil society and the cultural and creative sector;
Tandem - European Capitals of Culture: Ra2019 joined the consortium created by the European Cultural Foundation to promote the exchange and development of competences among cultural managers as part of the ECoC Programme.
2. Europe for citizens: Europe for citizens: there are several projects in this area, from
historic memory shared by Poland, Croatia, Hungary and Italy, to raising the value of
participatory instruments for citizens engaged in the intercultural field in Romania,
Bulgaria, Germany, Spain, Albania and the Czech Republic to the sister city network.*
3. Erasmus+: one of the most effective actions put in place in 2014 was the formation
of a consortium composed of the Municipality of Ravenna, the Flaminia Foundation,
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* Romagna TwinNet,
the sister city
network:
18 municipalities
20 twinning
associations
52 international
cities
11 countries in the
world
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Ravenna and Europe. Some examples of European projects

Concluded

Heritage

Infrastructures

Tourism

He.Ra

Confluences
Interculturelles
et Artistiques

IPA Adriatic

Oralites
Project

LLP Comenius
Romania, Italy

Sweden, Italy

Rigers

Adristorical
Lands

Pico

Herman
Central Europe
Ungary, Italy
Germany, Poland

Italy

Adrifort
IPA Adriatic

Open
Museums

Italy, Croatia, Montenegro,
Albania, Slovenia,

IPA Adriatic

Italy

Italy, Slovenia
Poland

GAL
Delta 2000

Twining

PSR (2007-2013)

EU funding
programme

Italy

Germany, France,
Denmark, Finland,
Portugal, Netherlands,
Sweden

Italy, Croatia, Slovenia,
Albania, Montenegro

Miur Call
Horizon 2020
Smart Cities

Miur Call
Horizon 2020
Smart Cities

Europe for Citizens

IPA Adriatic

Portugal, Malta, Spain,
Bulgaria

Italy, Bulgaria

Creativity

Mecine
Network

Europe for Citizens

Culture
Programme

PO Development
& Cooperation

Social

Sern Network

Croatia, Italy, Slovenia,
Bosnia Herzegovina

Exebicion
Project

Ongoing

Interculture

Italy, Croatia, Bulgaria,
Turckey, Ungary

Europe for Citizens
Great Britain, Italy, Ungary,
Romania, Slovenia, Serbia,
Croatia
Slovakia, Republic of
Macedonia, Montenegro,
Bosnia Herzegovina

Europe is
my future
Erasmus +
Italy, Bulgaria
Croatia, Slovenia
France, Spain
Greece

Youth in Action

Bet on EU

Turkey, Italy

C.H.A.R.M.

Expoaus
IPA Adriatic
Croatia, Albania
Bosnia Herzegovina
Greece, Italy
Montenegro, Slovenia

EU Fin

Multilingualism
and creativity
LLP Comenius

Europe for Citizens

Sweden, Italy

Submitted

Italy, Bulgaria
Croazia, Slovenia
France, Spain
Greece

Cities of
Women

Remember
Our History

Creative Europe

Europe for Citizens

Italy, Spain
Serbia

Italy, Bulgaria
Croatia, Slovenia
France, Spain
Greece

Cosmos
Cloud of
Smart Services
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Horizon 2020

Improve ICT in
Public Libraries
STARRPlus

Erasmus +

Horizon 2020

Italy, Slovenia, Bulgaria,
Romania, Latvia, Cyprus

Italy, Bulgaria, Croatia
Slovenia, France
Spain, Greece

Visual
Heritage
Creative Europe
Czech Republic,
Portugal

Italy
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and the educational agency “Education for Europe”, to support the education and
professionalization of local youth, in addition to creating and strengthening internationalisation networks. In addition a project was presented to develop digital
skills in libraries with a focus on blind users involving institutions in Ravenna, Ljubljana, Veliko Tarnovo, Romania etc.
4. Horizon 2020: one of our flagship projects, Ravenna Common Ground, is establishing
a public-private partnership to participate in the next call; meanwhile two projects respectively on sustainable-tourist mobility and the creation of highly innovative intelligent districts were presented by the Ravenna municipality in the spring of 2014; also
important for the city was the award in 2014 of funding to the company Micoperi
Blue Growth, active in the global market for new generation biotechnology and leads
a group of about 20 European research organisations and institutes as part of Horizon
2020 (the section on social inclusion, food safety, sustainable agriculture and forestry,
marine, maritime and waterways research). The Ravenna municipality will also take
part as a trial pilot organisation in the R&D project SIRSIPA - Information System
for Companies and Public Administrations’ Social Responsiblity, conceived by Data
Management Pa Solutions and funded by the Puglia Region’s POR programme in the
context of EU innovation initiatives in Horizon 2020.
In addition those synergies with Europe will be nurtured specifically as regards the city’s
long-term cultural development strategies (sect I p 10), such as CCIs and artists’ and
works’ mobility.

Cultural and
Creative
Industries

Opportunities for cooperation with all the cultural initiatives promoted by the EU will be
created to give greater visibility and promote awareness of the richness and diversity of
European cultures, as well as stimulating intercultural dialogue and reciprocal understanding, including the European Cultural Awards: we will invite authors who have won the
European Prize for Literature to participate in the Ravenna Festival of Writing and we will
support the familiarity and translation of new works in the project Share your language
- May the Translator Win!; Ravenna may host the exhibit on the European Prize for Contemporary Architecture, whereas works awarded by Prix Media will be presented as part
of special cinema and documentary festivals (Mosaic of Europe Film Fest, Per non morire
di televisione/To not die of television).

Are some parts of the proposed project aimed at specific groups (for ex. young
people, minorities, etc.)?

I

In drawing up the Programme interests and needs of varying origin were considered and
were collected thanks to the open call, the process of participatory planning and permanent dialogue with local organisations active locally in gender policy (Casa delle Donne/
House of Women), intercultural policy (representation of foreign citizens/Città Meticcia),
sexual policy (Arcigay), volunteer associations (Volunteer Council, V!RA2019), schools
(local schools, student associations) and sports policy.
Two entire thematic fragments, Intercultural neighbourhoods and The advantage of differences (sect II p 46-47) contain projects on minorities, developing projects focusing on
gender differences, sexual orientation as well as ethnic, religious, cultural, psychic and
physical differences to encourage a process of openness, mediation and enrichment for
the benefit of the whole society.
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PROJECT

TARGET

TOOLS-MODALITIES

Intercultural Neighbourhoods

Youth, ethnic minorities

Urban art laboratories and residences

Share your language-May the Translator Win

Youth, children, linguistic minorities

Competition, school laboratories, events

Neighbourhood cartographies 2019

Immigrants

Intercultural mediation

Body Mosaic

Disabled, youth, elderly

Laboratories and plays

Any day in the city of women

Women

Community project

Gender notes

LGBT, young artists

Audiovisuals, community art

Mappa Mamma Open Data

Mothers

Crowdmapping

European beach games

Professional and amateur athletes

Games, sports

Ring the bell

Tourists, citizens

Training and interaction laboratories

Storytelling children

Children

Audivisuals, storytelling

The league of extraordinary children

Children

Laboratories, co-creation

The tree of Life/Film library of Memory

Youth, children, elderly

Community project, intergenerational dialogue

The bRAin

Makers, creative youth

Fablabs,co-working, start ups

Bike Check-in? All in!

Cyclists

Award campaign, gamification

Smart Bike Stop

Cyclists

Multitasking exchange stations

Dante 2.0(19) - The Social Network

Youth

Twinning with foreign students

EU exchange meeting for cultural professionals

Cultural professionals

Trade fair, web platform, networking

Ports of Europe

Longshoremen

Documentary

Accessibility

In cooperation with BeHandy (an association for people with special needs such as reduced motor, visual, hearing and eating abilities), the initiative Ravenna, city for all will be
implemented based on a comprehensive view of the topic of accessibility. This initiative
will give rise to numerous projects in the Programme aimed at enriching and involving
people with different motor, visual and hearing abilities but also those with food allergies/
problems.
Qualitative research on weak signals (signals that can be mapped and analysed to reveal
medium/long-term trends) will enable us to identify audience niches and intercept trends,
thus helping to foresee possible interaction and plan ad hoc initiatives.

Audience
development

The Creative Europe Programme, focused primarily on audience development, has affirmed the fundamental need to come up with initiatives that help increase and deepen relationships and diversify audiences with the goal of cultural, economic and social integration.
In this sense our Programme has put in place a strategy for involvement based on sharing
experiences and creating a sense of community between the various categories of audiences. The instruments used in this sense are: translation as a part of play and relationships
between children to encourage intercultural dialogue (in Share your language - May the
Translator Win), using games to co-create artwork made of the dreams of children participating (in The League of Extraordinary Children); interaction between youth of different
nationalities (in Dante 2.0(19) - The Social Network); storytelling and hosting to encourage open intergenerational dialogue (in 19/19 The tree of life and Active Hosting for
Europe!); reactivating places in disuse and using culturally non-traditional contexts to
create new ways for audiences to come into contact (AgriDesign Festival, Re-think urban
spaces!), organising open air events that are easily accessible and have a strong relational
impact, creating opportunities for citizens and tourists to meet (Outbreak, Midsummer night beach, European Beach Games).
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What contacts has the city or the organisation responsible for preparing the event
set up, or does it intend to set up with:

I

- the city’s cultural operators
The city’s cultural professionals have been involved since the very beginning as an integral
part of the Project governance as well as in actively building the Cultural Programme in
the form of working groups and creating various editions of the Test Runs.

Key:

RAVENNA

From threshold to threshold
Dance of opposites
Towards the open sea
Imagine the imaginary

I transform, therefore we are
Opening event
Closing event

1
2
3

Projects / tools (anx 1 p IV)
Projects developed
within the bid
ECoC Edition

Institutions and/or associations

Test Runs

2019 Programme

Accademia di Belle Arti

Festa dell’Europa2

Extra-ordinary mosaics/Ravenna Mosaico3 • European
Travelling Container • Adriatic Coast to Coast

AIMC - Ass. Internazionale Mosaicisti Contemporanei

Ravenna Mosaico

Extra-ordinary mosaics/Ravenna Mosaico3

Altrimenti

Corposamente

Corposamente3

ANPI

Nel Senio della Memoria

Walks1

Arcidiocesi di Ravenna e Cervia

Soundcity Heritage

Arcigay

Vegan in tla muraia2

Gender notes

Bronson Produzioni

Io ballo liscio2 • Transmission • Beaches Brew

Byzanthium Contemporary Orchestra • Soundcity Heritage • European Propaganda Parade • Transmission3

Cantieri Danza

Esercizi in Darsena/Nutrimenti per la Crescita • Ammutinamenti • Today to dance • Festa dell’Europa2

Body Mosaic • The Intruder • Body Games3 • Nutrients for Growth3

Casa delle Arti per l’Infanzia

Fest

Carnival of Monstrous Marvels • Storytelling Children

Casa delle Donne

Viva Sofia! • Convegno Donne di Pace

Any Day in the City of Women

Centro Dantesco

Ravenna per Dante

Ravenna for Dante3 • Dante 2.0(19)

Circolo Cinema Sogni

Corti da Sogni

Bulgarian Art Week • Corti da Sogni3

CISIM, Cooperativa Libra, Lato Oscuro della Costa

Romagna Express 20192 • Festa della Repubblica • Old
School Night • Ravenna viso-in-aria2

Intercultural Neighbourhood Festival

Città Meticcia

Festival delle Culture

Ich bin Ein European • Intercultural Neighbourhood
Festival • Festival of Cultures3

Cittattiva

La Darsena che vorrei, compleanno

The Darsena I would like3 • Agorà 2015/20191

Cooperativa E (Fanny & Alexander, Gruppo Nanou,
ErosAntEros, Menoventi)

Fèsta2 • Ravenna viso-in-aria2 • Mundus - White Hole
• Motel (LP) • MEME

Divine Comedy 19/21 • Imaginary Atlas • White Hole
• Fésta3

Dante in rete

Ravenna per Dante

Dante 2.0(19) • Ravenna for Dante3

Fernandel Editore

Raccontare Ravenna2

Bulgarian Art Week

Fondazione Casa di Oriani

Friedrich Schurr in Romagna

Ich bin Ein European • The Country of Fairytales

Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio

Ravenna per Dante

Dante 2.0(19) • Ravenna for Dante3

Fondazione del Monte

Romagna Express2 • Festa dell’Europa2

House of Europe1

Fondazione Flaminia

Festa dell’Europa2 • Nova Civitas. Summer School

Ich bin Ein European • Active Hosting for Europe!1 •
Once Were Arians

Fondazione RavennAntica

Festa dell’Europa2

Spoon River of the Romans

Fondazione Ravenna Manifestazioni

Mundus2 • Festa dell’Europa2 • Ravenna Festival

The routes of Friendship • Ravenna Festival3
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Giaccardi Associati

Ravenna Future Lessons • Web Economy Festival

The bRAin

Gruppo dello Zuccherificio

Il grido della farfalla

Il grido della farfalla3

Istituto F. Schurr

Friedrich Schurr in Romagna

Outbreak • The Country of Fairytales

Istituto Storico della Resistenza

Nel Senio della Memoria

The tree of life/Film library of Memories • Ich bin Ein
European

Istituzione Biblioteca Classense

Ravenna per Dante • Boccaccio/Centenario

Bulgarian Art Week • Once Were Arians • Ravenna for
Dante3

Istituzione Museo d’Arte della Città

Critica in Arte

Travelling Artists • The Golden Age • Extra-ordinary mosaics/Ravenna Mosaico3 • Ignorance is Strength/Say Yes

Jazz Network

Ravenna Jazz • Crossroads

Ravenna Jazz3

La Crisalide d’Aria

Frattale

Active Hosting for Europe!1 • Frattale3

Legambiente Ravenna

Festa dell’Europa2

Human Nature • Smart Bike Stop

Linea Rosa

Il cammino dell’associazione

Any day in the City of Women

Marte

80 Mesh • Equazione Impossibile

Solar Mosaic • Extra-ordinary mosaics/Ravenna Mosaico3

Meme Exchange

Esperimenti di Riuso Urbano

On the docks: Re-use and Abandonment

Mirada Ass.

Komikazen • Ram, Giovani Artisti a Ravenna

Ignorance is Strength/Say Yes • Dante after Dante

N.E.O. Visual Project

Visioni di eterno

Eternal Visions3 • Visual Heritage

Onnivoro

Il tempo ritrovato • Scrittura Festival

Writers’ Festival3

Opera di Dante

Ravenna per Dante

Divine Comedy 19/21 • Ravenna for Dante3

Orthographe

Effetti Collaterali2 • Paradoxes • Erano Ariani - preview

Once Were Arians

Osservatorio Fotografico

Saluti da Ravenna2 • Adriatic Coast to Coast- preview2

Adriatic Coast to Coast • Greetings from Ravenna3

Paesaggi Move-Menti Ass.ne

World Listening Day • What if?2

The league of extraordinary children

Panda Project

Stormo revolution • Corposamente

Corposamente3

Pro Loco Porto Corsini, Marina Romea, Casalborsetti

Donne verso il mare aperto2

European Beach Games

Ravenna Cinema

Per non morire di televisione • Mosaico d’Europa Film
Fest • Ravenna Nightmare • Ravenna2019 VisualHub2

The tree of life / Film Library of Memories • Europa
Visual Hub • Mosaic of Europa Film Fest3 • Ravenna
Nightmare3 • Per non morire di televisione3

Ravenna Teatro (Teatro delle Albe e Drammatico
Vegetale)

Effetti Collaterali2 • Artebebè • non-scuola • Poco
lontano da qui • Le arti per i piccolissimi • Ravenna
viso-in-aria2

Divine Comedy 19/21 • Bulgarian Art Week • Artebebè3
• Carnival of Monstrous Marvels • Storytelling Children

Ravenna Screen

Ravenna Screen. Un anno di cinema

Cinema at 0 km • Ports of Europe

Sistema Museale della Provincia di Ravenna

Selvatico

Travelling Artists

Soprintendenza Beni Archeologici

Soundcity Heritage • Spoon River of Romans
Hub2

• Boccaccio/Centenario

Soundcity Herit. • Once Were Arians • Rethink the urban space

Soprintendenza Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici

Ra2019 Visual

St/Art

Portuali - preview2 • Ravenna Nightmare Film Fest

Bulgarian Art Week • Ports of Europe

Strativari, Ass. Cult.

Offset2 • Fahrenheit 39

Ignorance is Strength - Say Yes • Biennale of Graphic
Design • Offset3

Tanti Cosi Progetti

Homunculus

Storytelling Children • Monstrous Marvels Festival

Teatro del Drago

Puppet and Folks – Tales from Europe • Effetti Collaterali2
• Creature • Le arti per i piccolissimi • Casola è una favola

Storytelling Children • Monstrous Marvels Festival

Trail Romagna

Ravenna-Parenzo. Via Sancti Romualdi

Walks1
The tree of life/Cineteca delle memorie • Ich bin Ein
European • Dock’n’roll • House of Europe1

Università per Adulti Bosi Maramotti

Università degli Studi di Bologna - Sede di Ravenna

Nova Civitas. Summer School

Spoon River of Romans • Ich bin Ein European • Erano
Ariani • Adriatic Coast to Coast • Human Nature • Casa
dell’Europa1

VerdeMilonga Tango Club

Tango alla balera

Outbreak
cultura2

Villaggio Globale

Agorà2019: la parola alla

V!RA 2019

Romagna Express2 • Nuove Rotte della cultura2 • Festa
dell’Europa2 • #cimettolafaccia2
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- cultural operators based outside the city

CESENA

FAENZA

Cultural professionals from Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, Faenza, Cervia, and Bassa Romagna
have also been involved in the process by participating in the playbill for the Test Runs
as well as joining in the working groups that helped draw up the project proposals for our
Cultural Programme (anx 1 p IX).
Associazione Italiana Città della Ceramica

Argillà Italia

Ceramic Art Food

Big Ben Ass. Cult.

Strade Blu • Ingranaggi musicali

Strade Blu3

Cinemadivino s.r.l.

Cinemadivino Europe

Comitato Faenza per Ravenna 2019

Romagna Express2 • Kart / Settimana del Contemporaneo • Cheers2 • La notte del FabLab • What if?2

Ceramic Art Food • Transits1 • Travelling Artists

Ente Ceramica Faenza

Argillà Italia

Ceramic Art Food • Transits1

In_ocula Iris, Menoventi

Wam • Crack

Transits1 • Wam3

ISIA - Istituto Superiore per le Industrie Artistiche

What if?2

Ignorance is Strength/Say Yes • Transits1 • Ceramic Art Food

MIC (Museo Internazionale della Ceramica)

Romagna Express2 • Kart / Settimana del Contemporaneo2 • La storia di ‘Faience’ • La notte del FabLab •
What if?2 • La ceramica che cambia

Ceramic Art Food • Transits3 • Travelling Artists

Museo Zauli

Kart / Settimana del Contemporaneo • Avventure nello
spazio dell’arte2 • La notte del FabLab • What if?2

Ceramic Art Food • Transits1

Pinacoteca Comunale

Cheers2

Travelling Artists

Centro Cinema San Biagio

Piazze di Cinema • Cliciak • Backstage Film Festival

Backstage Film Festival3

Centuria

What if?2

AgriDesign Festival

Istituzione Biblioteca Malatestiana

Chi ha letto il Decamerone • Boccaccio/Centenario •
Nuova Malatestiana • Il libro nell’era digitale

No Copy - Literature and crowdwriting

Katrièm

Borgo Indaco

Storytelling Children • Monstrous Marvels Carnival

Legacoop Fo-Ce

Settimana del buon vivere

Settimana del buon vivere3

Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio

Puerilia • Màntica • Poco Lontano da qui

Divine Comedy 19/21 • Puerilia3 • Màntica3 • La
cavallina storna

Teatro Bonci

Chi ha letto il Decamerone • Romagna Express 20192

No Copy - Literature and crowdwriting

Teatro Valdoca

SV Monteverdi

Divine Comedy 19/21 • Bulgarian Art Week

RIMINI

FORLÌ

Università di Bologna - Sede di Cesena

AgriDesign Festival

Area Sismica

Lupo • Festival di musica contemporanea italiana

Festival di musica contemporanea3

Città di Ebla

Lupo • Ipercorpo • ATR Contemporaneo

Case corali • Ipercorpo3

Comitato Forlì per Ravenna 2019

Romagna Express 20192 • Notte Verde Europea •
Atrium • What if?2

Outbreak • Case corali • European Cultural Labour
Stock Exchange • Ignorance is Strength/Say Yes •
Travelling Artists • Unsettled Spaces

Masque Teatro

Lupo • Crisalide • Praxis

Crisalide

Musei San Domenico

Travelling Artists • Ignorance is Strength/Say Yes

Naima Club

On the Waterfront

Romagna Creative District

Creative Vision for 20192 • ATR Contemporaneo

The bRAin • European Cultural Labour Stock Exchange

Sedicicorto Ass.

Sedicicorto

Bulgarian Art Week • Sedicorto

Spazi Indecisi Ass.

Cicli indecisi - Totally Lost

Ignorance is Strength/Say Yes • Unsettled Spaces

Università degli Studi di Bologna - Forlì Campus

Parfums de Provence

Share your language - May the translator win!

Cartoon Club

Cartoon Club • Biennale Disegno

Cartoon Club3

FAR (Fabbrica Arte Rimini)

La poetica dei toni grigi • Biennale Disegno

Travelling Artists • Rethink the urban spaces

Fondazione Fellini

Dante & Fellini

Motus

Nella Tempesta

Divine Comedy 19/21

Piano Strategico

Movimenti • What if?2 • Romagna Express 20192

Rethink the urban spaces • Midsummer night beach
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Sagra Malatestiana

SV Monteverdi • Percuotere la mente

Bulgarian Art Week • Sagra Malatestiana3

Accademia Perduta - Romagna Teatri

Apertura del Ridotto

European Cultural Labour Stock Exchange
Transits1

Arboreto - Mondaino (RN)
Azienda Galassi Carlo

What if?2

Wonderland

Casa Artusi, Comune di Forlimpopoli (FC)

Festa Artusiana

Cinemadivino Europe • Festa Artusiana3 • AgriDesign
Festival

Drammi Collaterali

Drammi Collaterali

Bulgarian Art Week • Drammi Collaterali3

Le Belle Bandiere - Russi

Sonhos n. 2

Transits1

Museo Etnografico di Santarcangelo

Agridesign Festival

Primola Ass. culturale

Nell’Arena delle Balle di Paglia • Nel Senio della
Memoria • What if?2

The river theatre • Wonderland

Santarcangelo dei Teatri - Santarcangelo (RN)

Santarcangelo Festival

Rethink the urban spaces • Santarcangelo Festival3

Savignano Immagini - Savignano sul Rubicone (FC)

SI Fest • Adriatic Coast to Coast - preview2

Adriatic Coast to Coast

Many other organizations will be involved in the Ra2019 Programme, in particular: Accademia Bizantina, Ass. A. Mariani, Ass. Polifonica, Ass. Poveri d’Arte, Emilia-Romagna
Concerti, Ensemble Mariani, Mikrokosmos, Orchestra da Camera di Ravenna, Accademia Italiana della Cucina, ACLI, ARCI, ENDAS, Ass. Albert Einstein, Ass. Italo-Bulgara
CIANOVE, Canterini Romagnoli, Capit,Club Arti e Mestieri, Coop. Atlantide, Fond. Museo del Risorgimento, Immaginante, Ist. Musicale G. Verdi, Lady Godiva Teatro, NiArt,
Norma, PA.GI.NE., Parco del Delta del Po, Ravenna Ballet Studio, Ravenna Poesia, Slow Food, Teatro Socjale.

- Outside the bid’s perimeter the operators involved are:
From threshold to threshold
Dance of opposites

Towards the open sea
Imagine the imaginary

I transform, therefore we are

Opening event
Closing event

L’Orchestrina di Molto Agevole, Enrico Gabrielli.
IBC Emilia-Romagna, Roberto Casarotto, Municipality of Bassano del Grappa, Voli Società Cooperativa di Bologna; Leonardo Delogu, Strasse
Ponderosa Music (Milan) and Wakeupandrem (Naples), Andrea Baravelli (University of Ferrara), Luisa Passerini (University of Turin), Andrea Graziosi, (University
Federico II of Naples), Adriano Prosperi (Scuola Normale di Pisa), Paolo Pomeni, (University of Bologna), Yuri Ancarani, Lorenzo Senni - Presto?!, Valerio Evangelisti
Riccardo Muti and Orchestra Cherubini, IUAV University of Venice, ISIA - Urbino, LAB - Bari, PugliaRegion, FAST – Province of Treviso, Photographic Circle Cultura e
Immagine, Municipality of Jesolo, Landscape stories, Bpm Concerti (BO), Antenna Music Factory (RE), Medimex Music Innovation Expo (BA), Collisioni Festival (Barolo)
Paolo Bernardelli, RomaWebFest, 999films, Museo di Capodimonte (NA), Pinacoteca di Brera, Uffizi Gallery (FI), Venice 2019 Committee, Amici del Senio, ArteSella.
PlanIt (Association of Italian Planetariums), INAF (National Institute of Astrophysics), UAI (Union of Italian Astrophiles), Artifici Largà, University of Bologna, CNR,
LUISS, Organizzare Italia, Elio de Capitani (Teatro dell’Elfo), Giorgio Barberio Corsetti, Armando Punzo, Punta Corsara, Federico Tiezzi,Sandro Lombardi, Virgilio Sieni,
Sonia Bergamasco, Claudio Casadio, Alessandro Gassman, Fabrizio Gifuni, Maurizio Lupinelli, Toni Servillo; Paolo Fabbri.
Fabiola Naldi, Claudio Musso, Fabio Fiori, AiCC - Italian Association of City of Ceramics, AIB Italian Association of Libraries, ANAI Italian Association of National
Archivists, Federculture, Ervet, Emilia-Romagna Observatory and Research Department, D.E.R. Emilia-Romagna Association of Documentarists, IBC Emilia-Romagna,
Network Anticorpi XL; Amat Marche, Mosaico Danza (Turin), Circuito Arteven (Veneto), Teatro Pubblico Pugliese, Danzarte (Brescia).
Nico Vascellari.

- cultural professionals based outside the country?
In addition to the professionals in the table below, our Programme plans to build further
cooperation with cultural professionals in many cities within and outside Europe. Listed
below are a few: Marseilles, Liverpool, Antwerp, Varna, Rotterdam for Ports of Europe The city and the dockers, Bari, Tirana, Patras, La Valletta, Paphos, Istanbul, ECoC Croatia
2020 and Greece 2021 for On the Waterfront; Veliko Tarnovo, Speyer, Uppsala for Once
Were Arians; Gdansk, Stavanger, Tallin, Umeå, Varna for European Travelling Container,
and Cambridge for The League of Extraordinary Children. Students from the cities of
Sofia (BG), Moscow (RU), Bucharest (HU), Paris (FR), Madrid and Barcelona (ES),
Athens (GR), Cologne (D) will be involved in Dante 2.0(19) - The social network. For the
House of Europe programming we have made an agreement with the Rekult association
and the European network A Soul for Europe. Naturally our relations with Bulgaria will
be particularly important ( C p 13).
Section I • Basic principles
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The following table shows exclusively new relations and partnerships that have been
formed as part of the bid process:
From threshold to threshold
Dance of opposites

Towards the open sea
Imagine the imaginary

I transform, therefore we are
Opening event

Serena Korda, Walk The Plank.
Aerowaves dance across Europe network; UK: Walk the Plank, Social Light Movement, English National Ballet; France: La Friche - Marseille, Marseille 2013, Collectif
d’artistes LFKs; Bulgaria: Culture Zone, Undergara, Sofia 2019, Dario Tabakov, Melformator group, Iglika Peeva, SkilleR, Archaeological Museum in Sofia, Regional
Museum in Plovdiv; Morocco: Municipality of Asilah; Hungary: Foreign Relations Officer City/Pécs, Aquincum Múzeum, Middle Age Studies Centre/Budapest; Serbia:
Belgrado Narodni Muzej, Archaeological Park Viminacium, Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica) Srem Museum Creative Industries Cluster of Vojvodina; Spain: Mercat de
Les Flors, Institut de Cultura in Barcelona; Croatia: University of Zadar, Arheoloski Muzej Narona Metkovic; Slovenia: Istria Archaeological Museum, Aljosa Curavic;
The Netherlands: Dance for Health, Green Graffiti, Sarah Vanhee; Macedonia: Lidija Dimkovska, Skopje; Poland: Municipality of Lodz; Bosnia-Herzegovina: Tesanj
Developemente Agency; Austria: Carnuntum Vienna, Germany: Theater Freiburg, Sweden: Umeå 2014; Argentina: CoLoCo.
The Netherlands: Vera/Groningen, Tivoli/Utrecht, Belmont Bookings/Amsterdam, Rekult/Amsterdam; Belgium: A Soul for Europe, ICE Innovation Culture Europe, De Kreun/
Kortrijk, 4AD, Diskmuide; France: l’Echonova/Saint-Avé, Le Grand Mix/Tourcoing; Slovenia: Kino Siska/Ljubljana, Faculty of Architecture; Switzerland: KiFF/Aarau;
Germany: Knust/Hamburg, Hagne Schulze/Frei Universitat in Berlin, Mykorrhiza.de; Spain: Josep Fontana/University in Barcelona; UK: Mark Titchner, Norman Davies,
Mark Mazower/London University, Theo Burt, Richard Side, Dada prod; Bulgaria: The National Institute for Immovable Cultural Heritage, Sofia 2019, Veliko Tarnovo 2019,
Plovdiv 2019, BalkanMedia; Sweden: University Library Rediviva/Uppsala; Greece: ATHENA - Research & Innovation Centre in Information, Communication and Knowledge
Technologies; Slovakia: Institute of Construction and Architecture Slovak Academy of Sciences; Bosnia-Herzegovina: Municipality of Labin; Hungary: Széchenyi István
University/Gyõr.
Bulgaria: Veliko Tarnovo 2019, Duppini Land Art Group, Municipality of Plovdiv, Municipality of Sofia, European Music Fest and Classic FM Radio Youth Orchestra;
Austria: Belvedere Vienna; France: Museé du Louvre; UK: National Gallery; Slovenia: Koper University, Mediteranum Piran, Evropski Kulturni, Tehnoloski Center
Maribor; Greece: Athens Photo Festival, Athens & Epidaurus; Albania: Politechnic in Tirana, Ministry of Culture/Tirana; Montenegro: Atelier Dado - National Museum
of Montenegro/Cetinje; Bosnia-Herzegovina: Festival Fotografjie/Sarajevo; Croatia: Photodays Rovinji, Livingstone Rjieka, Academy of Dramatic Arts/Zagreb; Serbia:
Art Link-Central European Initiative/Belgrado; Turkey: Istanbul Müzik Festivall.
UNIMA (International Association of Puppetry), Assitej (International association of theaters for children and young people), IPS (International Planetarium Society); Spain:
Municipality of Ourense, Bipolaire Arquitectos/Valencia; Portugal: Municipality of Evora, Idanha A Nova, Mertola; Malta: Municipality of Birgu; Bulgaria: Municipality
of Sliven; France: La Rose des Vents/Lille, Olivier Py; Germany: Bremer Shakespeare Company, Berlin Planetarium; Belgium: Le Manège/Mons; Denmark: Odin Teatret;
UK: Exeter University, The South Downs Planetarium/Chichester; Czech Republic: Prague Planetarium; Serbia: Dejan Kaludjerovic; USA: Massimo Ciavolella/University
of Los Angeles.
CERA-DEST Ceramic destination for sustainable tourism, ICOM International Council of Museum, FIAF - International Federation of Film Archives, EDN - European
Documentary Network, International Association for Cultural Economics, Rete Europea di Teatro sociale di comunità, AEuCC - Gruppo Europeo di Cooperazione Territoriale
Città della Ceramica, Arginet; Belgium: Grand Studio/Bruxelles; Bulgaria: Derida Dance Centre/Sofia, Plovdiv 2019; France: Malandan Ballet/Biarritz, Delta, La fraternelle
Maison du peuple / Saint-Claude, M-City; Spain: Fira Tarrega Festival; Greece: Cantina Skouras/Argo; Bosnia-Herzegovina: Dubrovnik Festiwine; Germany: Wim Wenders,
Volkshaus Leipzing; Czech Republic: Pilsen 2015; Ireland: Dublin City Architects/City Limits project, The Fumbally Exchange; The Netherlands: Volkshuis Zutphen,
Graphic Surgery.

In what way is the proposed project innovative?

I

We believe the innovativeness of the Ra2019 Project is strongly rooted in the vision that
guides us, that Mosaic of cultures that our process and instruments are building day by
day, tile after tile. Not the juxtaposition of large, individual projects with sensational highlights, nor a predefined package that drops down from on high in an indifferent context
according to the current hype. But rather an idea of the future built from the bottom up
with widespread citizen involvement, an innovative model of a creative city: the systemic
interaction and the virtuous circle of creative people, tools, places and structures that
produces new culture and continuous positive results for the economy and hence society.
One of the most stimulating aspects of the process of becoming a ECoC is the opportunity
to be able to experiment, putting in place new instruments and actions, creating new
relationships, connecting the cultural dimension with social and economic challenges,
inviting artists, organisations and citizens to read and interpret their own city from new
perspectives. The bid has activated a process of wide-ranging, collective learning in the
area, oriented by a learning by doing approach that is producing its first results: innovative solutions for connecting citizens and enabling them to create their own future. By
33

An innovative,
experimental
process of
collective
learning
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Section I
* Green Paper
on Unlocking the
potential of the
Cultural and Creative
Industries (EC, 2010)
Creative Clusters in
Low Density Urban
Areas 2011

virtue of what we are learning, and comparing ourselves to past ECoC, we would like to
share our experience with other cities and try to contribute to developing a new model of
medium sized contemporary city which makes local involvement one of its propulsive
strengths.
The innovative city model we are building with and for the local area uses concepts and
instruments which have emerged from recent studies on medium sized cities promoted by
the European Union*. We have tried to customize these on the basis of our area’s specific features. To this end we have also begun to collaborate with KEA European Affairs,
a strategic consulting company headquartered in Brussels, which in 2014 did an initial
project in this area involving interviews and focus groups with key actors, resulting in a
strategic document to develop a long-term cultural strategy specifically based on CCIs
(sect I p 10).

The vision and
the Cultural
Programme

The innovativeness of our process stems from the creation of a vision, the Mosaic of cultures, which is the product of a careful analysis of local features and identity along with listening to the ideas, concerns and expectations citizens have expressed and accumulated
over these years of preparing the bid. Together we have drawn up a multifaceted Cultural
Programme, a moving mosaic of cultures that looks to the future and transformation.

The innovative
model of a
creative city

Mosaic of cultures thus expresses an innovative model of a creative city that connects people, places, structures, and tools. The interaction of these elements produces new culture,
which in turn can generate positive effects on the economy and society ( F p 35).
Let’s see the specific components of the model.

Creative
People

Creative people share common values such as creativity, meritocracy, diversity, openness
and mobility. Our goal is to stimulate civic creativity with participatory processes (see
Ravenna Common Ground and The bRAin, sect II p 60), but also the type of creativity that
stems from individuals, groups and communities, seeking to keep local talent and attract
new ones.

Creative
Tools

A creative city tries out innovative instruments and practices which enable talented people
and participation through different modes of sharing facilitated by ICT (social networking, open sourcing, open data, open innovation etc.).
As part of our process we have constructed, and will construct in the future, new methods
of participatory planning such as Open Space Technology (OST), the participatory budget, and the Community Map 3.0 (sect II p 60); we will look for new ways to fund cultural
productions starting with civic crowdfunding; we will put in place a complex model to
evaluate processes (Kaleidoscope), involving citizens, groups, communities, public and
private enterprises (sect VI p 93).

Creative
Places

The availability of creative places is strategic for attracting new talent and new residents.
Ravenna creative city will provide spaces for developing and innovating: places where the
city can rethink itself and test out the creative potential of contaminating ideas, technology and entrepreneurship in a cultural and creative atmosphere. In the inspiring setting of
the city’s Darsena (sect IV p 82) spaces will be carved out from disused and abandoned
buildings with minimal investment that maintains the informal character and facilitates
flexibility of use so as to be able to host temporary projects as well as incubators and sharing: coworking and fab labs geared to developing innovative startups (see the bRAin, sect
II p 60) as well as equipping workshops/laboratories open to the city.

Creative
Structures

Successful interaction between creative people, tools and places depends in large part on
the type and features of local governance. Even on the managerial side creative cities need
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radical innovation: creative governance requires the promotion and facilitation of multilevel decision-making processes, able to be rational and instinctive, i.e. able to organise but
also mobilise, to integrate competitiveness and cohesion. From a hierarchical mentality
to one of networking, from the traditional division by disciplines to cross-fertilization:
this is what we have tried and are trying to do locally. Throughout this period a form of
multi-level governance has taken shape (sect III p 68) which facilitates interaction between citizens, communities, organisations and institutions, but also between different disciplines/sectors (economy, culture, sports, environment, equal opportunity etc.) moving
towards a single overarching collective goal.
Combination and interaction between creative people, tools, places and structures according to our model generates new culture, which by acting as a second local development
strategy** also has an economic and social impact.

F

** See World Cities
Report 2012

Being a contemporary city: an innovative model
OUTPUT
Creative city
Creative ethos
Citizens empowerment
Network thinking

creative
people

Connecting people and places
Flexible partnerships

creative
structures

vision

creative
places

creative
tools

culture
economy
society

OUTCOME
Citizens as creative assets
Economic development

spillover
effect

Social inclusion
New jobs
Active role of women and minorities
Activities/services produced in informal and user-friendly environments

If the city were awarded the title of European Capital of Culture, what would the
event’s medium- and long-term effects be from a social, cultural and urban point of
view?

I

The bid is the mid-point in a process that lays the groundwork for an ever-expanding
virtuous network and the configuration of a national system of cultural management, in
which citizens and associations can cooperate by putting different backgrounds together.
Cultural Dimension: what benefits will there be for local artists, cultural professionals
and organisations?
A new, more vibrant, cultural system, open to innovation, sustainable and accessible.
The ECoC will extend not only the cultural offering but the infrastructure serving culture,
to ensure that culture is present and accessible to a wider urban area (sect IV p 82). The
ECoC will also stimulate a redefinition of existing cultural institutions and their activi35

Cultural
Vibrancy
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Section I
ties; it will strengthen the channels of creative and project-oriented cooperation; innovation
will also affect management tools, reaching ever deeper into the Romagna Metropolitan
Area of Culture. Ravenna and Romagna will be able to use and improve local talent and
host artists and cultural professionals from all over Europe for exchange projects, including multidisciplinary and cross-medial ones. Among other effects, these projects will help
more active and connected heterogenous audiences (prosumers) to emerge. New cultural
and creative industries will form alongside the historic cultural institutions, giving rise to
a new economic dimension.

3

Cultural and Creative Industries

The new CCIs will develop innovative and sustainable instruments in the field of crowdfunding and
active participation through the use of membership. The formation of advanced, interdisciplinary
structures will be incentivized, particularly in the
field of cultural welfare. In this regard, we have organised a form of direct cooperation with the University of Bologna to start a Master’s degree and
courses in higher education to train new entrepreneurs and retrain professionals in culture and other
sectors including tourism, directly connected with
the ECoC (250 new cultural professionals and 150
new technicians for producing events). Likewise,

training courses will be offered for technical personnel, from lighting and sound technicians to stage
hands to set designers. Ravenna and the other cities
in Romagna will benefit from the creation of new industries, but there can also be joint-ventures between industries from Ravenna and the other cities and/
or foreign countries for complex projects. The job
market will see an increase in the activity of existing
artists. New graduated from high training in art and
music, will be able to take advantage of the ECoC
to serve a larger market. In total, starting in 2015 we
foresee the establishment of 20 new CCIs and a 20%
increase in existing industries’ activity.

Social and urban dimension: what benefits will there be for the city and its citizens?
The bid will help to activate a process of appropriating public space by citizens, cultural
professionals and artists to encourage social interaction between the targets of different
population groups. Strategies to generate a process of empowering communities will
vary according to the social needs that emerge from the various segments of citizenship.
The model of a new city we intend to build should intelligently deal with social emergencies, in order to be inclusive and sustainable.
Internationalisation of the
city

One of the most visible and immediate effects of 2019 will be a boost to the city’s international profile; the title and territorial marketing strategies will increase Ravenna’s
image, and the city will take on a less provincial atmosphere; one will hear more foreign
languages being spoken on the street and tourism, especially cultural tourism, will develop markedly.

More jobs

Company incubators, coworking, more frequent cultural events and the growing of the
flow of visitors will increase job opportunities in the sectors of culture, innovation and
tourism. A new boost to the city’s economy will derive from investment in the port and
the Darsena’s requalification.

Gender
Mainstreaming

Faced with the gender gap that persists in our society, the bid will act as an accelerator
to break down inequality; implementing cultural and welfare policies that help women to
enter, stay and be equally represented in the work force is above all a cultural issue.
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Participatory planning will become an integral part of the city government’s policies, encouraging citizens’ active involvement and democratic inclusion; social policy measures
will be enacted to promote social housing for young couples and low-income families;
the entire city will have free wi-fi; socially useful work will become an instrument to
achieve the Programme’s goals; prison inmates will have activities linked to the bid’s
themes; disabled access and use of cultural events will be improved; neighbourhoods
and the suburbs will also be at the centre of a process of reappropriating urban spaces to
revive the dialogue between traditions and different cultures.

Social
inclusion

The ECoC project will serve to strengthen University of Bologna’s existing network of
branch universities in Romagna. Ravenna, Forlì, Cesena, Faenza and Rimini, each with
its own specializations, will contribute transversally and nurture the cultural and scientific debate in a mosaic of initiatives, seminars and conferences on the topics of the bid
programme. The results of this debate will be published in a special edition dedicated
to 2019. Ravenna’s School of Arts, Humanities and Cultural Heritage will strengthen
its relations with Bulgarian universities through exchange programmes in education and
research (Erasmus Plus and Horizon 2020 funding), and there will be more courses on
training professionals in cultural management. The experience of the ECoC will help to
create all the conditions necessary for increasing enrollment and therefore expanding
university structures.

University
and research

Schools will adopt the bid’s content and instruments in their annual programmes so that
2019 becomes an opportunity for students of all ages to be aware of key topics such as
European identity, integration and intercultural dialogue. Laboratories will be set up to
train students in European citizenship and multidisciplinary learning will be strengthened. From kindergarten on up, the city’s schools will continue to focus on multilingual
education, started in 2012.

Education

Our “homemade” approach to building the bid is a formidable opportunity/instrument to
improve local skills and competences. This experience will provide the city with professionally enriched human capital based on our daily relations and comparison with Europe.

Capacity
Building

New spaces and opportunities for meetings and exchanges will be activated between citizens, artists, and cultural and business professionals. They will all be involved with the
urban regeneration of an entire area, the Darsena which will become a smart district
where culture, business and tourism intersect.

Stay Smart,
Stay Human

An increasingly important role will be played by volunteers, first through the V!RA2019
association which in the years leading up to 2019 can act as a catalyser for everyone who
would like to help realise the bid programme; 2019 will be the occasion to connect local
volunteer groups in the cultural field with their European counterparts.

Volunteers

Ravenna in 2019 will be a city accessible to all, with support services and tourist facilities
open to weaker strata of society and to disabled. Aside from its tremendous economic
importance, tourism has to be seen as a tool of knowledge and personal emancipation.
Social tourism in particular ensures the all citizens have access to the experience of being
a tourist, regardless of their personal, social or economic condition.

Accessibility
and social
tourism
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Do the municipal authorities intend to make a public declaration of intent concerning the period following the year of the event?
Declaration of Mayor Fabrizio Matteucci
«If we become European Capital of Culture, 2019 will be the culmination of a process
which began 12 years before and will continue in the following years, building on the
results achieved in terms of citizen participation, cooperation between cultural, social and
economic entities and the city’s cultural offering. Strengthened by the shared support of
political groups in the majority and the opposition, I declare the city’s commitment to the
following points:
1. continuing the experience of participatory planning and involving citizens in specific
issues of public interest;
2. the continuity of coordination between cities in Romagna, and in Ravenna, between
public institutions, the business community, cultural organisations and volunteer associations;
3. nurturing international relations that have been established or strengthened by the
bid, particularly by developing cooperative programs in the cultural field with other
European countries;
4. in view of the experience with the Italia 2019 Programme, strengthening relations
between Italian cities in order to continue to stimulate and enhance municipalities’
role in creating culture and cultural policies for the national agenda;
5. maintaining a balanced municipal budget, with an increased budget for culture thanks
to the ECoC programme;
6. sustainable management and continuity of cultural containers made available as part
of the Darsena requalification, as well as completion of infrastructure improvements,
especially those linked to accessibility to the city;
7. implementation of the part of the ECoC Programme that connects 2019 to subsequent
years beginning with the celebration of the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death».
The Mayor of Ravenna

I
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How was this bid conceived and prepared?

This bid is the result of over seven years of work, during which we have constructed a
vision of the city for the future. Long-term goals and strategies have generated innovative
instruments to intervene in the present, supported by solid governance and a financial
plan. A point of partial arrival is our Cultural Programme, shared with citizens and with
a European outreach.
A process which
began in 2007:
building a bid
with and for the
local region

A shared, participatory and sustainable bid.
The process began in 2007 when the city of Ravenna sent a letter of intent to participate in the
competition for the title of ECoC 2019 to then President of the European Commission Barroso,
President of the European Parliament Poettering, and then Prime Minister of Italy Prodi.
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From then on, we began a process first of awareness and then active involvement of the entire
region: firstly of the cultural organizations which gathered at the 2009 General States of Culture,
then the cities of Romagna joined the Institutional Committee with agreements of intent signed
during 2010, and the various social and economic components including trade associations, universities, the Church, and chambers of commerce all convened for the first time in 2009. Since
then we have held over 350 meetings with the various organizations representing culture, business, the economy, social organizations, tourism etc. throughout Romagna. There are over 200
organizations officially involved in the bid. In 2014 the Ravenna Municipality also began to monitor public opinion regarding the bid, launching a survey aimed at taking the city’s temperature
and feelings, and the response has been attentive, proud and hopeful*.

* Citizens survey
2014
75% is proud
72% is confident
80% trusts the bid
value for the city

From the very beginning the conceptualization and planning of the bid has been done by
young local professionals, as opposed to delegating the task to external management consultants. We believe that the bid belongs to the city and its resources, acting as a lever for
development not only for the region but also for the young and talented people that live
there. Ra2019 is an extraordinary opportunity to increase cultural capacity, the capacity
of a community to extract the maximum value from cultural and intercultural experiences.
It is a concrete commitment to empower the cultural sector, in terms of employees’ ability to grow and cultivate their own audience (audience development) and their networks
(networking skills), alongside a process of capacity building, which is fundamental for
ensuring sustainability and a long-lasting impact.
The team of Ra2019 took shape in 2010, when the structure assigned to coordinate the
bid activities was first created by selecting young professionals. Between 2010 and 2011
the staff was joined by the Creative Council, responsible for defining the programme lines
of the bid and composed of a selected team of local cultural experts, most of them under
the age of 40. The same principle of using local talent was applied in forming Creative
Councils in the cities of Romagna in support of the bid. In 2012 the volunteer association
V!RA2019 was formed to support the Ra2019 team, along with the Social Media Team,
formed in 2014, through a process of selection and training financed by Ra2019 to increase the potentiality of local young people.

A homemade
bid

The concept and vision at the basis of the Cultural Programme were formulated jointly
by the team and the Creative Council in a process of collective brainstorming, based on
shared decision-making. We asked ourselves about the future of Ravenna and Romagna,
analysing the region’s critical points and potentialities. Thus the main thematic lines of
the program emerged, which were then publicly discussed in a cycle of lab workshops
(the Five Tracks) involving hundreds of citizens and over 60 speakers including local as
well as internationally known artists, experts and intellectuals (including Marc Augè,
Zygmunt Bauman, Hanif Kureishi, Irene Tinagli, and Predrag Matvejevic, November-December, 2011). Since then there have been many meetings and debates with European experts, international cultural and economic experts, figures from the artistic-cultural scene, and professionals from the ECoC network, who have stimulated the region’s
multitude of points of view: day after day, piece by piece, the mosaic of cultures has
contributed to defining our idea of the future.

Developing the
vision, our idea
of the future

We have tried out innovative methodological instruments to find the right balance between broad and participatory local involvement and the European dimension of the Cultural Programme. In this view we decided to launch an open call for ideas aimed at citizens, taking as examples the successful cases of Turku and Riga, but accompanying it
with discipline-based and thematic working groups. While on the one hand an open call
is a way to ensure a democratic process, on the other hand it risks producing inefficient
results if it is not directed and guided, as the working groups successfully managed to
define the main projects of the Cultural Programme (March-October 2012). The approxi-

I participate,
therefore we are
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mately 400 ideas gathered with the open call and by working groups were subsequently
examined and discussed during Agorà2019, the word to culture, with the intention of
developing them into a complex set of creative ideas. Through OST, a participatory space
for ideas, the project ideas became a shared patrimony, a bank of ideas that will remain
open for the entire process as it nears 2019, continuing to gather possible projects.
Involving the
whole region

Schools also contributed to the bid process. In 2013 the competition Let me tell you
about my city in 2019, images and words for Europe targeting schools of all types in
Ravenna and surroundings, stimulated approximately 25,000 young people to express
their ideas on the topic of the bid in relation to the city and Europe. In 2014, on Europe
Day, a class of students from Ravenna along with a delegation of Greek students from
Thessaloniki, European Youth Capital, in conjunction with Rekult-A Soul for Europe
drew up a programme document - the European Youth Charter - which will be delivered
to the new European Parliament in a few months.
Citizens in the surrounding areas of Romagna involved in the bid also mobilised to express
their support and involviement in the 2019 venture: in May 2014 walks were organised
in Cervia, Faenza, Forlì, Rimini and the towns of Bassa Romagna to support the bid (La
Romagna in cammino verso il 2019 / You’ll never walk alone). The grassroots movement that has encouraged many citizens in our area to meet and share walks and tours
of historic town centres, parks and beaches have become an occasion for sensitizing and
connecting thousands of people under the auspices of the bid.

The future is
now: Test Runs
for 2019 and
What If?

2019 is far off but at the same time close. We believe that the process that will hopefully
take us to 2019 should include a dress rehearsal of what the year of the ECoC will be like,
so that cultural experts from the city and the surrounding areas can progressively prepare
themselves for this important goal, thus becoming aware of the scale of the event not only
in terms of contents, but also methods. Thus we invented 2019 Test Runs: an unprecedented playbill of events across Romagna which brings together artistic-cultural events
that are more geared toward the bid. Now in their eighth year, Test Run has over the years
gathered thousands of events promoted by over fifty organisations throughout Romagna,
in a multitude of locations, languages, forms and expressions connected to contemporaneity. 2014 was also the year of What if?: cities in Romagna held a series of events and
initiatives in June and July of 2014 to give a taste of the most important projects in their
programming for 2019.
In this last year of work focused on the final competition we have continued our process
of participatory planning, enriching it with a new instrument borrowed from good practices in the field: the participatory budget. With the latest edition of Agorà (Agorà 3.0),
citizens have been able to not only plan some events, but implement them thanks to a
budget made available by Ra2019. The projects chosen by a vote of those present and a
first experiment with online voting generated the Test Runs for Citizens.

A bid beyond
borders

For the past few years Ravenna has been strengthening its position on an international
level, building relations with many international organisations and other ECoCs, past and
future, sponsoring study trips and meetings with counterparts on contents, methods and
instruments of the European programme. These capitals include Lille 2004, Luxemburg
2007, Liverpool 2008, Linz 2009, Istanbul 2010, Pécs 2010, Ruhr 2010, Tallinn 2011,
Turku 2011, Maribor 2012, Guimaraes 2012, Kosice 2013, Marseilles 2013, Umeå 2014,
Riga 2014, Mons 2015, Pilsen 2015, Aarhus 2017, and Valletta 2018. Particular attention
has focused on Bulgaria, the other member state that will have a capital in 2019 along
with Italy. Ravenna was the first city to establish relations with Bulgaria (since 2011)
and to invite Bulgaria’s shortlisted cities to Ravenna in February, 2014 to draw up shared
project planning reports with our local organisations.
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Furthermore, we invited many European experts to dialogue with the team of Ra2019
during the laboratories dedicated to the bid and over the past year to draw up the Cultural
Programme.
Thanks to the bid Ravenna has also established cooperative relationships overseas, with
Columbia University in New York but also with Turkey and China among the numerous
contacts developed by the local university, cultural organisations and companies. Ravenna has also built fruitful relations with all the Italian bidding cities, trusting in the great
opportunity that ECoC brings to our country to give an important stimulus to cultural development and through this, to the local area. Ravenna was also the first city to promote a
Round Table on the ECoC topic, inviting all the Italian bidding cities to compare notes on
contents, instruments, methods and processes for building the bid, in order define a model
of ECoC 2019 that best represents our country on the European cultural stage (European
Capital of Culture: what model for Italy and Europe? Ravenna, April 14, 2012).
2014 was the decisive year for broadening and strengthening the European dimension of
our bid in terms of relationships, processes and contents. Our home grown Cultural Programme was enriched with new perspectives and stimuli by constantly comparing itself
with Europe and its citizens, experts, artists and intellectuals. Finally, an important step
was the inauguration of Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste, an ancient building in Ravenna’s
historic city centre that was reopened to the public on Europe Day after many years of
restoration. In 2019 this building will host the House of Europe: a physical space for the
city where the expression and exposition of the diversity and common aspects of European culture may be hosted.

International
cooperation

Bid events have been accompanied by a wild publicity campaign that began in 2010 all over
the city. Since then with a public competition to come up with the Ra2019 logo, now visible
all over the city on various types of street furniture. Since then publicity strategies have been
developed on a material and immaterial level (sect V p 88), so that as of now, 2019 has become the minimum common denominator not only for cultural, but also local economic
and social initiatives, at a maximum level of public exposure. One of the most successful
steps was to associate the Ra2019 logo with a tangram: a thousand year old game that
allows anyone who wants to recompose geometric figures, like in a mosaic, to give them
new shapes and create infinite stories. Thus anyone within a defined framework can be the
author of Ra2019 story and contribute to making it even greater.

Comunicate
to become
and belong

This living Mosaic of cultures is how Ra2019 Cultural Programme took shape.
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1

What structure does the city intend to give to the year’s Programme if it is designated
European Capital of Culture (guidelines, general theme of the event)? How long will
the Programme last?
Europe, a journey in Five Scenes
Europe, starting from Ancient Greece, after thousands of adventurous years, reaches Ravenna in 2019 to experience Italian diversity. Someone mentioned the existence of a city
which is building a mosaic of cultures, famous for its hospitality. This is the First Scene
Europe sees: locals, foreigners, farmers and azdore (homemakers) from Romagna welcome her into their homes: there will be meetings with other guests, in a cheerful confusion
of age, sexual orientations, culinary traditions, different abilities. Surprised, Europe discovers a Second Scene where there are several factions facing one another: what one thinks often contradicts what another one says; past, present and future ideas intersect and
clash. All this, however, can become a dance if the diversity is experienced as an occasion
to grow. Confused, but not upset, Europe goes in search of the elements in the region which
take her back to faraway places. She watches the Adriatic Sea nearby, but also the North
Sea, inaugurates unheard-of routes to the East to weave new patterns into the fabric of a
continent which is not used to viewing itself from the East. Based on the experiences made
during this Third Stretch of her journey, Europe draws a Fourth Path through the visions
of art, childhood and technology. Now it is almost ready to build one of her residencies
in Italy, but also to continue her journey towards Ireland and Croatia, across the Adriatic
Sea. In the meantime, before the end of 2019, she will work to build the Fifth Scene in the
port area to be transformed, building up on farming and convivial traditions. Now transformed, Europe realizes that her whole journey revolved around one question: what are
we talking about when we talk about culture? The answer is almost there.
Originally we had thought of the Programme as consisting of Five Tracks, focusing mainly
on the idea of a travelling pathway; we then thought about the visual connotations of a mosaic and decided to represent it in the form of Scenes (i.e. themes). Hence, the division of
the Programme into 5 flagship Scenes: From Threshold to Threshold; Dance of Opposites;
Toward the Open Sea; Imagine the Imaginary; I transform, therefore we are, which in turn
are divided into 15 Thematic Fragments (i.e. sub-themes). The Tiles of the mosaic are 67
projects which include 7 flagship events: opening, closing plus 5 “flagship” projects, suitable for numerous audiences of various origin.
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Mosaic of cultures in Five Scenes

From threshold to threshold:
diversity and relations
• Intercultural neighbourhoods
• The advantage of differences
• Relational Places
Opening event

Dance of opposites:
conflicts and oppositions
• European Propaganda
• New Heresies

Outbreak: an epidemic
in three-quarter tempo

Toward the open sea:
travels and mirages

Closing event

• Sweet Anxiety of the East
• New routes of culture

European Propaganda
Parade

I transform, therefore we are:
community and changes
• Tenacious identity
• Temporary Urban Reuse
• Agriculture
• Cultural Professions

Imagine the imaginary:
the future we want
• Ravenna viso-in-aria
• Dante 19/21
• Generations 19/19
• Ravenna Common Ground

The structure of the Programme is the result of intensive design work on a daily basis:
from 2010 onwards, Ravenna has been affected by what you could call “Capital fever”. A
continuum of meetings, working groups, discussions, e-mail and phone call exchanges;
a discussion process which continuously regenerates itself and will be fed by new inputs
starting in 2015. Evidence of this is the fact that one or more projects in each scene are
intentionally left open in terms of outcome: they will be completed by the communities
themselves (Community Projects) through open calls and participatory budgeting in the
build-up to 2019 (Forthcoming Tiles). The programme which we present here thus reflects
the image of a Mosaic of cultures which has been “forced” to be made initially official,
but will have to remain in progress.
The years from 2016 to 2018 will be useful to build new projects and see how those already underway are working. For us, 2019 is a year of events and celebrations, which will
continue until 2021 and beyond.
So, let’s follow the Five Scenes. At the beginning, and in the end, you’ll find the Mosaic
of cultures.
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2

What main events will mark the year 2019? For each one, please supply the following
information: description of the event, date and place, project partners, funding
We started with a “blank page”, asking the advice of culture professionals, artists, citizens, education and tourism experts, scientists, scholars. Together we tried to envisage the
future ECoC, steering ideas to bring them as close as possible to the spirit of the contest:
a crowdsourcing programme fed by a myriad of projects with leading European figures,
the result of a public open call and selection based on criteria that will continue to be valid
until 2019 (sect II p 66).
Each page contains events and projects related to the relevant theme fragments. The Forthcoming Tiles are ideas in their infancy which will be developed over the next few years.
Some symbols act as further categories for interpretation, marking transversal processes
across scenes: events in Romagna, community projects, geographic routes and projects
with an impact in terms of training.
Key:

Romagna system
Community projects
Geographic routes
Training, workshops, audience development activities in the region

FLAGSHIP EVENTS 1: Opening. Outbreak: an epidemic in three-quarter tempo
Ravenna will infect Europe with a large-scale epidemic that will contaminate it with
dance, starting with ballroom dancing which includes essential elements of European
identity: Volta, Waltz, Polka, Mazurka and Tango. During the last century in Romagna
Liscio was the revolutionary music style that caused a generation of dancers to get to
their feet and move. Liscio was the revolutionary music that shook up the Viennese waltz,
and combined with frantic polka and mazurka, fired up the dance floors in local People’s
Houses and before that, farmhouse courtyards. The project will begin by recuperating
the repertory of European ballroom dancing; the epidemic’s “first outbreaks” will then
be to set up orchestras and dance groups through residential programmes and events; and
finally the epidemic: laboratories and workshops free of charge for all European citizens
through an Active Hosting programme between citizens associations.
Event: the ballroom dancing virus will inexorably affect everything in its path, from
morning till late at night, when every citizen and every single object will not have been
able to resist dancing. The opening day will start with a choral dancing event all over the
city, then a more spectacular event consisting of a number of impossible choreographies,
staged by a leading figure from European performing arts: there will be a bicycles dance,
a dance of boats and fishing rods in the canal, dancing traffic wardens, an impromptu
dancing performance on a distant balcony... A comprehensive show in the water, on land
and in the air, culminating with aerial dancing in the sky: fireworks!
Disciplines: performing arts, music; produced and curated by: Ravenna2019; by Enrico Gabrielli, Serena Korda and others being selected; partnerships: Verdemilonga (Marco Maretti), Walk the Plank (UK), L’Orchestrina di Molto Agevole, Liscio dance schools;
location: Ravenna and its province; timing: approaching steps in 2018, event 18 January
2019; budget: 800,000.
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FIRST SCENE
From threshold to threshold
Diversity and relations

Today it is more apparent than ever before that no culture can get out of communicating, sharing experiences, visions, feelings and points of view. Nevertheless, in today’s society diversity risks creating barriers of
identity which cut cultures off, leaving them alone in silence. In this scene we suggest a dialogue between
individual experiences aimed establishing a common collective space, looking first to intercultural dialogue.
We connect knowledge of heterogeneous origins out of the conviction that differences contribute to making
our societies more dynamic and encourage innovation and creativity. We thus lift the veil of silence and
apparent calm, to support an idea of citizenship where multi-faceted and separate habits and ideas may live
together. From Romagna, and specifically Ravenna, ancient crossroads of peoples, destination of migratory
waves from North Africa between the 1980s and 90s, we ask Italy - and Europe as a whole - two questions:
what can we learn from those who are different from us? And what can we teach?
FLAGSHIP EVENTS II: Travelling Artists in Emilia-Romagna
Travelling, especially for an artist, means opening up to change. For painters and sculptors the most clear-cut
changes in style occur with shifts in their professional centre of gravity. Travelling Artists in Emilia-Romagna is a major exhibition featuring an anthology of the greatest artists who have established some form of
relationship with our local culture. It is also an invitation to artists who wish to be active in our region. This
is an extensive art exhibition ranging from works by Dürer to Flemish art on display in Ferrara, and from
Denis Calvaert to Gustav Klimt. Its aim is to improve Romagna’s capacity to accept diversity with an open
call aimed primarily at contemporary European artists. The exhibition includes four timelines and thematic
sections, corresponding to as many exhibition venues. Rimini will host the first historic section, between the
16th and 17th centuries, Faenza a section between the 18th and 19th centuries, Forlì the one dedicated to the
years between the 19th and 20th centuries, and finally Ravenna will focus on the twentieth century as a whole. All four venues will touch on contemporary aspects with a “happening system” which will put European
artists in touch with the memory of our places and the masters who have known them and been influenced
by them during past centuries.
Discipline: visual arts; produced by: Municipalities of Rimini, Ravenna, Forlì, Faenza; partnerships: Research Institute for the Heritage, History of Cultural Landscape and Urban Environment of Emilia-Romagna
Region (IBC); location: Far-Fabbrica Arte Rimini, City Museum, Castel Sismondo (Rimini); Musei di San
Domenico (Forlì); MAR Ravenna Art Museum (Ravenna); Pinacoteca Comunale, MIC International Museum of Ceramice (Faenza); timing: January/May 2019; budget: 1.5 mln.
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Intercultural
neighbourhoods
Diversity of cultures, languages and beliefs is at
the heart of the European integration project.
The neighbourhood is the first level within the
community and society; it is the laboratory where
the first diversification of European identity comes
into play.

Festival of Intercultural Neighbourhoods
One European artist and one from Italy, working together to design artworks with a strong social impact. They
will be hosted at Lido Adriano, a village on the Adriatic Sea where 80% of the population comes from 57
different countries. The artists who bring the suburbs to life using various language forms (spray, sticker art,
stencil, hip-hop, breaking, parkour) will meet with and invite citizens to participate in workshops, discussions
and meetings. In 2019 they will meet at the Under Festival for a break dance contest, hip-hop battle, and
sticker and spray-art sessions. This is more than just another urban art event: it is an attempt to enhance the
concepts of suburb and interculture, turning them into opportunities for the new Europe.
Disciplines: music, performing arts, visual arts; produced and curated by: Cisim Cooperativa Libra, Il Lato
Oscuro della Costa (Lido Adriano, Ravenna); partnership: La Friche, Mp2013 (Marseille, FR); Culture
Zone, Undergara (Sofia, Sofia 2019, BG); Municipality of Asilah (Morocco), Skopje (MK), Lodz (PL) and
Romania; artists Dario Tabakov, Melformator - group, Iglika Peeva, SkilleR (BG), Lidija Dimkovska (MK),
Collectif d’artistes LFKs (FR), Aljosa Curavic (SI); timing: residential productions from 2016 to 2021; festival June 2019; location: Lido Adriano and Darsena; budget: 500,000.
Share your language - May the translator win!
New European citizens, children and teenagers
who are not native speakers of Italian, are “budding
translators”. Telling about their personal translation
experience, they will take part in a contest aimed
at encouraging dialogue across languages in their
schools. In the evening they take part in “live translation”: a challenge on a pre-set text, with four
contestant categories: Junior, Poetry, Professionals
and Italian-Bulgarian translators.
Date and venue: March 2019, Forlì and Romagna;
produced by: School of Languages, Literature,
Translation and Interpreting (SLLTI Forlì); budget:
100,000.
The Spoon River of Romans - Ravenna and Eastern Europe
The ancient port of Classe. Seafarers, naval and military blacksmiths; Dalmatia, Pannonia, Dacia, Thrace. Different populations in terms of culture, langua-

ge and religion find a gateway to Italy and the East in
Ravenna. The century-old relationship with ancient
Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary - a hub
of relationships between European populations under the Roman Empire - will be told through in a
process lasting several years, culminating in a mainstream multimedia archaeological exhibition.
Date and venue: April/September 2019; Darsena in
Ravenna, Museo della città e del territorio in Classe;
production: Fondazione RavennAntica; partner:
Archaeological Museum of Istria (SI), University
of Zadar, Arheoloski Muzej Metkovic (HR), Tesanj
Developemente Agency (BA), Belgrade Narodni
Muzej, Archaeological Park Viminacium, Sirmium
Museum (RS), Archaeological Museum in Sofia,
Regional Museum in Plovdiv (BG), City of Pécs,
Aquincum Múzeum, Medieval Study Centre in Budapest (HU), Carnuntum Vienna (AT) and others;
budget: 700,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
The world is neighbourhood, and geography is inside our cities. 2019 Neighbourhood world maps and
globes to be coloured by children according to the country they are from, and exhibited as installations.
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The advantage
of differences
Accepting or including diversity is no longer
enough: we need to start a gentle revolution,
starting with small everyday gestures. Differences
in gender or sexual orientation, diversity in
movement, physical and psychological abilities:
we are convinced that they have much to teach
our cities and Europe as a whole.

Body Mosaic
The body: a common denominator for different nationalities, culture, social, age groups, abilities and disabilities. The mosaic: bringing together differences. We explore the impact of dance on people with occasions
for cross-border dialogue on topics such as identity, ageing, inclusion and artistic research. A process of research, design and laboratories in several European countries will be structured on growth phases: childhood
and adolescence (with an impact in terms of audience development), maturity and post-maturity, people with
special needs (specifically those suffering from Parkinson’s disease). Aerowaves Spring Forward Festival
will be the step along a path lasting several years which, in 2019, will feature a final performance in Ravenna:
the multicultural Body Mosaic will be ready for public appearance!
Disciplines: performing arts, science; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019, and Roberto Casarotto;
partnerships: Aerowaves dance across Europe network; Dance for Health (NL), Theater Freiburg (DE),
English National Ballet (London, UK), Mercat de Les Flors (Barcelona, ES), Municipality of Bassano del
Grappa; timing: preparation phase with international residential productions, workshops and conferences:
2016/2018; Aerowaves Festival, and final phase in February 2019; location: Ravenna and other European
cities; budget: 400,000.
Anyday in the city of women
Based on the traditional feminist practice of “starting from the self”, we tell about Anyday in the life
of women. Education, transport, politics, health,
food: what if we tried to read them from a female perspective, through traditional storytelling and
based on new technologies? Part of the input will
come from the new Museum of Women’s History in
Umeå, with which contacts have been started. The
path and its outcomes will be guided by the reference community in Ravenna, in connection with
international partners.
Production: La Casa delle donne, Ravenna; partners: Umeå 2014, Institut de Cultura, Barcelona
(ES), Creative Industries Cluster of Vojvodina (RS),
Voli Società Cooperativa, Bologna; date and venue:
Ravenna, January/March 2019; budget: 100,000.

Gender Notes
A public work of art which reflects the principles
of the LGBT community, to be inaugurated on the
17th of May 2019, the World Day against Homo-,
Trans- and Bi- phobia. A video-clip and documentary about life on gender borderlines in Europe,
produced by young video-makers. By launching
some international calls, even in Ravenna we are
starting to take “gender notes” by organising a twoday event on topics about which Italy badly needs
Europe.
Date and venue: Ravenna, 17/19 May 2019; budget: 100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
Mappa Mamma open data is an open dataset proposed for the Ra4open contest: banks, restaurants, bookshops, where mothers can change and feed their infants. Over the next few years we will be setting up new
projects aimed at mothers in Romagna and the rest of Italy.
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Relational
Places
Our identity is all about a land dedicated to
welcoming and meeting people, which has
encouraged past and recent mythologies, from
Federico Fellini’s Vitelloni to Adriatic entertainment
life beach life. This is our starting point for looking
at the region from a relational and cultural
perspective, as a possible model for Europe.

Rethink the urban space - Happening of Contemporary Culture
The project in Rimini is to create temporary places and communities, conceiving of artists’ work as a light,
hazy, ordinary sign. The old colonie (seaside holiday resorts for children), the port, old railway workshops,
the Marecchia River park, urban vegetable gardens, the old Teatro Galli, the old hospital, and the main square
will be venues for artistic initiatives to be devised and organised together with local communities. For example the aspects associated with urban furniture and advertising such as public lighting and horizontal road
signs, will be artistically restyled.
Disciplines: architecture, performing arts; production: Santarcangelo Festival with the Municipality and
Piano Strategico of Rimini; partners and co-workers: CoLoCo (ARG), Sarah Vanhee (BE), Social Light
Movement (UK), Green Graffiti (NL), Strasse, Leonardo Delogu; timing: design starting in 2018; happening
September 2019 and September 2020; location: Rimini, extending to Ravenna (city Darsena), Cesena (Ex
Foro annonario), Forlì (Ex Deposito Atr); budget: 400,000.
European Beach Games
Romagna’s coastline from Cattolica to Casal Borsetti, is a 90-Km long playing field overlooking
the sea. Innumerable sports are practiced here:
beach tennis, beach volley and beach soccer, foot
volley, three a-side in a cage, bowls and marbles,
surfing, sup, kite surfing and moscone row boats. Athletes and their relevant federations, bathing
establishments and the possibility of building ad
hoc structures (as already happened with the World Beach Soccer Cup in 2011) will provide the framework for European Beach Games: professional
beach games and It’s a Knock-out on the sand for
amateurs. This format could be exported to Croatia
in 2020 and Greece in 2021, possibly in partnership
with a satellite channel (we are planning to contact
the European Broadcasting Union considering the
popular television format), because it would be able
to capture public attention with its varied program
and charming location.
Date and venue: June/August 2019; Ravenna and
Romagna coast; partners: Bathing Establishments,

Apt (Touristic Promotion Agency), Proloco; National and International Beach Sports Federations; budget: 500,000.
Ring the bell!
Travellers and tourists: ring the bell! If there is a
sticker on the door, you can be sure there will be someone ready to spend some time with you, possibly
showing you round the town or offering you a cup
of coffee. These are the new Ra2019 tourist information centres! The “testimonials” will tell about
events around town, they will have ECoC flyers and
suggest historical sites or nature trails. They know
everything: they’ve even been on a course!
Date and venue: Ravenna, throughout 2019; production: Ravenna Incoming, IAT / Tourist Information Office, Cittattiva; budget: 100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
An Imaginary Atlas inspired by the Aby Warburg method edited by the theatre company Fanny & Alexander. We will be building a true image library: a figure archive of collective imagery divided by items and
available at the Classense Library.
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SECOND SCENE
Dance of opposites
Conflicts and oppositions

A metaphor of the future of our cities and Europe as a whole, the Dance of Opposites happens when two propositions meet and something larger than their simple sum emerges. We start from the resurrection of latent
binary oppositions (normal/different, foreign/native), from new tribal forms, from the defensive crystallizing
of identify processes to trigger a new process which considers conflict as a necessary component for an adventurous dialectic relationship. This dance becomes particularly meaningful in Ravenna and Romagna in
general, a community where opposites have historically constituted an unpacified dialectic. Isolated, though
at the crossroads of peoples during the Roman age, cradle of Futurists’ poetic noise, but described as silent
at the turn of the century, habitat for freedom and authoritarian impulses from Anarchism at the end of the
nineteenth century to Fascism. At the beginning of a century where melting pots are still viewed with diffidence and people still need to come to terms with the past, the Dance of Opposites represents the harmony
of dissonance.
FLAGSHIP EVENTS III: Soundcity Heritage - In the beginning was the Word
We explore the cryptic and silent places on the UNESCO heritage list of paleo-Christian origin through eight
steps suitable for a bicycle ride, a journey through the history of humanity and its relationship with sound and
the endless. We give a new sound to monuments with concerts, sound installations, soundscaping happenings, collaborating with major clubs in Northern Europe to choose artists, with a view to exporting the format
to a European journey where silence and noise, sacred and secular, mathematical and ritual music, visual arts
and universe vibrations communicate. At each step we will have a recording session: the UNESCO sites will
feature a travelling studio and will become temporary recording studios for artists in Ravenna. A 7” vinyl
digital archive will be produced in limited edition.
Ravenna has been described as city of silence (Gabriele D’Annunzio), without sounds and without shadows
(Henry James), almost a ghost city. By contrast, and possibly not by chance, it has been Ravenna that created
the aesthetics of noise, which starting with Futurism spread like an epidemic throughout Europe: from Ginna
& Corra to the noise sound track of Red Desert by Antonioni, to John Cage’s Train, whose motto is actually
In search of lost silence. At this point it might be worth noting that in 1969 UNESCO approved the human
right to silence, even though - according to the Bible In the beginning was the Word. Everything started with
a sound, then.
Disciplines: music, visual arts, performing arts; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019. We would like
David Byrne to be in charge of the project; partnership: Belmont Bookings, Amsterdam (NL), European
Jazz Network, Ponderosa and Wakeupandrem (IT); contacts in progress: 4AD, Diskmuide (BE), Kino Siska,
Ljubljana (SI), Tivoli, Utrecht (NL), De Kreun, Kortrijk (BE) and others; timing: May 2019; location: Basilica of San Vitale, Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Neonian Baptistry, Arian Baptistry, Basilica of Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, Basilica of Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Archbishop’s Chapel, Mausoleum of Teoderico; budget:
800,000.
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European
Propaganda
When the Fascism of Propaganda becomes the
fascination of Propaganda. We are aware of the
risk, and we accept the challenge to begin a
process aimed at bringing diversity together: an
aesthetic/ideological short-circuit which uses the
iconography of Fascism, but reverses its end.

Our concept is a type of Propaganda free of censorship and omissions, a Propaganda which feeds doubt, destroys certainties, erodes the consensus of power even though its input comes from the pervasive communication ability of large-scale totalitarian movements in expressing a common ideal, through the aesthetic power
of homologation. Propaganda is no longer a tool for control, but for awareness: our purpose is changing
dystopia into utopia through a journey from the power of communication to the definition of a new European
Identity, creating a real Mosaic of cultures.
The path consists of three project streams which move forward together from 2015 to 2019, culminating in
a European flagship event for collective participation and experience which will bring to an end Ravenna’s
year as a Capital.
1. Ich bin ein European - The history of Europe in search of its cosmopolitan identity
From complex (Morin) or adventure (Bauman), today Europe runs the risk of being mistaken for the sacrifice
imposed by monetary union. If peace was the “glue” that held Europe together after the horrors of war, what
is common basis for today’s Europe? In addition to disseminating the extensive literature on the subject (The
Idea of Europe: meetings on the concept of Europe featuring Edgar Morin, Massimo Cacciari, Paolo Rumiz,
Hans Magnus Eszenberger, Ivano Dionigi and others), we will set up a permanent workshop to organise
open lectures, debates and exhibitions, printing books and other materials about the past, present and future
of Europe. We will re-read Europe’s history from the perspective of recurring attempts to subjugate peoples,
starting from the early twentieth century, to the current “soft” signs. As Benito Mussolini’s homeland, Romagna has very easily fallen in love with populism, while simultaneously fighting to get rid of it. By the same
token, today Europe needs to face its deep-seated contradictions, look at them up close in order to be able to
distance itself from them.
2. Ignorance is Strength - Say Yes
Propaganda by totalitarian regimes brought about strong reactions from many contemporary artists. Just
think of the outstanding work by George Orwell, Alan Moore and Shepard Fairey who - through their work affected whole generations: from 1984 to V for Vendetta, not to mention the Obey phenomenon. History, art
and communication: let’s try to envisage the next step. From 20th century propaganda we will move on to
European Propaganda which will create the Mosaic of cultures from 2019 onwards.
Phase one: study of communication and iconography in totalitarian regimes through workshops and exhibitions which show their methods and styles. We start with an introduction in 2015, on the occasion of one
hundred years after the First World War (Italy’s entry to war), by organising an exhibition of illustrated postcards produced by the Ministry of War, materials which contributed to creating the intervention mythology.
We then proceed to through World War Two, the Cold War years, East European movements, totalitarian
architecture, the consumerism machine, post-ideological society, and finally new populism.
Phase two: based on collected historical materials we ask contemporary artists to interpret the visual identity
of Propaganda, to restyle it by changing its imprint: posters, films, music, video-art, street art, graphic novels:
these will all communicate topics associated with the Mosaic of cultures, with European diversity. A special
link will be established with two cities in Bulgaria: Plovdiv, for the Underground project developed in airraid shelters, and Sofia, for the event Reconciling the past.
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3. European Propaganda Parade
Mass event summarising all the processes started so far (see the bottom of the page for description).
Disciplines: history, visual arts, cinema; curators Ich bin ein European: Andrea Baravelli (University of
Ferrara), Luisa Passerini (University of Turin), Josep Fontana (University of Barcelona), Hagne Schulze
(Frei Universitat in Berlin), Andrea Graziosi, (University Federico II of Naples), Adriano Prosperi (Scuola
Normale in Pisa), Paolo Pombeni, (University of Bologna) Norman Davies and Mark Mazower (London
University); curators Ignorance is Strength: Yuri Ancarani, Alessandro Randi, Associazione Strativari, Associazione Spazi Indecisi, Patrick Leech, Mark Titchner; Parade curator: Nico Vascellari; partnership:
Atrium Architecture of Totalitarian Regimes of the XX Century in Urban Management [Municipality of Forlì,
Faculty of architecture of Ljubljiana (SL), Municipality of Labin (HR) The National Institute for Immovable
Cultural Heritage (BG), Széchenyi István University, Gyõr (HU), ATHENA - Research & Innovation Centre
in Information, Communication and Knowledge Technologies (GR) Institute of Construction and Architecture Slovak Academy of Sciences Bratislava (SK) plus others under construction], MAR (Ravenna Art
Museum), Museum San Domenico in Forlì, Sofia 2019 Reconciling the past; Plovdiv 2019 Underground;
timing: Ich bin ein European from 2015 to May 2019; Ignorance is Strength: introduction in 2015, exhibitions and new productions from 2016 to 2019. Parade: December 2019; location: Ravenna, MAR, Shooting
Gallery and city Darsena, House of Europe and Kennedy Square, Oriani and Classense Libraries, plus other
venues and cities to be defined; budget: 1.5 mln.
FLAGSHIP EVENTS IV. Closing.
3. European Propaganda Parade
Happenings, flash mob and parade mix to recount the
“massification of diversity”. The final stage of this multi-year process that re-examines the history of Europe
through the lens of propaganda. The parade will be the
result of workshops and laboratories for constructing
objects, costumes etc. The event will collect all the questions that are still unanswered after all these years of
planning, but will also take on the challenge of representing the image of a hypothetical European people composed of a mosaic of cultures: in a packed square, choreographed by versatile artist Nico Vascellari, the actors
will be symbols, posters, uniforms, words and music
that represent the European identity, auspicious for the
Capital that is about to come to a close and pass on its
experience to the future ECoCs in Croatia and Ireland.
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New
Heresies
Thinking diversity and difference, in a deviation
from the dominant spirit of the times. A bridge
between East and West: Ravenna is the ideal venue
for the expression of dialectic thought symbolised
by ancient Arian heresy and by sounds and music
through which listening to biodiversity can be
recovered.

Once Were Arians
Wulfila was an Arian Goth bishop who lived in the 4th century B.C. in what is now Bulgaria, the author of
the first translation of the Greek Bible into the vernacular. The Codex Argenteus is a manuscript of that translation, probably drafted in Ravenna at the court of Theodoric in the early 6th century B.C. This history is a
bridge between cultures and religions, historically fiercely at war one with each other, and it is the input for
a project which reconstructs the traces of Goth-Arian culture in Europe by connecting Ravenna, Bulgaria,
Sweden and Germany. A new “Barbarian” route through Europe which produces artist souvenirs, a guided
tour of Arian places, installations in twinned cities, a conference and a final multimedia exhibition.
Disciplines: stories, visual arts; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019. By Orthographe with Marcello
Galvani, Lorenzo Senni - Presto?!, Theo Burt, Richard Side, Cesare Fabbri, Dada prod, Mykorrhiza.de; partnerships: University Library Carolina Rediviva Uppsala (SE), BalkanMedia, Veliko Tarnovo 2019, Sofia
2019 (BG), Fondazione Flaminia, Government Office in charge for Architectural and Landscape Heritage in
Ravenna, Ferrara, Forlì-Cesena and Rimini, Classense Library; location: Ravenna, Uppsala, Veliko Tarnovo,
Sofia, Speyer (DE); timing: Wulfila tour Bulgaria and Sweden 2013 and 2014; Speyer 2015; conferences,
artist residences, souvenirs: 2015/2018; exhibition and events October/December 2019; budget: 150,000.
Byzantium Contemporary Orchestra The sound of Italy
We ideally take up again the route of John Cage’s
Train, which in 1979 stopped in Ravenna. Which
artists, groups, in the six cities shortlisted as ECoC,
restyle the tradition of popular music by connecting
it to new contemporary sounds? This is what we ask
ourselves as we set off in search of the “sound of
Italy” through study and residential productions in
Tuscany, Salento, Basilicata, Umbria and Sardinia,
possibly reaching the cities which were not shortlisted (for instance Mantua, Venice, Bergamo). Bruno Dorella (Ronin, Bachi da Pietra, OvO) will be
coordinating an orchestra mixing traditional with
contemporary musical experimentation.
Produced and curated by: Bronson Produzioni,
Bruno Dorella; date and venue: 2017/2019, tour
2019 February (Matera), April (Perugia), June (Ca-

gliari), August (Lecce), October (Siena), December
(Ravenna); budget: 250,000.
White Hole: dictionary of sound landscape.
We stratify the recordings of the sound body of Ravenna in a “remote archive”. Marshes, pinewoods,
industrial and paleo-Christian towers: is it possible
to find the original sound of the city? An island in
the wetlands will host the sound archive: from there
guided tours will start to the old town, with plenty
of mobile listening devices. A Woodstock of sound
landscape will be the final product.
By: Luigi De Angelis and Sergio Policicchio (artists); date: May 2019; budget: 100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
At the end of the nineteenth century, day labourers left from Ravenna station to go and work in the fields.
Today the New Day Labourers are persons of colour and they leave for the beaches to sell their wares. An
artistic route with the company Rimini Protokoll and the writer Valerio Evangelisti.
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THIRD SCENE
Toward the open sea
Travels and mirages

The sea becomes topic and destination in a mixture of possible and impossible routes, to be probed and described in various ways, and used as an inexhaustible source of ideas and suggestions, between legends and
contemporary history, mirages and reality, inner visions and imaginary landscapes. In spite of the reclamation
work pursued for decades, the Adriatic Sea touches Ravenna, and Ravenna wishes to reclaim it again, through
the city’s Darsena which is a focus of our planning, recovering the memory of recent migration which has driven thousands of people from the South and the East to the coast of Romagna in search of a job. The Adriatic
is the only sea in the Mediterranean where as many as three civilisations come into contact: Catholicism to
the West on the Italian side and on the opposite side up to the level of the Mouths of Kotor; Orthodox Christianity along the coast of Montenegro, and Islam through some of its traces in Albania and Bosnia. The Adriatic
could thus become a laboratory to try and stop intolerant reactions typical of single identities, a comparison
between different perspectives to feed a new Europe which cannot free itself of its own deep and ancient
oriental roots. Ravenna, because of its position and history and also due to its vocation, is at the forefront in
Italy for such a laboratory, suggesting routes which cross histories and traditions from Romagna and the rest
of Italy but which are then able to look with determination to the north-east, to the Baltic Corridor, and to the
south-west, to the Mediterranean ports, through Bulgaria and Istanbul, ancient Byzantium.
FLAGSHIP EVENTS IV: The routes of friendship
Young musicians from the Orchestra Cherubini, directed by Maestro Riccardo Muti, will organise concerts
in various cities symbolising our continent’s tracking of new eastward routes through the Adriatic and the
Balkans, to the Aegean and the Black Sea. In 2014 the Ravenna Festival landed in Fogliano di Redipuglia
to commemorate all war victims, in 2015 will play in Tirana in Albania, where recent large-scale migration
occurred to the Italian coastline; in 2016 it will be Belgrade’s turn and in 2017 Athens. In 2018, to complete
this East European route, concerts will take place in Istanbul, a city which shares its Byzantine origins with
Ravenna. The conclusion in 2019 will be in the Bulgarian city chosen as European Capital of Culture.
At the same time, the Maestro will set up in Ravenna a school to train young orchestra conductors and singers, in collaboration with international partners.
Disciplines: music; produced by: Ravenna Festival; partnerships and locations: Ministry of Culture in
Tirana (AL), Art Link / Central European Initiative in Belgrade (RS), Athens & Epidaurus (GR), Istanbul
Müzik Festivall (TR), City of Sofia and European Music Fest and Classic FM Radio Youth Orchestra, Plovdiv Together 2019 (BG); timing: from 2015 to 2018; July 2019; budget: 1.5 mln.
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Sweet Anxiety
of the East
Eugenio Montale’s restlessness inspires the title
of this fragment. Ravenna is the city that has
historically looked eastward, and it proposes
itself as bridge to the new continent, crossing the
Adriatic to return to people polyphonic harmony
which is not afraid of dissonances. Completing
Europe.

Adriatic Coast to Coast
A multi-year research project which compares eastern with western coastlines, and Europe with the East: two
linear systems which show the plurality of a coastal identity which has been renegotiated on several occasion
over the centuries. The project compares the coastal areas subject to intensive tourism development through
the circulation of works and artists in a cross-border dimension: photography campaigns, workshops, and
participatory art initiatives between the two shores will lead to a large photographic archive of the Adriatic.
Phase one (2015 and 2016) has already been started by Bologna University: Ravenna 2019 will continue the
work from 2017 to 2019, the year in which we will compare differences in a large Adriatic Culture Festival,
ready to move to Croatia in 2020.
Disciplines: architecture, visual arts; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019, Università di Bologna; by
Stefania Roessl; partnerships: Photodays Rovinji, Livingstone Rjieka, Academy of Dramatic Arts Zagreb
(HR), Festival Fotografjie Sarajevo (BA), Atelier Dado - National Museum of Montenegro, Cetinje (ME)
Polytechnic University of Tirana (AL), Athens Photo Festival (GR), Coastal University of Koper, Mediteranum Piran, Evropski Kulturni e Tehnoloski Center Maribor (SI); SIFEST Savignano Immagini Festival, Osservatorio Fotografico in Ravenna, IUAV Università of Venice, ISIA - Urbino, LAB - Bari, FAST - Province
of Treviso, Circolo fotografico Cultura e Immagine; timing: workshops and research between 2017 and
2018; festival August 2019 and summer 2020; location: Ravenna; budget: 800,000.
Twins - A mystery between Italy and Bulgaria
«What if there were another one of you living in
another part of the world?». Twins is a mystery involving two identical women in two different European countries. Clara is a doctor in Ravenna, Marcy
is a Bulgarian investigator, and events in the life of
one of them interfere with that of the other. A Soap
Opera in 12 episodes of 10’ each, possibly adapted
for television, which will involve the online community in the two countries: users will choose the
plot, actors, soundtrack and signature tune. Shooting will be between Bulgaria and the Adriatic coast
in 2018, and the project will be completed in 2019.
Date: October 2019; production: Ravenna 2019;
by Paolo Bernardelli; partner: RomaWebFest,
999films; budget: 200,000.

The Golden Age in Art
An exhibition examining the various meanings of
gold in the history of humanity, from jewellery in
antiquity to contemporary painting. The exhibition
will be divided into thematic areas: wealth, symbol of deity and power; from 16th century painters (Correggio, Tiziano, Tintoretto) to the Vienna
secession to Liberty and Symbolism decorations
(Fontana, Burri, Yves Klein and Jeff Koons). The
works will come from major European museums:
the National Gallery in London, the Belvedere in
Vienna, the Uffizi in Florence, and the Pinacoteca
of Brera, to mention but a few.
Date and venue: September/December 2019; produced and curated by: MAR/Ravenna Art Museum;
by Claudio Spadoni; budget: 1.5 mln.

Forthcoming Tiles
Bulgarian art weeks: theatre, photography, poetry, comics, architecture, cinema, visual arts in 2019 Romagna will host an extensive annual programme featuring work and artists from Bulgaria.
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New routes
of culture
Starting from ports and waterways on the
European map: we draw a cultural and
commercial map which can be used to restyle
the continent’s identity, giving Europe a fluid
character, with porous and inclusive borders, a
laboratory for future mobility and relations.

European Travelling Container
A contest aimed at young artists from Fine Arts academies, with a view to producing a collection of artworks
representing the culture of the cities of origin, between tradition and innovation. A container convoy will
feature the works and each of them will be set up by groups of students from design schools. Starting from
Ravenna and reaching North European ports through the Baltic Corridor, each stopover will be an opportunity for socialising and exchanging, but also to promote the European Capital of Culture. At each stop, a
container set up by the hosting city will be added. The expedition will return to Ravenna in March 2019 for
a happening which will gather and display experiences accumulated during the journey.
Disciplines: architecture, visual arts; production: Ravenna 2019; partnerships: Port Authority in Ravenna,
Ravenna Chamber of Commerce; location: Ravenna, Danzica, Stavanger, Tallin, Riga, Umeå, Varna (through Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland); Venice, Ancona; timing: January 2018/March 2019, Croatia
2020; budget: 500,000.
On the Waterfront
Popular dance and traditional music of the Mediterranean revisited in a festival by the singer-songwriter Vinicio Capossela. On the Waterfront will start
from Ravenna, then sail to the South of Europe: during the journey, travelling and resident musicians
will meet for an exchange between sea and inland
areas. The journey will end in Greece in 2021 with a
visit to the future new Capital of Culture.
Date and place: Ravenna, July 2019; 2019-2021
Bari, Tirana, Patrasso, Valletta, Paphos, Istanbul,
ECoC Croatia 2020, ECoC Greece 2021; partnerships: Womex World Music Expo, Tijevents, London (UK), Network Europe, Nijmegen (NL), Bpm
Concerti, Antenna Music Factory, Medimex Music Innovation Expo, Collisioni Festival; budget:
800,000.

The river theatre
Landscapes talk, this is why they need to be protected and reclaimed. The river is an open-air theatre, a microcosm telling about the way we were.
The Senio joins Tuscany and Romagna, as well as
having been the scene of an epic World War II battle. With a European call we turn it into the theatre
of community desires, we inaugurate a cycling-pedestrian route and scatter Land Art works inspired
by history and more along the 92 km-long river bed.
The topics and winners of the contest will be chosen
together with people from the villages.
Date and venue: Between 2017 and July 2019
(opening), from Palazzuolo sul Senio (FI) to Alfonsine (RA) touching ten towns; editors and partners: Primola/Cotignola; with Amici del Senio,
ArteSella, Veliko Tarnovo 2019, Duppini Land Art
Group (BG); budget: 300,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
Europa Visual Hub: short films which tell about the 2015/2018 Capitals of Culture and the cities of
Romagna. Directors from Romagna and the rest of Europe working on respective foreign cities
during creative stays. By the director Gerardo Lamattina (Ravenna Cinema).
Ports of Europe - The city and the dockers: work in the ports of Marseilles, Liverpool, Antwerp, Varna,
Rotterdam etc. A cycle of documentaries by director Maria Martinelli (Start Cinema).
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FOURTH SCENE
Imagine the imaginary
The future we want

Artists, children and innovators have something in common which we wish could become pivotal in the city’s
future: they are visionaries. It is not enough for a city to be well managed and functioning: it needs to nourish
its citizens, adults and children every day, triggering a continuous learning process. We believe Europe needs
the visions of artists and art, a symbolic confrontation area for individuals but also a concrete opportunity
to change urban processes; we believe that Europe should learn from the playful and subversive attitude of
childhood, letting it free to corrode the certainties of adults who are forever young, but actually increasingly
in crisis; we are convinced that Europe faces a great opportunity to enable and systematise the added value of
new digital civic media, by teaching citizens how to use open data to involve various communities, rediscovering ancient off-line relationships and connecting them to online networking trends.
This scene takes on these challenges and re-launches them, sharing concerns and open questions. Will European cities in the future be able to combine social, cultural and economic dimensions? Will they be able to build
open spaces for new generations, setting aside their expectations for growth limited by performance anxiety
and consumer frenzy? Will we, together with art, be able to regain an idea of future? The challenge is on.
FLAGSHIP EVENTS V: Monstrous Marvels Carnival
Nature, with its representations and emanations, gives us endless gifts of wonderfully pleasing and terribly
frightening images. Humans, however, create monsters when they cannot deal with events. In that endless
territory which is the history of humanity we explore a few routes: starting with an iconographic exhibition
about the horrific wonders of fairy tales and lullabies of European oral tradition, we go through a cycle of
funny conferences about wondrous monstrosities, finally reaching a real Carnival of Europe mad of children’s art, myths and legends. A pathway inspired by monstrum, a product of the human imagination faced
with the often threatening mysteries of Nature which will culminate with the float parade by Walk the Plank
(UK) in cooperation with local craftsmen and through the magic of earth, air and water.
Disciplines: performing arts, stories; produced and curated by: Casa delle arti per l’infanzia in Ravenna;
scientific editing and research in collaboration with Eraldo Baldini; partnerships: UNIMA (International
Association of Puppetry), Assitej (International association of theaters for children and young people), Walk
The Plank, Salford, (UK); location: city Darsena (Ravenna), Casola Valsenio (Parco del Cardello, Abbazia di
Valsenio, Montebattaglia, Garden of Forgotten Herbs); timing: meetings and conferences March/May 2019;
Carnival 10-20 September 2019; budget: 600,000.
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Ravenna
viso-in-aria
When faced with mosaic forms, Gustav Jung
thought he saw a mirage, to the extent that he
could no longer tell visual from imaginary reality.
We try to recapture that perception, building up
a Ravenna of the imagination, a city which is
visionary and viso-in-aria (face in the air).

Solar Mosaic
Art to redefine the web and the social vision of the city, engineering to raise awareness about renewable energies in a city historically characterised by industrialisation with a strong environmental impact. The Solar
Mosaic is a land art work consisting of photovoltaic panels: 2,500 square metres producing 160,000 kWh.
An unprecedented artistic/industrial experiment for industrial areas to be reconverted but not for farming or
residential purposes.
Disciplines: science, visual art; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019; by Daniele Torcellini and Luca
Barberini (Marte Association); partnerships: port companies and Port Authority in Ravenna; timing: design
from 2016 to 2018; laying and inauguration August 2019; budget: 500,000.
The League of Extraordinary Children
Jules Verne, in 1865, imagined a spaceship in which
the protagonists of his novel travelled From the Earth to the Moon. Today, with the artist Luigi Berardi
advised by the astronaut Umberto Guidoni, we build
that spaceship with children from Ravenna and the
rest of Europe. The spaceship will travel to symbolic places in Verne’s books (Cambridge, Nantes) and
bring to Europe messages for the future engraved
by children on walls made of small metal plates. It
will be ready to “land” on the Adriatic on 20 July
2019, fifty years after Armstrong and his colleagues
landed on the moon.
Date and venue: from 2018 to 20 July 2019; Ravenna, Nantes, Cambridge; partnerships: Ravenna
Planetarium, The South Downs Planetarium, Chichester (UK), IPS (International Planetarium Society), Prague (CZ) and Berlin (DE) planetariums,
Ass. Paesaggi Muove - Menti, PlanIt (Italian Planetariums Association), INAF (National Institute
of Astrophysics), UAI (Italian Astrophiles Association); budget: 250,000.

Wonderland
In Romagna you can build a path that runs parallel to amusement in large thematic parks such as
Mirabilandia, Acquafan and Italia in miniatura.
Wonderland is the first spread-out theme park, ecological and with a local marketing knock-on effect.
A single path of small enterprises which see natural
space as the scene for events and recreate socialisation venues in local surroundings. From sculptures
with bales through the maze fields, from music in
courtyards to the marbles festival, from coloured kites to fascinating sand castles: traditional land art as
the occasion for new wonder.
Date and venue: June/September 2019, Romagna;
partnerships: Associazione Primola/Cotignola,
Azienda Galassi, Associazione di promozione sociale Castel Raniero, Compagnia delle Biglie, Artevento, Sportur Promotion; budget: 150,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
Fahrenheit 39 is the festival of publishing and design research by the Associazione Strativari, which will
produce the first Graphic Design Biennale in Italy. Extra-ordinary mosaics is an exhibition of artists
investigating the fragment (from Georges Seurat to David Hockney, from Vik Muniz to Thomas Ruff, etc.)
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Dante
19/21
Dante is the father of the Italian language, and in
Ravenna he wrote part of The Divine Comedy.
The year 2021 marks seven hundred years since
his death, an anniversary to be commemorated
in Ravenna where his remains are treasured,
in collaboration with Florence and institutes
studying Dante’s work worldwide.

The Divine Comedy 19/21
Theatre, dance, poetry, literature: Marco Martinelli from Teatro delle Albe coordinates the complete staging
of the one hundred Cantos of The Divine Comedy involving a multitude of artists and the whole city (schools,
workers, craftsmen). Between 2019 and 2021, five mass performance-events a year will be produced on urban stages indoors and in the open air: pinewoods, industrial archaeology, theatres, paleo-Christian churches,
etc. The performances cover the whole Divine Comedy and intertwine Dante’s visions with the city’s historic
places, resulting in a sort of “medieval mystery play” for the modern age.
Disciplines: performing arts, stories; production: Teatro delle Albe; co-workers: directors and companies:
Olivier Py, Elio de Capitani (Teatro dell’Elfo), Giorgio Barberio Corsetti, Cooperativa E, Armando Punzo,
Chiara Guidi (Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio), Motus, Teatro Valdoca, Masque, Punta Corsara, Federico Tiezzi
and Sandro Lombardi, Virgilio Sieni, Odin Teatret; actors: Sonia Bergamasco, Claudio Casadio, Alessandro
Gassman, Fabrizio Gifuni, Maurizio Lupinelli, Toni Servillo; partners: Le Manège Mons (BE), Bremer
Shakespeare Company (DE), La Rose des Vents Lille (FR); location and timing: Ravenna; Inferno: August/
September 2019; Purgatorio: Summer 2020; Paradiso: Summer 2021; budget: 1.8 mln.
Dante 2.0(19) - The social network
The Poet Laureate leaves the austere glory where
he has been confined by Academia to meet teenagers. Each of the one hundred Cantos in The Divine
Comedy will be “adopted” by a secondary school
class in Romagna, then read/restyled/performed by
teenagers. They will be supported by as many classes of students of the same age in Italian-language
schools throughout Europe (Italian is the fifth most
studied language worldwide). Character portraits
via Instagram, daily quotes via Twitter, Pinterest
boards on wild beasts and the damned, using Facebook as a hub. In 2019 we will host all participants in the project: about 5000 teenagers involved
between 2015 and 2018 who will be giving their
“vital” evidence in Ravenna, in the places where the
Divine Comedy was written.
Date and venue: Ravenna, May 2019; produced
and curated by: Ravenna 2019, Stefano Bon (writer); partners secondary school classes in Sofia (BG),

Moscow (RU), Bucharest (HU), Paris (FR), Madrid
and Barcelona (ES), Athens (GR), Koln (GR) and
others: from 2015 to 2019; budget: 200,000.
Dante after Dante
A European call to artists from 33 countries (the
number of cantos in each cantica without the proemio). They will be asked to produce as many comic
strips associated with an event where Dante features
in the imagery of their country. Through a dedicated
website we will create a map of Dante’s imagery in
Europe, while in Ravenna a graphic novel will be
produced about the life of the famous exile.
Curators: Elettra Stamboulis and Gianluca Costantini (Mirada Association); budget: 200,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
What connects Dante Alighieri’s wondrous visions with Federico Fellini’s cinematographic fantasy? Dante
& Fellini is a project to be developed in collaboration with Paolo Fabbri (University of Bologna) and Massimo Ciavolella (University of Los Angeles).
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Generations
19/19
Training and encouraging young generations
to become future European citizens, through
school curriculum initiatives as well as talking to
the elderly, is closely connected to cultivating the
future garden, Europe, and together redefining
the concept of citizenship itself.

The country of Fairytales
The largest number of fairy tales in Europe were collected a few kilometres from Ravenna, in San Pancrazio.
Fiabe di Romagna raccolte da Ermanno Silvestroni includes 133 stories and can be found in major international libraries. We will thus turn San Pancrazio into a fairy-tale village: for a few days narrators, storytellers
and theatre actors will entertain the village; the square will be a venue for popular music concerts and the
streets will host food stalls with traditional dishes associated with fairy tale titles and contents. At the same
time several scientific initiatives will study the topics of popular fiction and dialect, connecting the fairy-tale
village in Romagna to other villages in the European Union.
Disciplines: stories; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019; by Eraldo Baldini, in collaboration with Associazione Istituto Friedrich Schürr; partnerships: Sliven (BG), Evora, Idanha A Nova, Mertola (PT), Birgu
(MT) Ourense (ES), Russi (IT) Municipalities, Cultural Association “La Grâma” and Museo della vita contadina in San Pancrazio, Fondazione Casa Oriani in Ravenna, Casa Foschi in Castiglione di Ravenna; timing:
conferences and meetings 2018; final event May 2019; location: San Pancrazio (Russi); budget: 150,000.
Storytelling Children
Who are you afraid of? And who makes you laugh?
Based on the heritage described above, we will survey children and families from other continents but
living in Ravenna. How do the stories and characters
in popular imagery change in different traditions
and cultures? The project will be led by the Serbian
visual artist Dejan Kaludjerovic, who will produce
“small films” to be screened on the occasion of the
Country of Fairytales, Monstrous Marvels Carnival
and in other public venues.
Date and place: May/September 2019; by: Dejan
Kaludjerovic in collaboration with The country of
fairytales; budget: 150,000.

The Tree of Life / Film Library of Memory
The past as a tool to interpret the present. We ask
the elderly to act as oracles and young generations
to listen to their teachings: we build a video archive
of memories divided by topics which feed European identity (crisis, inter-culture, conflict etc.). Direct
oral reports collected and filed in an online video
database, but also “listened” to by children and teenagers, who are asked to restyle and “continue”
them (producing comics and songs, using them as
narrative tracks in coder dojo workshops to create
videogames etc.).
Date and venue: end in Ravenna, November 2019.
Produced and curated by: Ravenna Cinema; by:
Fabrizio Varesco and Giorgio Stamboulis; budget:
100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
The city rescued by the teenagers. We will produce a spelling book of city objects and a map of the city
centre, suburbs and seaside villages: contents, methods and legends are chosen by children. Adults are their
readers and users.
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Ravenna
Common Ground
We develop devices for local governance based
on citizens’ involvement. A community map and
an ICT platform are the civic media of the future,
thanks to the Internet of Things (IoT). A landscape
of sensors and hot-spots, open and inter-operable,
creates the smart skin in the new Senseable City.

Community Map 3.0 of Ravenna
A participatory crowdmapping process which re-interprets the concept of parish map and draws the most
extensive and innovative community map ever made with artistic and digital methods. Map rooms are widespread urban installations and interface with open data digital analysis (Data Analytics Hub in Ravenna). The
Community Map will be produced by collecting data with the direct involvement of people from Ravenna;
the mapping campaign will be based on a schedule divided into theme periods starting from topics of public
interest defined together (e.g. month of the Romagna cultural heritage, libraries, public transport). These data
will provide input for the installations, configuring rooms as information points and temporary exhibitions.
In 2019 we will inaugurate the Community Map 3.0, a large-scale work of art and digital device.
Disciplines: architecture, science; produced and curated by: Municipality of Ravenna and Artifici Largà;
partnerships: University of Exeter (UK), Bipolaire Arquitectos, Valencia (ES), University of Bologna, CNR
(National Research Council), LUISS University; location: Ravenna, Valencia, Exeter; timing: 2014-2018
and January/December 2019; budget: 500,000.
The bRAin / Ravenna MC-hackers
A venue in the Darsena where companies and individuals meet. By reconverting warehouses in disrepair, we set up co-working spaces for companies
and the university, the university and citizens, and
male and female citizens. We thus relaunch businesses, create jobs and startups. Part of The bRAin will
be Ravenna MC-hackers: a laboratory for rapid
prototyping, a development of the fab lab concept
which looks to 2020 and beyond. A technical library
which makes tools available from an advanced digital workshop (CNC, digital, 3-D printing), and
where the Romagna smart community will be able
to make, customise or repair objects and develop
Senseable city devices. Every two months the laboratory will organise open days and share its research
findings with an extended city audience.
Disciplines: science and technology; by: CNA
Ravenna, Panebarco & C., Studio Giaccardi & Associati, Organizzare Italia, Artifici Largà; budget:
300,000.

Smart Bike Stop
An interchange station for sustainable mobility,
designed for cyclists and others, integrating several functions for stopovers, reception and leaving
again. This is a place where you can stop and connect to public wi-fi, touch the screen and get information about cultural events that evening, recharge
your mobile phone using the energy produced by
the photovoltaic roof, and drink a glass of phyto-depurated water from the rain tank.
Design by: Fabrizio Latrofa (architect); budget:
100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
Smarty: an application to interact in real time with the local administration by sending reports and suggestions. The opening of new participatory design instances in various city areas will start here (by the NGO
Villaggio Globale).
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FIFTH SCENE
I transform, therefore we are
Community and changes

Romagna’s modern image is mostly associated with its dense community life, in a relationship between public and private which is unparalleled in Italy. Shared objectives and individual ambitions have lived together
within a dimension of doing together which is crucial for local transformation: the scale of reclamation, indeed, required substantial involvement in terms of the choices made by the administrative and political elite.
Doing together was also a decisive factor in the significant improvement of the local population’s economic
and social conditions; this experience of cooperation has been exemplary, not only for Italy but also for other
European countries.
Europe is at a turning point: old industrial buildings are being transformed into spaces for advanced service
industry professions; at the same time the initial enthusiasm for the new knowledge professions has produced
an urban class of cognitariate (proletarian knowledge workers) which makes it necessary to rediscover our
agricultural and artisan roots. History and local stories thus become an outstanding opportunity for renewed
social dialogue at the local, national and European level: in Ravenna - as well as throughout Europe - associative identities of industrial and port work and contemporary perspectives for farming and cultural work can
become models for community projects, accompanied by a marked tendency to independence. «Doing it ourselves, though never alone», in the words of the former Mayor and historian Pierpaolo D’Attorre: we are ready.
FLAGSHIP EVENTS VI: Midsummer Night Beach
We will be mapping neighbourhood parties in Romagna: from neighbourhood dinners to social streets. We
know plenty of informal groups who meet because of common interests: creative tailors, recycle and reuse
workshops, groups of men and women who meet for city walks. We’ll invite representatives from social
network groups. With them and others we will take on a challenge: what if we organised the largest neighbourhood dinner ever attempted? A very long table on the sea shore will be displayed along the 90 km of our
Riviera Romagnola hosting dinners from Romagna and tourists: you eat what you’d like to share with others!
The evening will be livened up with “neighbourhood” entertainment, organised independently by the groups
involved.
Disciplines: gastronomy; produced by: Ravenna 2019; partnerships: cultural and amateur sport associations in the Romagna area; location: beaches in Ravenna and along the Romagna coast; timing: August
2019; budget: 300,000.
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Tenacious
identity
City communities are too often defined by
inaccurate identities. However, Romagna’s
and Italy’s history consists of upheaval which
eventually led to combining “private” interests and
collective tensions, in the search for the common
good. What about trying again?

Dock’n’roll
We would like to return the port of Ravenna and its history to its citizens. Photography exhibitions and publications will reconstruct its visual and historical identity, while experiences will come to life with open days in
companies. With the materials gathered, we will activate urban art to connect past and future: archive photos
and publications provide the input for painting and video-mapping, workers’ manifestos and images of social
struggle are the subject of wall-painting, and the industrial architecture modules are a source of inspiration
for widespread installations, pieces of a new post-industrial mosaic. Just think of the famous European artists
Graphic Surgery, M-City, Delta, who will be invited for extended residential periods in town.
Disciplines: stories, visual arts, architecture; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019; story research by
Andrea Baravelli (University of Ferrara); urban art pathway by Fabiola Naldi and Claudio Musso; partnerships: Ravenna Port Authority, Bosi Maramotti (University of Adults); timing: research 2017 and 2018;
inaugurations June 2019; location: city Darsena and port, Ravenna; budget: 250,000.
Case Corali
The “circoli” are a specific Italian feature which
developed in towns and the countryside at the end
of the nineteenth century. Inspired by mutualistic
and cooperative principles, they became a symbol
for the working class’ need for representation. Their
decline today seems to be partly associated with that
of traditional parties. We will thus set up a series of
collective events with old and new patrons: we will
produce community maps, organise celebrations of
traditional cuisine and political debates about new
socialisation experiments, and we will suggest photographic and performance incursions. After having
mapped the circoli in Romagna, we will award the
title Casa Corale for Ravenna 2019 to the most active one.
Date and venue: preparation phase 2017 and 2018;
January/December 2019; partners and curators:
Forlì per Ravenna 2019, Città di Ebla, La fraternelle Maison du peuple, Saint-Claude (FR), Volkshuis
Zutphen (NL), Volkshaus Leipzing (DE); budget:
150,000.

Human Nature
From Goro to Cesenatico: fishing huts are the identity element in this area, as well as being part of
one of the ecosystems most at risk in the planet:
wetlands. Human Nature is a programme of social
meetings in the huts to discuss topics including the
human-environment relationship at European level:
anthropisation, biodiversity, climate. Biologists,
entomologists, urban planners will tell about marsh architectures, bird migrations, fishing, common
assets and private spaces. Inauguration will be on 2
February, World Wetland Day.
Date and venue: June/September 2019; partnerships: Environment Science Dept. (University of
Bologna), Legambiente Ravenna, Fabio Fiori; Associazioni capannisti; budget: 100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
A deep-rooted and abyssal dialogue with an animal, for a performance which becomes a film. Input by Romeo Castellucci for La Cavallina Storna from Giovanni Pascoli, a Ravenna 2019 exclusive.
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Temporary
Urban Reuse
Let’s think of the city and its development as the
stratification of answers to one question: how
do we intend to live together? Temporariness,
regeneration, reuse and reversibility are
concepts which will shed new light on residual
places including suburbs, the countryside, ports
and beaches.

On the docks - Reuse and abandonment
According to the Hangzhou Declaration, Placing Culture at the Heart of Sustainable Development Policies,
«culture should guide the reclaiming of urban areas [...] it should be promoted to preserve its social fabric,
enhance its economic performance and increase competitiveness». These are the founding principles for
the urban re-use experiments led by Meme Exchange, an architects’ association involved in the reclaiming
project for the Shooting Gallery. By inaugurating the Casa dei Creativi, a modular prefabricated structure
which will be built in the area of an industrial building in disuse, a prototype of reconverting without transformation with a high environmental sustainability value and zero CO2 emissions, the Darsena will become
the key player in a process culminating in the International Festival of Temporary Reuse. The outcome of a
European project shared with Ireland and Bulgaria, this festival will be dedicated to regeneration and architecture, including exhibitions, symposia and workshops accompanied by sound installation and video-mapping experiments.
Disciplines: architecture, visual arts; produced and curated by: Ravenna 2019, Meme Exchange; partnership: Dublin City Architects - City Limits project - The Fumbally Exchange (IE); Plovdiv 2019 (BG), Pilsen
2015 (CZ); location: city Darsena, Ravenna; timing: August 2019; budget: 350,000.
Unsettled spaces
Fortresses, convents, cemeteries, industrial archaeology, seaside Colonie summer camps, public slaughterhouses, Rationalist buildings: the cartography
of abandoned spaces in Romagna becomes a new
cultural route. We create a map and invite some artists to visit these spaces, leaving traces which will be
usable over time only on site through a smartphone
application. The idea is to create an extensive museum of the region, with a contemporary interpretation of marginal areas.
Date and venue: mapping from 2016 to 2017; artistic and multimedia work 2018 and January/December 2019; produced and curated by: Associazione Spazi Indecisi; budget: 100,000.

The Darsena I would like
The transformation of one of the most extensive
areas ever subject to participatory process continues
and becomes intertwined with the Ra2019 Programme intentions. This project has been intentionally
left open in terms of outcomes, with citizens suggesting Guerrilla Gardening actions and public art
installations using recycled materials, and leaving
fallow areas to observe the formation of the third
landscapes.
Date and venue: Ravenna, 2015/2019; partnership: Cooperativa Villaggio Globale Ravenna; budget: 100,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
All the colors of the Red Desert: conferences and master classes with director Wim Wenders will prepare
us for the production of a documentary about locations in the film Deserto Rosso by Antonioni, to describe
the historical and social context in which it was produced. A parallel path on Pasolini’s work will be shared
with Matera 2019.
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Agriculture
In Romagna the landscape is shaped by the
region’s agricultural transformation; we hope
that from now on, it will be based on respecting
relationships and nature. We will re-interpret
traditions in the first step towards sustainable
development from an Italian and European
perspective.

Agridesign - International Festival of agricultural design
A new agricultural design where the final product and its intermediate parts are seen as an open design
process, rather than as an item defined only by its functions. Agridesign is a framework festival featuring
exhibitions, conferences, congresses, workshops, bar-camps, culminating in 2019 with a two-week event to
complete a multi-year pathway. It is a framework suggested by Cesena which combines hubs and agro-cultural networks following a backward trajectory: from food consumption we move back, year by year, along the
chain leading to production research. From communication to the cultural-gastronomy industry, at the same
time as Expo 2015, to the rural landscape, thinking of the ICOM museum conference; from distribution and
self-production to agro-food packaging, up to production. We attract creative talents by acting as an international point of reference for the new AgriDesigner figure.
Disciplines: visual arts, gastronomy, architecture; produced and curated by: Municipality of Cesena; partnerships: Centuria, Fiera Cesena, Department of Agricultural and Food Sciences (University of Bologna),
Museo Etnografico in Santarcangelo, Museo del Sale in Cervia, Casa Artusi, Macfrut; location: Cesena and
surroundings; timing: from 2015 to 2019; festival October 2019; budget: 500,000.
Ceramic art food
The combination of ceramics and food can connect
European cultures by bringing together daily life,
crafts and design. Ten European artists will be selected, and will be followed in as many workshops
during a stay in Faenza, a city with a strong tradition
in ceramics; we will be designing tableware based
on the recipes of the countries of origin. These new
containers will reshape the relationship between
functionality and aesthetics, as art “prototypes” to
integrate an exhibition about the development of ceramic tableware, but also other items for a public
dinner in the old town. The exhibition will then be
hosted in the selected artists’ hometowns.
Date and venue: Faenza, January/June 2019; produced and curated by: Municipality of Faenza,
MIC (International Museum of Ceramics), Museo
Carlo Zauli, Ente Ceramica Faenza; partnerships:
AiCC (Italian Association Cities of Ceramic),
AEuCC (European Group of Territorial Coopera-

tion ‘Cities of Ceramic’), Arginet, CERA-DEST;
budget: 250,000.
Cinemadivino Europe
There will be film screening in the vineyards or
courtyards, accompanied by wine and food tastings.
The Cinemadivino project, which started in Romagna more than ten years ago, will now reach European cellars, thanks to a wheel-mounted kitchen.
Typical Romagna produce will travel in these food
trucks to Catalonia, Burgundy, Croatia (Dubrovnik
Festiwine), Greece (Skouras Cellar in Argo) and
Plovdiv. The aim of the event is to support national film-making: a reflection on European identity
between editing rooms and wine cellars.
Date and venue: Europe, June/August 2019; budget: 150,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
2019 Urban Picnic. Typical Romagna’s tableclothes, traditional African baskets, food prepared by homemakers for a urban picnic in courtyards.
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Cultural
Professions
Cultural work and cultural heritage professions
will serve as the building block for the Ravenna
2019 project. The assumption is that heritage
should also be seen as involving individuals, as
the complex of knowledge and skills associated
with cultural work.

European Cultural Labour Stock Exchange
An exchange of culture and artistic and creative enterprises. One week of meetings to trade and exchange
ideas through public offer, where participants present their projects after having followed a shared path on a
web platform dedicated to cultural exchange. There will be trade fair bargaining accompanied by live exhibitions all over Forlì, the organiser, which will attract hundreds of professionals and potential buyers. Before
the exhibition there will be two conferences (in 2015 and 2017) regarding new competences in the field of
culture, as well a series of initiatives on the topic of large-scale events in Italy (Expo 2015 and ICOM International Council of Museums 2016).
Disciplines: visual arts, cinema, stories; production: Municipality of Forlì; partnerships: ICOM, FIAF
International Federation of Film Archives, EDN European Documentary Network, Association for Cultural
Economics International, Rete Europea di Teatro sociale di comunità, AIB Associazione Italiana Biblioteche,
ANAI Associazione Nazionale Archivisti, Federculture, ERVET - Emilia-Romagna Region Research Departments, IBC Emilia-Romagna; location: Forlì, Complesso di San Domenico and San Giacomo Church;
timing: November/December 2019; budget: 150,000.
The Intruder - Dance and City
Italian and European artists, in residence together to
reflect on the European city. Cultural work changes
the perception of an urban space which becomes a
crossroads of urban entities; performing calls into
question institutional representations dictated by
habit. We will be launching a call for European intruders: ten choreographers and dancers who will
visit Italian cities with residences, workshops and
work demonstrations. The events will be hosted collectively in Romagna at the beginning of the project,
then scattered all over Italy and finally scheduled in
theatres between 2019 and 2020.
Date and venue: Romagna and Italy, from 2017
to 2020; production: Cantieri Danza and Network
Anticorpi XL; partnerships: Fira Tarrega Festival
(ES), Malandan Ballet Biarritz (FR), Grand Studio
Bruxelles (BE), Derida Dance Centre Sofia (BG),
Amat Marche, Mosaico Danza (Turin), Circuito Ar-

teven (Veneto), Teatro Pubblico Pugliese, Danzarte
(Brescia); budget: 200,000.
No Copy - Literature and crowdwriting
From the manuscript code to the printing press, to
digital collective writing: we will be studying a phenomenon which is part of writing, namely falsifying
and simulation. Code writing, unauthorised reproductions, rewriting, cosplay and fan-fiction will be
at the centre of an annual event divided by thematic
areas, culminating with contemporary text forms on
variable supports.
Date and venue: Cesena, preparation events
2015/2018; festival March 2019; by: Municipality of Cesena and Biblioteca Malatestiana; budget:
150,000.

Forthcoming Tiles
Cinema at zero km: master classes, workshops, technical lectures held by cinema experts. Low budget/ high
concept for local crews which will produce high-biodiversity works. By Alberto Bucci (Ravenna Cinema),
festival scholar and director.
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How is the city planning to select the projects/events which will constitute the
Programme for 2019?

The approach:
project as
process

Ravenna is trying, with all the difficulties but also with the enthusiasm involved in this
kind of work, to create a realistic and sustainable model to proactively build the Programme, moving from the project as a product to the project as a process. First of all
through the open call and working groups, then with the Agorà2019 OST (anx 1 p V) we
have set in motion a virtuous circle for co-designing; the latter has not only produced over
400 ideas, it has also paved the way for an already tried and tested model where participation and listening are not seen as one-off actions. In actual fact, the method of work is
horizontal; people involved are a source of ideas and not only users or final receivers,
thus encouraging a process whose aim is to avoid the effect of events seen by citizens as
something from the top down. Bearing in mind the need for general coordination and to
harmonise the large number of bidding activities, over the past few years we have tested
the potential of this collective way of working, to the extent that in some cases projects
were actually not selected, but simply invited to fit within a broader picture and as such
recalibrated.

The method: a
crowdsourcing
Programme

In terms of method, the procedure for creating projects/events for the Programme will be
divided into four main phases:
Phase I (2012-2013): open call for ideas and working groups to draw up the pre-selection
Programme.
Phase II (2013-2014): selecting project ideas for the Programme in view of the final selection by the Creative Council and Ra2019 Team.
Phase III (2015-2016): open call for projects in order to complete the Programme to be
submitted for final selection.
Phase IV (2016-2019): drafting and delivering the ECoC 2019 Programme.
More specifically, in the phases following award of the title the projects making up the
2019 Programme, based on the criteria chosen for selection ( 4 p 67), will be a result of
the open call for projects, which will include co-financing on the part of Ra2019, as well
as the use of the bank of ideas.
The bank of ideas, established following the first open call in 2012, is a permanent database collecting all ideas which citizens will submit and will want to bring to the attention
of Ra2019 in the coming years. By continuing along the participatory path established by
Agorà, which has already led to three projects through the participatory budgeting mechanism, we are planning to make available specific funding for those citizens who should
decide to join in creating projects and events from the bank of ideas.
We are also carefully studying the development of some Italian projects which support
innovative ideas in the area of cultural design, for example the cheFare award by the Associazione Doppiozero. If Ravenna were chosen as ECoC, we would host a presentation
of shortlisted projects in the city, an opportunity to enhance the visibility of ideas as well
as of the people who produced them, but also to establish contacts with institutions and
potential private investors.
Finally, we are considering crowdfunding as a realistic goal for discussion and co-production. Some of the funding for projects/events in our Programme may be resourced
through rewards-based models in match funding with institutions; the latter would act
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as control bodies with regard to feasibility and would collaborate with individuals and
citizens to find ideas to be implemented. In this respect, we are hoping collaborate with
leading organisations in the sector such as the Italian Crowdfunding Network and Festival del Fundraising.

4

Selection criteria for projects/events (2012-2019)

Process building. In a complex path such as ECoC
we will try to set up events which are based on widespread process building. The presence of events
designed elsewhere and hosted in Ravenna is extremely limited; in actual fact they are almost always
processes which have been established locally over
an extended period of time and which entail small,
medium and large-scale events.
Artistic-cultural quality. The ECoC Programme
will need to be innovative and celebrate art and culture from our country and the rest of Europe. The
projects/events will therefore need to meet high
quality standards which will be measured according
to international benchmarks, and - more specifically - should meet the criteria of combining the artistic-cultural path with traditional forms of art and
contemporary languages. Attention will be paid to
encouraging cross-fertilization between subjects,
forms and tools. The project contents shall be consistent with the vision, concept and strategies of the
bidding programme.
Outreach. The focus will be on projects and events
resulting from proposals from citizens, where they
are the actual protagonists of the initiatives. More
specifically, priority will be given to projects which
make use of new opportunities and tools aimed at
increasing the level of involvement and accessibility
as regards cultural events. The projects/events will
need to develop strategies for audience involvement
and development, in particular encouraging the population groups which are generally less active (e.g.
minorities, disabled, elderly etc.), as well as encouraging the use and production of cultural contents,
also thanks to new technologies. Particular attention
will be paid to schools and the education sector in
general.
European dimension. The projects/events shall
have a markedly European outlook, as regards both
the topics dealt with and the processes/tools used.
The cultural diversity and common features throughout Europe will need to emerge from ongoing
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dialogue and exchange between professionals and
artists in the area with their respective counterparts.
All projects/events will involve European partners,
developing and strengthening synergies with institutions at European level. Priority will be given, in this
respect, to projects aimed at establishing partnerships with cities which have been or will be ECoC,
with a view to fostering interconnections between
European citizens.
Modularity. The ECoC 2019 Programme will consist of thousands of events and projects, with the
ones set up using a modular structure having the advantage of being able to be restyled on a larger or
smaller scale depending on the situation after the final selection. If Ravenna’s bid is accepted, many of
the processes will become events, with a subsequent
manifold increase in scale; if this is not the case, it
will nevertheless be possible to implement a substantial number of projects albeit on a smaller scale.
Sustainability & Legacy. The impact of projects
and events will need to be long-lasting, well beyond
the exception of 2019, by fostering the creation of
new tools and working methods, new competences
and professional skills, new spaces and venues dedicated to culture and social integration, based on a
long-term ECoC strategy. Also, priority and support
will be given to projects which: a) involve partnerships with the private sector and/or are based on local offline networks and sustained through on line
fund raising; b) are aimed at reducing the environmental impact of events, in particular as regards the
city’s artistic-cultural heritage.
Digital strategy. Projects/events will need to be
supported by a digital strategy which should provide new opportunities by actively reaching out to audiences, most notably young people. Social media
will need to be used not only as a marketing and
communication tool for the event, but also as online platforms to encourage dialogue and the coproduction of contents between different communities.
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1

Organisational structure
1.1. What kind of structure is envisaged for the organisation responsible for implementing the project? What type of relationship will it have with the city authorities?
(This answer will need to be detailed during the final selection phase, in particular
by attaching the organisation’s by-laws, organisation structure, CVs of the main
contact persons, indications as to its financial and management capacity, as well as a
diagram of its structure accompanied by information regarding the relevant responsibilities on various levels)
If the city is selected as ECoC, the organisation and implementation of the Project will
be entrusted to an independent entity, a Foundation, enabling it to more easily raise and
invest resources, as well as more directly manage the complex issues associated with running the Cultural Programme. The implementation of a wide-ranging collective project
calls for maximum independence from any external interference as well as maximum stability regarding the effects of political and voting cycles. The Foundation will be supported by a network organisational system, able to enhance and facilitate synergies between
local governments, and equipped with the experience gained during the bidding phase.
We want to create an organisation that is able to support and implement our citizens’
ideas, founded on sharing, learning and professionalism, which leaves on the region a
legacy of experience, abilities and competences.
Current governance
In line with the Programme’s mission and objectives, the governance of the Ra2019 Project
is currently based on a coordinating structure which is part of the City of Ravenna’s general
directorate; its actions are supported by organisations created specifically to manage and
steer the bidding process. The choice was made not to create a separate entity with an independent legal status at this stage because working within the Municipality, which represents
all citizens, ensured for all intents and purposes the transparency and democratic control
which a participatory process such as bidding obviously required. While this has slowed
down some procedures, on the other hand it has encouraged a feeling of involvement on the
part of citizens and local political, economic and social actors.
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Current governance
The Ra2019 team

The Ra2019 team in the Ravenna Municipality leads, coordinates and organises activities entailed in preparing the
bid. The team, led by Alberto Cassani, Coordinator of Ra2019, is composed of Nadia Carboni (Project Manager),
Marcella Montanari (Events Production and Communication Manager), Cristina Calandrini (Administration and
Finance Manager), Lorenzo Donati and Christopher Angiolini (Cultural Programme Curators), and Alberto Marchesani
(Communication Manager).

Creative Council

Technical team dealing with the main programmatic themes of the bid. Members include Christopher Angiolini of
Bronson produzioni, the historian Andrea Baravelli, the journalist Elisa Battistini, professor at Ravenna’s Academy of
Fine Arts Maria Rita Bentini, theatre critic Lorenzo Donati, writers Alessandro Fabbri and Tahar Lamri, artistic director
of the Ravenna Festival Franco Masotti and the young entrepreneur Marianna Panebarco. Representatives of each
supporting city’s Creative Councils are also members of the Ra2019 Creative Council (Valentina Ridolfi for Rimini,
Paola Casta for Faenza, Franco Pollini for Cesena, Elisa Giovannetti for Forlì, Giuseppe Masetti for the Union of
Municipalities of Bassa Romagna and Daniela Poggiali for Cervia).

Institutional Committee

Political supervisory body, chaired by Senator Sergio Zavoli and composed of the Councillors of Culture of the local
governments supporting Ravenna’s bid: Emilia-Romagna Region, Province of Ravenna, the Municipalities of Cervia,
Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, Lugo, Faenza, Union of Romagna Faentina, Russi and the Union of Municipalities of Bassa
Romagna.

General States of Culture

An advisory body that brings together the main cultural organizations of Ravenna.

Advisory Committee

An advisory body composed of about 60 business associations, the local departmental offices, the University, Banking
Foundations, the Archdiocese, the Port Authority, the Chamber of Commerce, NGOs and various other academic and
training institutions.

V!RA2019 (Volunteers for Ra2019)

An association of young volunteers that originated in 2012 to support activities for Ravenna’s bid.

Social media team

A group of very young volunteers, trained on purpose by national experts in 2014. They support the Ra2019 team in
marketing and communication activities.

Future governance of the Ra2019 Project
Governance will include local social, economic and cultural organisations and will aim to
empower them, to facilitate their participation and to encourage social cohesion in relation
to the goals of the Ra2019 project. Our organisation model will be structured as follows:
a) Ravenna 2019 Foundation: this will be the hub of the network, with the task of
managing the delivery of the Project, by supervising the relationships between the various entities involved and monitoring implementation of tasks assigned to the various
entities that are providing organisational support (see below).

Innovative
governance,
a concrete
commitment to
empower the
local cultural,
economic and
social sectors

b) International Group of Event Producers: the Foundation will be supported by an
international group of cultural event producers with experience in the area of ECoCs. It
will have the twofold objective of providing a European outlook and further strengthening the local capacity building process.
c) The Foundation will be supported by an external structure for support in organising
and producing events. This structure will work very closely with the management
structure and the collective artistic management.
d) Ravenna’s and Romagna’s cultural, economic and social organisations (institutions, associations, research and higher education centres, schools, universities, local
government, foundations, business companies and non-profit organisations) are the
spokes of the network which will support the Foundation in producing and implementing Ra2019 Programme.
e) The network will be supported by a dense system of volunteers throughout the
region, coordinated by V!RA2019; the latter, thanks to the experience accrued during
the years in which the bid was prepared, will have the important task of activating and
managing relations, as well as liaising between the Foundation and the region, as the
main recipient of requests from civil society.
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f) Citizens will be permanently involved in preparing the Cultural Programme through
a working group (Agorà 2019 working group) which will expand and develop the
participatory planning process which started successfully during the years the bid was
prepared (anx 1 p V).
g) Implementation of Ra2019 Programme will be monitored and evaluated by an Evaluation Board, composed of representative groups from civil society, culture and the
economy; its task will be to progressively measure the impact of the bid from a cultural,
economic and social perspective, according to the Kaleidoscope model (sect VI p 93).
The Ra2019 Foundation
The Foundation will start working in the first six months of 2015 and will continue until
2022 (to conclude the events dedicated to the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death). At that
point its founding members will decide whether it should keep working as a functional tool
for organising events and the managing cultural institutions in Ravenna and/or throughout
Romagna in the future.
A streamlined organisational structure will manage and deliver the bid project; it will be
organised by key areas (organisational and cultural management) supported by the managerial network model which reflects the same approach and process of local involvement that
has characterised the years of constructing the bid. The Foundation will work closely with
the city administration, sharing goals, strategies and instruments. The organisation will
have a functional structure (organisation management), integrated with a matrix structure (cultural/artistic management). The combination of these two structures will serve to
enhance integration, collective decision-making, the sharing of tools and competences, and
the synthesis of different managerial, cultural and artistic ideas and skills.
Our organisational system will be based on the principle of doing together, characteristic of
our cultural, social and economic fabric. This ability to work together will be visible in the
interaction and integration of the various parties involved, and will ensure the highest level
of efficiency, cost effectiveness, transparency and success of the project. This type of model
will also help reinforce and broaden the existing local skill base in the field of cultural management, in addition to creating new competences thanks to the Foundation’s investment
in setting up training courses for cultural managers aimed at young people who will grow
in the process (anx 1 p IV).
The operating structure of the new organisation will try to capitalise on the experience
acquired by the human resources involved in the bidding process, adding to the number of
professionals who will make up the new structure, offering young local people opportunities for growth as well as providing the more senior experts with prospects for professional
development.

Ravenna 2019 Foundation financial resources - in million euro
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

1.5

2.3

6.0

12.8

21.0

2.6

3.1

Ravenna 2019 Foundation human resources - in units
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

15

20

30

45

60

20

20
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Organisational chart

Social

Economic

CEO

General Board

Educational

Audit
Apart from the control bodies required by the standards
(Board of Internal Auditors), the Foundation will also have
an external auditing system both for its economic-financial situation and programme implementation. Moreover
organisations or managers will be appointed to counteract corruption and ensure compliance with the law.

General Board
In charge of giving strategic guidelines and a clear
mandate, based on the budget allocated, to the management and artistic directors who will be largely independent, based on a shared programme and vision which
goes beyond 2019. It appoints the general manager.

Steering Committee
It includes, as founding Members, representatives of the
Municipality of Ravenna, other local government bodies
which have supported its bid, the Emilia-Romagna
Regional Government, the Italian national Government,
University of Bologna, the Archdiocese of Ravenna and
Cervia, the Chamber of Commerce of Ravenna, bank
foundations operating in the city, as well as local trade
associations; moreover the Meeting is open for admission, as supporting Members, of the main companies
which want to support the Foundation’s work; the
Steering Committee is in charge of approving the
financial statements and work programme guidelines; it
also appoints the President, the General Board and the
Board of Internal Auditors.
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Organisations of the city of Ravenna and Romagna

H
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The Management Structure

CEO (General Director): this position will have
responsibility for developing and implementing the
overall Ra2019 Project – mission and vision, with
the aim of guaranteeing a clear, coherent and continuing approach to the project, as well as promoting
the principles underlying the bid. More specifically, its purpose is to establish and maintain relations
with institutions, companies and social organisations in the region, ensuring a stable and solid budget through fund raising drives and agreements.
Together with the Executive Director the CEO’s
important role will be to motivate the Foundation
staff, ensure a high level of citizens involvement,
and define strategies for communicating and disseminating project initiatives. The job description
requires a person who can help people and organisations with different backgrounds to work together,
someone who has in-depth knowledge of the local
area, public institutions and the private sector, founded upon a deeply rooted and widespread network
of relations, with the ability to mobilise community
support.
Executive Director: this position, appointed by the
CEO, will have responsibility for the overall strategy for project development and implementation,
as well as for the general functioning of the organisational structure. The job description requires
problem solving and project management capabilities, as well as strategic vision, with advanced result-oriented management skills, attested by a solid

background in the public and/or private sector at the
national and international level, in order to coordinate all the work associated with the Ra2019 Project
based on the guidelines given by the CEO. The person selected will be in charge of the management
operating structure: various functional departments
will report to him or her, and the managers of these
departments will be selected by him/her in agreement with the CEO.
Artistic Management: This is a collective body,
consisting of artists and cultural professionals from
the region, as well as from the rest of the country
and abroad (sect II p 66); it is supervised by an Artistic Coordinator. The latter will be selected by the
management through an international open call, for
the purpose of promoting and ensuring a unified artistic vision with regard to the Cultural Programme,
facilitating a shared artistic and creative approach,
making sure that all the artistic management staff
is working toward the same goal based on an allround vision. The job description also includes liaising with artistic organising committees from cities
involved in the bidding process. This means having
a large portfolio of contacts with artists, culture professionals and scholars at the European and international level, certified by previous experience as an
artistic manager of cultural programmes on a large
scale and with international relevance (sect II p 66).
Direct responsibility for Flagship Events is also part
of the job.

1.2 If neighbouring areas were to become involved in the event, how would coordination between local and regional authorities be organised?
At the moment, coordination between political-institutional authorities supporting Ravenna’s bid is ensured by an Institutional Committee, where guidelines are set out for
initiatives to be undertaken. Operating supervision, on the other hand, is ensured by the
Ravenna Creative Council, which is open to supervisors from Creative Councils in other
cities and areas. If Ravenna were to become ECoC, coordination between authorities
would be the responsibility of the Foundation, more specifically of the Steering Committee and General Board. All the cities and areas involved, as well as the Emilia-Romagna
Regional Government, would need to be represented there in order to coordinate actions
and define a shared approach.
1.3 What are the basic criteria and methods to be used for choosing the artistic manager for the event? What will the job description include? When will he or she start
working? What will their scope of action include?
In terms of human resources the Ra2019 team consists of people from the area: some of
them were trained and have grown professionally in this city, while others have followed
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national and international career paths and then chose to come back to Ravenna, bringing
in a new set of challenges and inputs.
Integration and hybridisation of abilities and knowledge, deriving from a multidisciplinary team, have paved the way for an open, democratic, creative path, where all
decisions regarding the most important steps and most significant actions are taken in a
collective and shared way.
Our strength lies in the construction of a realistic and sustainable bid project, based on
permanent dialogue with the area, through which an innovative Cultural Programme may
be drawn up, which - most importantly - should be able to mirror the principal features of
our city, considering its critical aspects and its potential. In the process of constructing our
Cultural Programme the Creative Council has played a fundamental role: the Creative
Council is composed of young cultural professionals who have worked closely with the
Ra2019 team, delineating the programme framework and synthesizing project ideas for
the bid. Each of them, according to their specialisation, has drafted and collected projects
by topic and discipline, listening and talking to people in the area every day.

A collective,
democratic,
open artistic
direction
developing with
the region

Our proposal is thus to maintain a collective artistic management, (sect II p 66) currently the Creative Council, as the best tool for developing the young professionals who
have grown and matured during these years of the bid process. To accomplish the Ra2019
Programme, the artistic board will be strengthened by engaging curators, artists and intellectuals of international standing to carry out projects.
In line with the complexity and variety of the Cultural Programme, its artistic management will consists of a matrix structure ( H p 13), whereby individual professional
skills and sectors will intertwine, thus allowing for topics and disciplines to thrive together. Reliability should be ensured by a credible working team, well integrated into the
territory.
The collective artistic management team will also have a supervisor, selected in an international open call, with the task of managing design and creative work, making sure that
the Cultural Programme has a unified and consistent vision. The Artistic Coordinator
will also have the important task of liaising between the collective artistic management
team and the Foundation’s management structure to make sure that, once the cultural and
creative ideas underlying the Programme have been shared with the management, the
necessary tools and human resources can be sourced to implement them.

An artistic
coordinator in
charge of the
coherence and
the delivery of
the Cultural
Programme

In July 2014, Ra2019 published an international call for expression of interest in the
position of Artistic Coordinator. A few interesting candidates have been shortlisted, who
- if our bid is successful - will be asked to pass a selection interview, presumably during
the first semester of 2015, once the 2019 Foundation has started working. The Artistic
Coordinator will actually be selected by the CEO in agreement with the General Board
and will start working immediately following the set deadline for the selection procedure.
N.B. The draft of the Foundation Statute will be delivered to the Jury at the final presentation, along with other additional documents.
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III

Funding of the event

2

2.1 What was the budget allocated by the City for culture over the past five years
(excluding expenses incurred for this ECoC call for tender)? Please fill out the table
below.

Year

Annual budget allocated by the City for cultural
events (in million euro) - current part

Annual budget allocated by the City for cultural
events (as a % of the overall municipal budget) current part

2009

13.086

9.5 %

2010

13.171

9.1 %

2011

12.580

8.9 %

2012

12.674

8.8 %

2013

12.558

7.5 %

2.2 Please fill out the following tables with information regarding the overall budget in respect of the European Capital of Culture project (or specify the amount of
funds allocated for the project).
Total estimated costs
(in million euro)

Operating expenditure
(in million euro)

Operating expenditure
(%)

Capital expenditure
(in million euro)

Capital expenditure
(%)

490.0

50.0

10.2 %

440.0

89.8 %

[if the City is planning to use funds from the usual annual budget for cultural events
in order to finance the ECoC Project, please specify the amount (in euro) which will
be taken from the usual annual budget for culture starting from the year the bid was
submitted (2013) up to and including the ECoC year (2019)].
As for the planned expenditure by the City of Ravenna, the idea is also to use in part funds
from the usual annual budget for cultural events. More specifically, for the years 2018 and
2019, the amount of total funding for the ECoC Project is expected to be 2.5 million euro
(1 million for 2018 and 1.5 million for 2019). These funds will presumably be used for
projects promoted by municipal cultural institutions and introduced as part of the Ra2019
Programme.

Total revenues included in the budget
(in million euro)

of which: revenues
from the public sector
(in million euro)

of which: revenues
from the public sector
(as %)

of which: revenues
from the private sector
(in million euro)

of which: revenues
from the private sector
(as %)

50.0

39.0

78.0 %

11.0

22.0 %
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Revenues from
the public sector

In million euro

As %

Specify: planned, guaranteed
amount. (see 2.5)

National Government

9.0

23.1 %

Estimated amount

Ravenna Municipality

10.0

25.6 %

Guaranteed amount

Emilia-Romagna Regional Government

10.0

25.6 %

Planned amount

European Union

2.5

6.4 %

Planned amount

Other (city and supporting entities)

7.5

19.3 %

Planned amount

2.3 Please fill out the following tables in order to illustrate the operating budget for
the ECoC project.
a) Overall operating expenditure:
Operating
expenditure
(in million
euro)

Project costs
(in million
euro)

50.0

35.0

Project costs
(as %)

Promotion
and marketing (in
million euro)

Promotion
and
marketing
(as %)

Salaries,
overheads,
administration (in
million di
euro)

Salaries,
overheads,
administration (as %)

Other
(specify)

70.0 %

8.0

16.0 %

7.0

14.0 %

/

As for expenses for the Cultural Programme (amounting to 35 million euro), the aim is to
split them as follows:
23.0 million as funding for projects presented in section II, question 2;
4.0 million as funding for other projects which will be drafted over the next few years (as
possible developments of the thematic guidelines chosen, also using tools as the Bank of
Ideas and crowdfunding) (sect II p 66);
4.0 million as co-funding for projects and/or events proposed by other cultural entities in
Ravenna, Romagna, Italy or other countries collected through an open call for projects;
2.0 million as co-funding for projects and/or events to be organised with the other shortlisted Italian cities;
2.0 million as co-funding for projects and/or events to be organised with the shortlisted
Bulgarian cities, more specifically with the city in Bulgaria chosen as ECoC.
b) Estimated schedule for operating expenditure:

Promotion
and marketing (as %)

Salaries,
overheads,
administration (in
million euro)
7 million

Salaries,
overheads,
administration
(as %)

Total
(in million
euro)

0.2

2.5 %

0.2

2.8 %

0.7

1.4 %

0.5

6.2 %

0.5

7.1 %

1.5

1.2

3.4 %

0.5

6.2 %

0.6

8.6 %

2.3

2017

4.0

11.4 %

1.0

12.6 %

1.0

14.3 %

6.0

2018

9.0

25.8 %

2.3

28.8 %

1.5

21.4 %

12.8

2019

16.5

47.0 %

2.5

31.3 %

2.0

28.6 %

21.0

2020

1.5

4.3 %

0.5

6.2 %

0.6

8.6 %

2.6

2021

2.0

5.8 %

0.5

6.2 %

0.6

8.6 %

3.1

Expenditure
schedule per
Year

Project
expenditure
(in million
euro)
35 million

2014
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Project
expenditure
(as %)

Promotion
and marketing (in
million euro)
8 million

0.3

0.9 %

2015

0.5

2016
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2.4 Overall capital expenditure:

Capital expenditure
(in million euro)

Funding of new infrastructure for cultural purposes or
enhancement of existing facilities (including museums, art
galleries, theatres, cinemas,
concert halls, art centres, etc.)
(in million euro)

Urban regeneration (renewal
of squares, parks, roads,
public space development,
etc.) (in million euro)

Infrastructure (investment
for rapid coastal transport,
railway station, shipyards,
roads, airports, etc.)
(in million euro)

440.0

130.2

164.8

145.0

a) Funding of new infrastructure for cultural purposes or enhancement of existing
facilities:
Project

Budget (in million euro)

Amount

Biblioteca Classense

7.4 (5.8 already used) City, privates, Region, Central Government

guaranteed

Biblioteca Oriani (renovation)

1.0 City

planned

Museum and Archaeological Park in Classe

25.1 (22.500 already used) City, Central Government, EU, private

planned

House of Europe in Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste

10.0 (work completed in 2014)

guaranteed

Byron Museum and Risorgimento Museum in Palazzo Guiccioli

12.0 private

planned

Museo Dantesco (refurbishing)

0.5 City

planned

Study Centre for Eco-Innovations

0.85 privates

guaranteed

Agorà (formerly Sir warehouse)

15.0 private

estimated

Temporary Art / Area T

0.5 private

estimated

PGR - Seeds of Creativity (formerly Mangimificio Martini)

12.0 private

estimated

Shooting Gallery (formerly Tirasegno)

1.5 private

estimated

Culture Gymnasium (Forlì)

0.95 City of Forlì

estimated

Agriculture Museum (Cesena)

12.0 City of Cesena

estimated

Teatro Galli (Rimini)

27.7 (4.5 already used) City of Rimini

estimated

Casa dei Transiti (Faenza)

1.8 City of Faenza

estimated

Villa Malerbi - School of Music (Lugo)

1.6 City of Lugo

estimated

Salt Ecomuseum (Cervia)

0.3 City of Cervia

estimated

b) Urban regeneration:
Project

Budget (in million euro)

Amount

Parco Baronio

2.2 (0.7 already used) City, Regional Government

planned

Piazza Kennedy

1.15 private

guaranteed

Piazza Antiche Carceri

0.45 (work completed in 2014) City

guaranteed

Requalification of covered market

7.0 private

planned

Darsena and connection to the old town

150.0 City, Central Government, private, European Union, Regional
Government and other public entities

planned

Regeneration of the coastal area behind the dunes

4.0 City

planned
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c) Infrastructure:
Project

Budget (in million euro)

Amount

Bologna-Ravenna-Rimini railway

3.0 Region and other public entities

estimated

Treno di Dante (Ravenna-Florence)

1.0 other public entities

estimated

Passenger Terminal

1.0 (lot 1) other public entities

planned

Port enhancement work

140.0 Central Government, other public entities

planned

Of the strategic actions in the area of infrastructure, mention should also be made of the
Candiano Canal bypass and of the E45/E55 European road route enhancement work. In
the case of the former, its completion through project financing (264 million euro in total), depends on national funding (to the amount of about 70 million), already planned by
CIPE (the Italian Inter-ministerial Board for Economic Planning) but not yet operative.
As for the latter, its high cost (estimated at over one billion euro for the Cesena-Porto
Garibaldi section) and the fact that several public and private lenders are expected to be
involved, make it impossible for us to give a final opinion as to this project’s feasibility
and possible timeline.
2.5 Is there an official commitment on the part of public lenders (City, Region, Central Government) to provide the funding? If this is not yet the case, when can they
be expected to do so?
The City of Ravenna has listed its ECoC bid as a strategic objective; its funding is therefore guaranteed by political commitment on the part of the current local government,
to be officially confirmed in its next budgets. The incoming funds expected from the
Emilia-Romagna Regional Government, as well as from other municipalities and areas
which support the bid (Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, the Ravenna Provincial Government with
the relevant Municipalities), on the other hand, come from negotiations which - following
the approval of a first Protocol of Agreement (in May 2010), have led to a new agreement
with the Region of Emilia-Romagna (anx 2 p II), and to signing a letter of commitment
on the part of Mayors from other cities in Romagna (anx 2 p III).
As for the Italian national government, there is no official commitment as yet, although
the bidding cities as part of the Italia 2019 Programme have requested it. Our forecast as
regards federal funding (9 million, accounting for less than 20% of the operating budget)
is based on a general estimate, considering first of all the average funding percentages
by federal governments in favour of their ECoCs. This estimate is much lower than the
amount granted by the Italian government for Genova 2004 (20 million, accounting for as
much as 55% of total expenditure). It is clear that, if the government should decide not to
fund the project or to provide less financing, the city of Ravenna will in any case pay for
the work necessary to implement the Cultural Programme.
Regarding EU funds, our forecast add the Melina Mercouri Prize to the funds that could
be gained by applying to EU funding programmes.
2.6 What plan has been prepared to guarantee the participation of sponsors in the
event?
As part of the operating budget, funding from the private sector has been estimated at 11
million euro (accounting for 22% of the total).
This figure includes estimated revenues to the amount of about 2 million euro, while the
remaining 9 million are expected to come from sponsors, donations, or other forms of
funding from individual citizens or companies.
This seems to be a realistic forecast, considering that every year the revenues from major
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performances or exhibitions organised in the City of Ravenna alone can be estimated at
around 2 million euro, and that the relevant sponsorships, mainly local in nature, amount
to about 3 million euro per year. In order to achieve the goal estimated in the operating
budget, however, it has been necessary to draw up a plan which also followed up on the
sponsorship campaign started in 2011 with a number of businesses involved, with a view
to extending fundraising to private sponsors and to conduct effective work in this respect.
This plan will be based on the following guidelines:
a) the search for international and domestic lenders with traditional fundraising tools,
offering the visibility which the ECoC and our planned communication strategy can
guarantee. The idea is to consolidate relations with entities which already participate
as sponsors in cultural events, or have done so in the past, and to try new options,
starting of course with selected businesses already operating in our area or involved
in the sectors or topics pertinent to our Cultural Programme;
b) requests for the activation of new partnership forms and special funding channels
through bank foundations and credit institutions which already support cultural initiatives in the city;
c) the promotion of a wide-reaching initiative involving companies and businesses in
the city and throughout the area in support of our bid, setting different levels of funding, possibly in connection with individual firms or companies “adopting” specific
cultural projects;
d) within this framework, focusing on businesses that have been key players in the
city’s history, or as promoters or implementers of some of the projects presented in
the Ra2019 Programme (e.g. Tenacious Identity dedicated to the main companies
working in the port area or the Advanced Training Centre on Cooperation Studies): in
these cases the collaboration established on topics which overlap with the company’s
mission can be turned into funding or sponsoring resources;
e) experiments with some forms of community crowdfunding by involving citizens in
the funding of some projects. Although it is difficult to estimate its financial impact, it
is worth trying to use this strategy also because it is in line with the horizontal involvement and active citizenship approach underlying our bid.
This plan has already produced substantial results. Indeed, more than 50 of the main
companies operating in the Ravenna and Romagna area have signed a commitment to
financially support the Ra2019 Programme if it is accepted (anx 2 p V).
Our goal is to distinguish between several levels of sponsorship:
•
•
•
•

level 1 with five sponsors giving 500,000 euro
level 2 with ten sponsors giving 250,000 euro
level 3 with 25 sponsors giving 100,000 euro
level 4 with 50 sponsors giving 20,000 euro

With regard to community crowdfunding, the aim here is to raise 500,000 euro for two/
three projects arising from citizens participatory process.
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2.7 If the bidding city were selected as European Capital of Culture, what is the
timeline according to which the city and/or the entity in charge of preparing and
implementing the ECoC project is expecting to receive the funds? Please fill out the
tables below.
a) Revenues to cover operating expenses (in million euro):
These resources are expected to be collected and managed directly by Ravenna 2019,
with a view to funding expenses associated with the Cultural Programme, marketing and
structure.
Source

Year
2014

Year
2015

Year
2016

European Union

Year
2017

Anno
2018

Year
2019

Year
2020

0.3

0.5

1.5

0.2

3.0

4.5

0.5

1.0

Central Government

Year
2021

City of Ravenna

0.3

0.7

1.0

1.0

2.5

2.5

1.0

1.0

Emilia-Romagna Region

0.1

0.3

0.3

1.5

2.8

4.0

0.4

0.6

Individuals

0.3

0.5

1.0

1.7

2.0

4.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

2.0

4.0

6.0

12.8

21.0

2.6

3.1

Other cities
TOTAL

0.7

1.5

2.3

b) Revenues to cover capital expenditure:
A preliminary survey is underway to define possible funding sources and a timeline for
the initiatives. The table below is a general estimate, bearing in mind that the funds will
not go to Ra2019, because the initiatives will be under the responsibility and management
of the relevant public and/or private organisations. Ra2019 will play a key role in coordinating the infrastructure delivery, according to the timing.
Year
2018

Year
2019

Year
2020 and
following

20.0

20.0

20.0

10.0

2.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

2.0

3.6

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

13.5

Source

Year
2014

Year
2015

European Union

2.3

0.2

Central Government

10.0

10.5

20.0

City of Ravenna

5.6

0.4

Emilia-Romagna region

2.3

Other public entities

Year
2016

Year
2017
2.0

Individuals

7.25

8.0

20.0

27.0

27.0

27.0

Other cities

4.5

5.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

4.85

TOTAL

31.95

44.1

74.0

87.6

82.0

70.35

40.0

50.0

2.8 How much of the usual overall annual budget is the city planning to spend on
cultural events after the ECoC (2019) year (in euro and as a % of the overall annual
budget)?
After the Cultural Programme has been fully implemented, which is expected to happen
by 2021, the City expects to stabilise its budget for cultural events at a figure which increases the average for the current part in the years 2009-2013 by 10%, which means around
14 million euro per year. At the same time, the aim is to consolidate the financial support
by some of the sponsors for Ra2019 with regard to culture by an additional amount of
about 1 million compared to the situation in the years before 2014.
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IV - CITY INFRASTRUCTURE

IV

1

What is the city’s situation in terms of accessibility (regional, domestic and
international transport)?

Whereas in antiquity Ravenna was considered to be practically unreachable, today in
spite of its decentralized location, it intercepts various highway, train, sea and air routes.
With the goal of integrated accessibility and thanks to a series of planned investments,
these connections will be further developed in the coming years.
Flying to the Riviera, travelling in Romagna
Future projects:
Rapid Coastal
Transport and train
connections;
bus service

Rimini’s international Federico Fellini airport is positioning itself as a major destination
for the Adriatic Riviera in the Emilia-Romagna Region, connecting, together with Bologna’s airport many European cities with Romagna.
In 2014 rail connections were increased between Ravenna and Rimini (1 train every hour)
and Coastal Rapid Transport was implemented, a fast connection for the entire stretch of
Adriatic coast between Ravenna and Rimini. All this means a significant improvement in
train service, creating a network of railway connections between Ravenna, Bologna, Rimini and Forlì on a European level, with trains every hour.
The Emilia-Romagna Region and local governments have also committed to connect Romagna’s cities among themselves and with the regional centre by strengthening and improving the quality of road transport, to be carried out with the involvement of private
companies. Romagna’s cities are connected also by cycling routes.
Docking on the Riviera

Future projects:
Requalification
of the passenger
terminal; more
frequent connections
with Croatia and
Greece

Ravenna and Romagna can also be reached from the sea at the Cruise Terminal that can
now host ships up to 350 metres long and with a 10.50 metre draught. The first functional
lot, consisting in two of the four planned moorings was inaugurated on August 2010 and
in 2011-2012 more than 150,000 cruise participants arrived there. Over the next few years
a requalification of the passenger Terminal is expected, as well as a further increase in
flows (thanks also to the possibility of being a stop for cruises to Venice). The so-called
‘sea highway’ connecting Ravenna to Greece will be also improved.
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The Hub of Bologna
Another important means of getting to Ravenna from major Italian and international cities
is the city of Bologna, the most important road and railway hub in northern Italy, from
where one can get to Ravenna in around 60 minutes by train or car.
Bologna’s vicinity also makes it possible to reach Ravenna through the Guglielmo Marconi International airport, now one of the main Italian airports in terms of number of
passengers and flights to destinations in Italy and abroad (63 European destinations). In
the summer months there is a daily shuttle service that connects Ravenna and Cervia to
the Bologna airport 4 times a day, and frequency will increase in 2015. Furthermore, the
construction of a monorail connecting the Bologna train station to the airport by 2019 will
make it possible to travel from the centre of Ravenna to G. Marconi airport.

Future projects:
Faster direct
connection between
Ravenna and
Guglielmo Marconi
airport

Ravenna and the art cities
With construction of a new stretch of tollway, the Nuova Romea, an alternative to the
SS309 (E55) the trip between Ravenna and Venice will take about two hours, whereas
repairs on the European E45-55 highway will enable one to reach Ravenna from Rome
in about three hours.
By 2015/16 with the joint commitment of municipalities, provinces, and the Emilia-Romagna region, a direct Ravenna-Florence rail line, called the Dante Alighieri train will
connect the two cities already linked by the Poet.

I

Future projects:
the Nuova Romea
and Dante Alighieri
train

Transport

Milan

Venice

Ravenna

Bologna

Faenza

Sicily
Croatia
Greece

Cesena
Rimini

To reach Ravenna
Milan

2h

3h

Venice

2.30 h

2h

Bologna

1h

45 m

Rimini

1h

45 m

Florence

2.30 h

2h

Rome

3.30 h

3.30 h
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IV

What is the city’s capacity in terms of tourist accommodation?

2

The Ravenna tourist system is located inside the great Romagna tourist system, one of the
most important tourist regions in the country and also at European level. The cities
and areas which support Ravenna’s application, apart from contributing to the Project,
provide a wealth of resources in terms of accommodation and hospitality in hotels or
other facilities. Moreover, the region has excellent competences and professional skills as
regards tourism, combined with an innovative management capability by system which
brings together the various players and operators in the sector. Tourism in the Romagna
region is still a driving force and point of reference for the economy; it is also able to
provide, at the same time, quality accommodation on a large scale in Ravenna, as well
as in other historical cities and seaside resorts of Romagna. In 2013 the number of beds
available in the area covered by the application was 313,382. At a time when the crisis has
also affected tourist flows, the ECoC project is an opportunity to boost arrivals and stays,
thereby enhancing the huge accommodation potential of our region.

ACCOMMODATION AS OF 31/12/2013 - RAVENNA, FORLÌ, CESENA AND RIMINI PROVINCES
5-star hotels

4-star hotels

3-star hotels

2-star hotels

1-star hotels

Tourist
accommodation

TOTAL

Facilities

8

255

1,919

686

270

206

3,344

Beds

1,009

30,658

145,642

29,836

8,419

11,659

227,223

Rooms

468

15,017

74,169

16,648

4,910

4.506

115,718

Rented
accommodation

Camping
and
parking
sites

Tourist
villages

Camping
and
mixed
villages

Farmhouse
accomodation

Youth
hostels

Holiday
homes

Mountain
huts

Other
accommodation

Bed&Breakfast

TOTAL

Facilities

485

56

1

3

276

27

86

6

97

540

1577

Beds

10,422

56,088

16

418

3,405

2,195

10,241

153

897

2,324

86,159

TOTAL BEDS

IV

3

313,382

What are the planned projects regarding urban and tourism infrastructures,
including restructuring work, between now and 2019?
The Darsena
The Darsena, a 140-hectare area situated between the port and the historical centre, is the
central hub of the city’s future development, a site designed to accommodate the beating
heart of culture, the thought engine of the economy, the green, smart soul of the urban
fabric. The participatory process for this area started in the last months of 2011, it had
a strong impact and involved citizens, technicians and private companies. The thoughts
and suggestions gathered along the way, resulted in concrete proposals which the City’s
Operational Plan (POC) has taken on board. In addition to projects scheduled as part
of public and private subsections, the POC entails environmentally sustainable public
infrastructure. Over the next few years the planned work will involve: the railway station,
which at the moment is the main obstacle separating the route between the new quarter
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and the old town (the possibilities being considered include the design of a flyover, an
underpass, or even actual relocation of the latter); the renovation of some industrial
archaeology buildings; the requalification of the quays, the new Darsena’s melting pot for
cultural, recreational, business and social activities.
Old Town
Piazza Kennedy and Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste/House of Europe. Inside the old
town, the most significant part of the work concerns the requalification of Piazza Kennedy,
now a parking lot, together with the renovation of Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste, which
has just been completed thanks to funding from the Fondazione del Monte di Bologna e
Ravenna. The aim of this work is to return to public use an important urban area which
will be upgraded to a venue for stopping, socialising and entertainment. Mention should
be made in particular of the use for cultural purposes of Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste
which will include the House of Europe thus becoming a hub for activities associated
with ECoC projects ( 1 p 17).
Palazzo Guiccioli - Museo Byron e Museo del Risorgimento. Palazzo Guiccioli is a
building very closely connected to cultural and political events of the nineteenth century
in Ravenna. This is where George Byron (1788-1824) spent the most productive years in
his short but legendary life. The palazzo is now being renovated by the Fondazione Cassa
di Risparmio di Ravenna, with a view to returning it to the city with all its memories
by setting up two museum pathways: one dedicate to Byron and one to the history of
Risorgimento.
Museo Dantesco. Located in the Ancient Franciscan Cloisters, the Museo Dantesco was
established in 1921, on the occasion of the sixth centenary of the Poet’s death. Today the
exhibition is enriched by a large corollary of multimedia contents which will be gradually
updated and enhanced, not only in view of the application as ECoC 2019, but also in order
to celebrate the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death in 2021 (sect II p 58).
La Grande Classense. The Classense Library in Ravenna, one of the most important
public libraries in Italy, is part of an important complex of monuments of monastic origin.
The ancient monastic buildings have been renovated over the past years with the goal of
restoring their original legibility and articulation, while at the same time making them
more functional from the perspective of a modern-day library facility. Currently the
buildings around the smaller cloister are being renovated, including the ancient sixteenthcentury refectory, with many frescoes, dedicated to Dante in 1921 and thus known as Sala
Dantesca, as well as the large Sala del Mosaico, where since the beginning of the 20th
century a mosaic floor dating back to the 3rd century A.D. has been on display.
Other work in the old town area:
•

New premises of the Archivio Arcivescovile (Archbishop’s Archive), one of the
largest and most important in Europe, using the space of what was formerly a cinema.

•

Restructuring the Indoor Market, with areas specifically dedicated to culture.

•

Starting renovation of some sections along the Ancient City Wall circuit.
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The Darsena

Pgr - Seeds Of Creativity
The requalification of the former Mangimificio
Martini and its surrounding green area is a
project to redefine this industrial building’s
function while preserving its main features. It is
expected to be reconverted into a Culture-Hub,
using the huge spaces in its 6 storeys. Next to
residential and commercial areas, it will also
provide space for the makers of the project
called The bRAin and for activities associated
with Ravenna Common Ground including
co-working labs, from startup to business
incubators. There will also be an actual live
venue on the top floor, with a restaurant
overlooking the city Darsena.
Building area: 8400 mq (according to POC
schedule).
Programme: New Routes of Cultures (p 55) Ravenna Common Ground (p 60).
Note: the title ECoC 2019 is essential in order to
activate the requalification and recovery
process through public and private funding.

The Darsena and the city

Temporary Art
The building, no longer in use, was part of a complex built
in the 1920s for the production and storage of inert
matter. The requalification of this building is expected to
be divided into two phases: firstly temporary reuse (Temporary Art), secondly final reconversion into a high-end
accommodation facility, an Art Hotel. Through few and
simple actions, it will immediately become an active
reference space for large live music events (indoor) on the
canal front, in the heart of the city Darsena, and at the
same time be used as a venue for exhibitions, laboratories
and workshops.
Building area: 2000 mq. According to POC the potential
area could increase until 3600 mq.
Programme: New Heresies (p 52) - Sweet Anxiety of the
East (p 54).
Note: a restaurant barge is also expected to be moored at
the level of the building, where the last cargo barge left
still bears witness to the recent industrial past of this area.
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Shooting Gallery - Casa Delle Arti Urbane
The Meme Exchange Association works in the sector of sustainable
urban regeneration and recovery of spaces in disrepair. Most recently
its work has been focused on the reuse project for the former National Shooting Gallery, with its unique architectural features overlooking the Candiano Canal. The Shooting Gallery will be the venue for
the International Festival of Temporary Reuse, while the steps leading
to a final and complete facility will be marked by the Urban Reuse
Experiments. The area in question involves the renovation and reconstruction of the two houses (one of the buildings was bombed during
the war) framed against the background of the imposing reinforced
concrete historic facility, using green building methods and prefabricated recycled materials.
Programma: Temporary Urban Reuse (p 63).
Note: the project was selected at the XXV International Union of
Architects (UIA) - World Congress DURBAN 2014 (South Africa).

Agorà - 2019 space
The ex SIR Warehouse, a large structure with a parabolic
covering, already listed by MiBAC (Ministry of Heritage and
Cultural Activities), will undergo conservative renovation
work which will provide space for squares, multi-use
spaces for public use to host cultural events, concerts, and
video projections and thus it will be a real aggregator for
the new Darsena area.
Bulding area: 10200 mq, parkings included.
Programme: New Routes of Cultures (p 55) - The Darsena
I Would Like (p 63).
Note: The renovation will be entirely paid for by the owner,
in synergy with the Municipal administration.
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Other areas of Ravenna
Archaeological Park and Museum in Classe. The establishment of a City and Regional
Museum in Ravenna and the new organisation of the archaeological area dedicated to Il
Porto Tardo Antico e teodoriciano are the projects forming the basis for the Archaeological
Park in Classe as a cultural attraction in the region. The goal is to illustrate a story lasting
well over two thousand years, during which Ravenna and Classe played a major role in the
Mediterranean. The public will be able to “traverse” this history thanks to archaeological
works, findings and remains, as well as didactic and illustrative materials. The Museum
will display The Spoon River of Romans project (sect II p 46).

Passenger Terminal - A Piazza over the Sea. The strengthening and improvement of the
Terminal, overlooking the water north of the Candiano Canal, is an important opportunity
for development linked to the constant increase of passenger ships which stop here on
their way to Ravenna, the nearby coast and other destination in the North of Italy.
Study Centre for Eco Innovation. This will be the core of a hub entirely dedicated to
environmental sustainability which will be located in a section of the green belt around
the city, and will be built with project financing coordinated by Cooperativa Impronte.
The facility’s projects, with zero environmental impact and opened to citizens, include:
a woodland with trails, school laboratories, a conference area, and organic and fair-trade
farming and catering.
Other projects currently being developed will possibly intersect with the 2019 date.
These include: the new Museo delle industrie e del porto (Port and Industry Museum),
European Centre for Higher Education in Cooperative Studies, the requalification of the
Teatri Sociali (historical theatres in Mezzano and Castiglione di Ravenna), the Casa delle
Arti per l’infanzia (Art for Childhood House), a new facility dedicated to science and an
Underwater Museum. Mention should be made in particular of renovation work on the
Fabbrica Vecchia and on the Marchesato in Marina di Ravenna, which will provide a
possible venue for some of the projects mentioned above.
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The other cities
Cesena - Agriculture. The Museum. The idea is to think of the Cesena and Romagna
areas as the prototype for a human settlement dedicated to agriculture, to the agrarian
transformation of the environment, to the application in field of complex thought patterns,
to the organisation of material life based on knowledge originating from farming.
The premises selected for the Museo delle Agriculture are in the former Convent of
Sant’Agostino, which will also be renovated.
Forlì - Palestra della Cultura (Culture Gymnasium). The work consists of renovating
and reusing the former Campostrino Gymnasium (built in 1888), located in the heart of
the city, very close to the university campus. The idea is to create a multi-functional space
for cultural activities, with the associated upgrading of the relevant outdoor area to be
used for open-air activities and events.
Rimini - Teatro Comunale Amintore Galli. Teatro Galli (theatre) is the most important
example of neoclassical architecture in Rimini. Constructed starting in 1843, it was largely
destroyed by bombing in 1943. Today, thanks to a ERDF ROP financing project, it has
become possible to start working on partial recovery of the structure; however, further
financing would be necessary for it to become operational again and become a hub for
cultural events in Rimini.
Faenza - The Casa dei Transiti. The Transiti project includes the construction of studios
and workshops with artist residences, mainly associated with the art of ceramics. Apart
from the workshops, there will be an exhibition room and a public shared space with a
café and restaurant. The selected venue is the historic Palazzo Mazzolani, already being
renovated, and currently seat of the High School for Artistic Industries (ISIA).
Lugo - Villa Malerbi. With the completion of the restoration of the Music School at Villa
Malerbi and installation of modern teaching equipment, service facilities and technological
tools for musical research and production, and with its connection to music and audiovisual production centres in the region and throughout the country, a hub of excellence
will be created which will also be of interest for scholars, enthusiasts and experts.
Cervia - Salt Ecomuseum. The creation of a Salt Ecomuseum is aimed at enhancing the
thousand-year history associated with the Salt Flats and the production and trading of salt,
linking it to prospects for developing the town of Cervia. The project is based on Cervia’s
fundamental connection between past and future, between preservation and progress,
between the town’s salinara tradition and its modern-day orientation as a tourist/seaside
resort town.
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V

1

What communication strategy does the city intend to adopt with regard to European
Capital of Culture events?

Ravenna and Romagna are richly endowed with high quality artistic and cultural institutions and professionals, with a distinctive role that has increased over the past thirty years.
Over time an extensive offering of cultural activities has developed, in turn leading to new
artistic and cultural facilities which are highly appreciated, well-established and reliable,
recognized in Italy and abroad. Such intensive activity has attracted a wide range of audiences, especially from the innovative perspective of a continuous interchange between
producers and consumers. These “prosumer” audiences have an informal, critical and
mature attitude towards culture, as well as a remarkable ability to become authors and
promoters of their own stakeholders, thereby virally attracting new audiences from outside
Italy as well. Developing these new prosumers for the Ra2019 narrative will actually be the
goal of future communication strategies.
The strategy:
develop
activation
models

The awareness of being in an extremely fertile cultural area and knowing that everyone if effectively empowered - can promote and become co-author of a city’s narrative are the
two main guidelines of the Ra2019 project’s communication strategy. In such a rich, diverse and mature cultural setting here is no use for top-down marketing theories: we have
thus chosen to work with what already exists, and find an activation model that can extend
the already established local dynamics and involvement techniques beyond local borders.

The concept:
a game and a
figure to interpret

To express our vision, the Mosaic of cultures, we have chosen a visual identity based on
the tangram: a square consisting of seven geometrical figures which - like a mosaic - can
create a virtually limitless number of bi-dimensional objects. The tangram figure is an
“open” figure and its pieces can be interpreted and restyled according to how it best suits
peoples’ expectations and desires. By the same token, Ra2019’s communication strategy
has been designed to empower anyone who wishes to be involved: it is aimed at its audience, encouraging them to contribute, expand and experience the ECoC narrative.

Actions:
information
and participation

The strategic plan entails a phase of extensive information campaign about Ra2019’s
narrative: the process intense involvement of citizens, institutions and artists will be followed by an equally intensive call to participate across a larger geographical area, aimed
at new players and sites (not only in geographical terms), thus also penetrating various
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Section V
audience niches which will spread the Ra2019 story. A distinction should therefore be
made between three action phases:
a) Precisely inform audiences. For several years now and with increasing intensity,
road posters and information totems have been placed all over the city at historic
and tourist sites (museums, monuments etc.) at the city’s access points (railway station, Bologna airport, the port etc.); there are decals in shops and venues associated
with Ra2019 activities, as well as on taxis in the city, and #ra2019 branded pins for
all employees in these places. The logo for Ra2019 always features prominently in
the local press including newspapers and web sites, and plenty of advertisements are
being placed to promote activities associated with our bid. Alongside these tools and
actions, mention should be made of the Ra2019 website with permanently updated
contents regarding all activities associated with the bid.
b) Encourage involvement as regards the creation of subjective storytelling within
the common framework of Ra2019. In order to achieve this goal, it will be necessary
to focus the dissemination process also on tourists and visitors in our region, through
two major methods of involvement.
First of all the presence and media coverage as regards Ra2019 - most notably those
sites which represent outstanding artistic-cultural assets for Ravenna* and Romagna
in general** - will be strengthened, by linking them to the large offer of events and
activities at local level, to associate new cultural experiences with traditional tourist
routes. Secondly, this specific kind of audience will be empowered, inviting it to
become co-author of a narrative which it can help creation and then dissemination: in
this respect the use of social networks will be fundamental, as well as of the activities
which the enhanced social media team will be developing. At the moment the original
polaroid frame inside which anyone can take a selfie to be shared on social networks - hashtag #ioaravennanel2019 (sect VI p 95) - is a playful and interactive way of
experiencing the bid; following in the same footsteps, other formats are expected to
be designed with a view to involving new types of audiences.

* Basilica of San
Vitale is one of the
19 most stunning
spiritual places in
the world according
to Huffington Post
Usa
** Romagna is on
National Geographic
Best Trips 2013 list

c) The third phase includes an actual strategic loss of control of the narration: this
means a dissemination and viral growth of contents in forms and ways which are different and at times unexpected, though following a single narrative matrix. Then the
story reinvents itself and meets new audiences.
The tools
The urban decoration tools already used in Ravenna will be exported also to other cities
which support its bid to inform their residents and visitors. More specifically, Infopoints
will be set up in the 139 tourist offices in the Emilia-Romagna region, in railway stations
at Bologna, Venice, Florence, Rome and Milan, in the Bologna and Venice airports, in the
tourist ports of Ravenna, Ancona and Venice. Moreover special information points will
be set up on the occasion of great international cultural events between 2015 and 2019,
for example: the Venice International Film Festival, the International Festival in Salzburg,
Primavera Sound in Barcelona and many more.
Moreover, the Infopoints can travel around by being turned into Cultural Campervans,
fitted on purpose for Ra2019 which will disseminate through European cities information
material about the Programme offering a spin-off of the Cultural Programme. In 2018,
moreover, Cinemadivino Europe will be inaugurated: a series of film screenings in European cellars, associated with wine tastings.
There will also be original installations, such as the actual beach with Ra2019 branded
umbrellas which will be set up by the lifeguards of Cervia in Milan on the occasion of
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Expo2015. Last but not least, Ra2019 will always feature prominently in all ECoC cities
from 2015 to 2018 and, by the same token, space for advertising those cities will always
be made available in Ravenna (anx 1 p VI).
6

Transmedia storytelling for Ravenna2019

An important feature in our communication strategy is the use of transmedia storytelling practices.
Creation processes for the Ra2019 narrative have
been in place for a long time, following several platforms which - in their own specific way - continuously regenerate the bid’s narration without dispersing it, on the contrary styling unique experience
to be shaped across various media. In this respect,
several projects have been developed: Offset - a
community of graphic designers has focused on the
visual identity of Ravenna and produced posters on
display throughout the city; Ravenna Visual Hub 15 directors have produced a mosaic video from several perspectives; Instawalk - walks accompanied
by photos posted live on social networks; Digital
Invasions - photographic routes within cultural institutions such as old libraries and theatres, with a
view to starting new conversations and providing
information about our artistic heritage and events.

Bike Check-in? All in! The AppRA2019 will develop a Loyalty programme (anx 1 p IV): any Romagna resident who chooses to cycle to an ECoC event
featuring the “Bike” symbol will be awarded 5 points, Italians from outside Romagna 10 points, while
those who live elsewhere in Europe will get 20. The
points are then multiplied by sharing on individual
social accounts ECoC-related photos, information
and check-ins. The points entitle you to gadgets
and free tickets for other events. The award-giving
events will be impromptu and informal, to be shared
again on social networks.
European travelling container. Artists and craftsmen from the region travel along the maritime routes of Europe to promote their creative work. The
routes are mapped online and embellished by video-photo-biographic storytelling, on a multi-layer
narrative platform.

Apart from the well-established collaboration with local and regional channels, special
partnerships are in the pipeline with national radio-television channels and networks
(answers have already been received from Corriere della Sera, Libero Quotidiano, Radio Rai, Agenzia di Stampa Area, Arte - Arte e Dossier, Il Giornale dell’Arte, Artribune,
Insideart, Espoarte, Ansa Cultura, Il Giornale). Apart from featuring advertisements, the
latter will provide detailed journalistic coverage of the events. Moreover, a deal has been
signed with Philip Webster - Managing Director of the Foreign Press Association, Northern Italy department - who, on behalf of the Association, has agreed to inform its members about all Ra2019 events. Finally, partnerships are expected to be created with travel
agencies and cruise carriers to design tourist-cultural routes and make sure that Ra2019
features on specialised travel and arts publications.
The web: from
social media to
web series

The Social Media Team will be strengthened. It is already at work and currently consists
of a dozen under-35 volunteers, trained on purpose by national experts to study the web
and social activities of the cities which are or have been ECoC; their job is to produce text
and multimedia contents for our channels and to contact numerous Italian and foreign
influencers (travel bloggers, experts in specific sectors, intellectuals associated with social
networks) with a view to engaging them in the Ra2019 storytelling process. Moreover, the
Social Media Team controls and develops an ongoing dialogue with various types of audience, constantly encouraging them to interact and become part of the Ra2019 narrative.
We will launch a European competition for backpackers: we will offer lodging and free
entrance to ECoC events to a selected group of people on the condition that they travel
only by bicycle and they keep an online diary of their experiences, positive and negative.
Starting from 2016 special videoconferences in English, also available online, will be
organised: intellectuals, scholars, artists, philosophers or subject experts will analyse the
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Five Scenes topics in detail, as in the famous TED conferences.
In 2018 from the Soap Opera Twins the spin-off Obicham te/Ti amo will be produced: an
actual web series which, by telling about the love story between two young people (he is
from Italy and she is Bulgarian), will show, day by day, the events and sites of Ravenna
and of the other ECoC city. The show will be in Italian and Bulgarian, with subtitles in
English, running every week until the end of 2019.
M Timeline communication
LEVEL

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Urban furniture
Media relations and exposure in local print media
Social media engagement
Tour operator partnership
Cruise operator partnership
Web series
Travel magazines
Art and cultural magazines
Infocorner
Social media
engagement

Media relations
EXPO beach

Web series
Cruise operator partnership
Travel blogger
Web event banner
Travel magazines
Media relations
Social media engagement
Infocorner
Cinemadivino Europe
Cultural Campervans
European Travelling Container
Europa Visual ub
Bike check-in? All in!

Brand visibility

Traditional media

Web

In what way does the city intend to promote visibility of the European Union as the
institution awarding the European Capital of Culture title?

V

Visibility of the European Union is not only a duty, indeed it fits harmoniously within the
communication strategy for Ra2019; as a matter of fact it adds a valuable narrative line,
with a broader outreach, hence it may contribute to a perception of Europe as something
close, tangible and positive because it is associated with experiences which nourish us
intellectually. Our slogan proves it: Create your Europe everyday.
Some of the possible tools:
a) Placing the European Union logo on all promotional materials for the Project, thus
directly associating its visibility with that of Ra2019.
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b) Organising promotional and awareness-raising initiatives in respect of European
institutions, on the occasion of events such as for example Europe Day, the European
cinema and audio-visual, heritage and arts and craft days, open days, etc.
c) Creating ad hoc events. Ich Bin Ein European, part of the European Propaganda
project, for instance, is a permanent laboratory focusing on the past, present and future
of Europe through exhibitions and workshops. The idea of Europe is a series of special
meetings (a half barcamp - half masterclass format) with important writers exploring
the concept of Europe. The Active European Citizenship workshops, realized in collaboration with Rekult at House of Europe, disseminate European culture at different
levels and involve different audiences (House of Europe, anx 1 p VI). The possible
awarding of the Melina Mercouri Prize will give us a chance to organise a celebratory
and promotional event for the EU.
d) The international conference 2019: a bridge between past, present and future
ECoCs. The year 2019 marks a watershed between the end of the current programme
and the inauguration of a new cycle which will involve new Member States, creating
links and partnerships. The conference will be an opportunity to study the best ECoC
practices and promote work in collaboration with future ones.
e) A new multifunctional online platform will provide a database about ECoCs,
structured in such a way as to promote cooperation projects between the various cities
which have taken part or will become involved in the programme, starting joint promotion and dissemination actions as regards the results achieved.
f) On the occasion of the various initiatives promoted by Ra2019 such as inauguration
ceremony, Europe Day, international conferences, also representatives of European
institutions and ECoC’s team will be invited.
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Section VI

VI - EVALUATION AND MONITORING OF THE EVENT

Does the City intend to set up a special monitoring and evaluation system - for:
a) the programme and its knock - on effects?

VI

Ravenna is committed to developing an innovative and practical model through which
to monitor and evaluate our proposed 2019 Project. As we set out in our first phase bid,
our aim is not just simply to measure the before and after impacts of the planned Ra2019
Programme - important though it is to measure the value of the cultural activity that is
delivered. The philosophy which underpins our bid is about engaging a wide range of
stakeholders in the development of both our Cultural Programme and our future. So,
through Mosaic of cultures, we are encouraging our citizens to take part in the creation of
a new city culture which promotes their growing influence on a more connected, creative
and civic minded society. Therefore evaluation is not an add-on feature which we need to
do in order to comply with the requirements of the bidding process. Our evaluation model
is an integral piece of our cultural mosaic - a central feature of our Programme build up
and of the eventual legacy we leave post 2019.
A key part of making the most of our huge investment in 2019 and creating a lasting
legacy will be to provide policy makers with the information to make new policies and
strategic decisions based on a clear sighted and shared analysis of where we came from,
we are now and where we want to be. Our model will use the historical significance and
strategic cultural features of Ravenna, turning them into economic and cultural assets, to
ensure our long term economic future.

Measure to
evaluate

In the pre-selection phase, we started to build our evaluation model, which we called Kaleidoscope. Kaleidoscope is a practical and understandable way of observing our Mosaic
of cultures. Through Kaleidoscope we will be able to observe and capture the shifting
patterns of contemporary culture and civic society as the landscape changes in the ECoC
build up. We have now developed Kaleidoscope in more detail.

Kaleidoscope, a
multidimensional
evaluation model

In the first phase we learnt from others about how to measure the effects of major cultural
and event programmes. Like many other ECoCs, we like the work which was developed by the IMPACTS 08 team in Liverpool and further developed in conjunction with a
number of other European Capitals of Culture (The EU Policy Model). We also, like the
first selection panel report, liked a number of elements of the Leeuwarden 2018 model,
especially the focus on important targets to drive the city’s journey. We were also guided
by further Jury feedback from the first phase bidding round. Specifically we recognised
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that first and foremost the ECoC is a cultural Programme. So, much of our analysis will
focus on culture. Secondly, the Programme should try to reflect and address the concerns
of citizens - their ambitions, their hopes, their fears and their dreams. By connecting the
Cultural Programme to the priorities and concerns of our citizen and developing our
second strategy model, which uses culture to drive community development as well as
economic growth, we will ensure that impact on our community programmes is deeply
embedded. Almost 700 people also helped with the collection of baseline data by completing a survey about the Ra2019 Project.
As such, Kaleidoscope will focus on 4 key areas, allowing us to measure in a clear and
joined up way the things that our analysis and consultations has suggested matter most:
• Culture: the success of the Cultural Programme and its impact on the cultural system
in Ravenna and Romagna;
• Social Impact and Active Citizenship: addressing the key concerns of citizens and
seeing stronger levels of participation and engagement, greater levels of civic pride;
• Economic performance: developing a stronger, more successful and diverse economy; more jobs; less unemployment and a radically stronger tourism model;
• Governance, management and image: feelings of trust in local political and cultural governance; stronger and more positive image for Ravenna and Romagna. Also
the perception of how the Programme has provided value for money in terms of the
resources invested.
The table below sets out our initial thinking on the outcomes we are intending to achieve
across the 4 impact areas, and also the key instruments which will connect the Programme
to deliver those outcomes. The areas in the table marked with an asterisk * indicate areas
of concern or opportunity identified by those 700 survey respondents.
Responsibility
for Development of
Kaleidoscope

In order to ensure the independence in formulating the Ra2019 evaluation, we propose to
give leadership for this work to the Observatory for the Performing Arts of the EmiliaRomagna Region. We also intend to invite Neil Peterson and Ruth Melville (IMPACTS
08) to join our Evaluation panel in order both to connect our framework with other related work, and also to feed some of our most useful findings into the wider development of
models for cultural and social evaluation. Indeed we are also committed to sharing our
model and its development with other ECoCs - with our colleagues in Bulgaria 2019 in
particular and also other regions like ours where we can connect the importance of small
but very special cultural cities and an ability to reinvent themselves in a modern context of
community, creativity, and competitiveness.
b) financial management?
We are absolutely committed to delivering Ravenna’s European Capital of Culture Programme within budget. Moreover we are keen to do so in a way which demonstrates clearly the value for money for the significant investment which the Ravenna Municipality
and other key partners are making.
The Ra2019 CEO has overall responsibility for the project’s financial management. He/
she will be supported by a Staff for Finance and Administration who will provide day to
day oversight of income and expenditure, as well as a Strategic Plan which will set out
the annual expenditure plans to enable transparent reporting of the Programme’s finances.
As the major funders of Ravenna 2019, both Ravenna Municipality and other municipa-
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lities from Romagna will be represented on the Ra2019 Steering Committee and General
Board (sect III p 69) which will ensure that finance is a standing item on all Foundation
agendas. The aim of the proposed structure is quite clearly to empower the Foundation
with flexibility for decision making, whilst at the same time ensuring that key financial
process and effective risk management keeps on a track at all times. The Steering Committee will have the power to appoint internal auditors and to commission external independent financial audit on an annual basis.

Key Impact Area

What We Want to Achieve

Indicators

Cultural System:

A coherent cultural network and
infrastructure.

Audience levels; new artists and arts
organisations.

Local people are not only consumers
of culture but also producers and
distributors (prosumers).

Comparisons in audience levels and
appreciation between different genres.

- Programme
- Participate
- Visibility
- Vibrancy
Key Change Instruments: 2019
Build-Up, the Cultural Programme in
Five Scenes.

Increasing cultural participation levels
across Ravenna/Romagna; targeting
under-represented groups.
* A sense of which genres appeal to
which audiences and where growth and
quality potential exists.
* Spread of cultural activity across
Ravenna/Romagna is widened and more
dynamic.

Social capacity and active citizenship
Key Change Instruments: Second
Strategy, Regular surveys of Citizens’
views.

People feel more positive about living in
Ravenna/Romagna.
Perceptions of Ravenna and Romagna
both locally, nationally and regionally
become more positive and visible.
Levels of active participation grow from
2014 - 2019.

Quality and range of cultural events has
improved in the view of key audiences.
Increased participation by targeted
groups.
New venues and spaces brought into use;
produce better City/Regional cultural
mapping.

Current Baseline /
Action needed
Ravenna is currently No 9 in Italy for
culture tickets sold: numbers of events
and current audience: 768,071 (Source:
Regional Observatory).
From 2015 measure levels of satisfaction
both at global and individual event level.
As above - introduce from 2015 new
system to measure audience views.
Set specific targets in 2015 and build on
those through to 2019.
Capture information on planned new
event spaces and location.

* Range and number of cultural
activities available to view and
participate in.
Local and national perceptions of
Ravenna as a place to live, work, explore
and visit.

A baseline survey of 700 residents
showed 2/3 of people being positive; 2/3
people were positive about the future.

Students numbers from outside the
region grow in numbers: People who left
Ravenna to pursue careers start to return
Increase levels of people participating
as Volunteers and in Associations; new
organisations set up for different groups.

Current volunteers number: over 95,000
(source Ravenna Province).

People from this region are exemplars
in terms of active participation in local
democracy.

Participation rates in local, national and
European elections.

People in Ravenna and Romagna are
happier. The population is more healthy
- physically and mentally by 2019.

Health and well-being indicators
eg increasing life expectancy and
decreasing obesity levels.

* People feel that the City is safer to
live in.

Happiness and well- being surveys.

% of people belonging to Associations is
59% (source: Ravenna Province).
Latest rates from recent elections:
European Elections 2014, National rate:
57.22%; local rate: 66.81% (source:
Home Affair Department).

Perception surveys.
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Strong, modern, mixed economy
Key Change Instruments: Tourism
Strategy, Creative Ravenna.

Business vibrancy - a much stronger
and more diversified business sector in
Ravenna and Romagna.
* Improved levels of people
in employment; reductions in
unemployment.
* Tourism in Ravenna and Romagna
is transformed, bringing a new
model which connects heritage with
contemporary art languages and and
cultural history with a much more
dynamic modern tourism model.

Number of new business starts; reduced
number of business failures.

In 2014: 588 new business starts, 572
business failures (Source: Chamber of
Commerce)

Measuring employment; and
unemployment rates; specific attention
given to reducing youth unemployment.

In 2014: unemployment 9,9%,
employment 49,9% (Source: ISTAT)

Increased numbers of overnight stays
(+10%) both national and international
by 2019; further 5% by 2022.

In 2013: total staying visitors 547.000;
total bed nights: 2,572 mln: International
visitors currently 25%.

Increased % of people in Emilia
Romagna who visit Ravenna.

Current City tourists - 220,000: Current
beach tourists - 325,000 (source:
Tourism Office, Municipality of
Ravenna).

Increasing visitors from 3 neighbouring
Regions.
Increasing numbers of city tourists who
visit beach and vice versa. Aim in 2019
for 25% of each group to “cross - over”.

Ravenna in Word Top 20 Huffington
Post stunning spiritual destination.

Overall value of tourism sector to be
increased by 10% by end of 2019 and by
15% by end of 2021.
Specific targets to improve position
of Ravenna/Rimini and Romagna in
National tourism lists.
Visitor feedback.
Governance, image and value for
money

Culture has become central to policy and
decision making.

Key Change Instruments: Second
Strategy, 2019 Governance model and
relationship with Municipality.

The population considers the investment
in Ra2019 has demonstrated good value
for money.
Image of Ravenna and Romagna as
cultural city/cultural region have grown
in volume and impact.
* People consider that Ra2019 was well
managed and that it brought positive
changes in the post 2019 approach to
city governance.

Position of culture in city plans and
strategies; continuation of Second
Strategy model.

Ra2019 has enhanced the emphasis of
culture as a key element in the City’s
future strategy.

Introduction of new structures to link
City/ Region and Cultural Organisations
in decision making and planning.

2015 will see the first piece of qualitative
analysis to set a baseline for local views
on City structures and networks.

New system for cultural budgeting
introduced post 2019 which sees a range
of flexible funding to support current
largely City led funding.

Current City cultural spend is 7.5%
of City budget. Will develop a fuller
financial and funding model.

Media coverage - no of column inches
and analysis of media coverage between
2015 and 2019. Similar analysis of
social media.
* Reduction in City bureaucracy.
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Need also to link views on quality and
costs of programme to recognise best
value.
Analysis of media coverage of Ravenna
2019 bid and social media stats provides
good basis for development.
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VII - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

What are the main strengths in the city’s bid and what are the benchmarks which
would justify its being selected as European Capital of Culture?

VII

The main strength in Ravenna’s bid, in our view, is that it fully meets not only the requirements but also the purposes which underline the ECoC Programme, more specifically:
1. A long-term approach: we expressed our desire to bid in 2007 and we have a
Programme building up to 2021; day by day we have built our bid, moving steadily
forward, without looking for shortcuts and without any hitches, testing new
routes and using new tools to involve people.

We’ve worked
for 7 years for
the next 7 years

2. A proactive and robust local alliance: Ravenna’s bid is actually a bid from Romagna
as a whole. We immediately thought this would be the most effective approach because
it would allow for a project planning which is at the same time wide-ranging and multi-faceted, as well as being coherent and shared. This is indeed what happened: in each
city and area committees and working groups were formed to work together, thus encouraging citizens to be proactively involved. This has led to a true alliance, not a mere
facade, but an alliance between citizens and associations, not only institutional bodies.

Romagna’s
strengths

3. Intensive involvement of the world of culture, community, business and citizens:
the seven years we have devoted to this bid have meant more than 350 meetings,
initiatives and public events, involving thousands of people; in Ravenna over 200
associations and organisations have joined in the bid; this wide-ranging involvement
has enabled an open call for ideas whereby about 400 proposals were collected, supported throughout Romagna by the efforts of 28 working groups, organized by topics
and activity sectors, involving about 300 entities operating in the region. Due to such
intensive efforts the bid has become an integral part of the social fabric in our communities. This shared approach means that ours is truly “a bid written by 2000 hands”.

A bid written
by 2000 hands

4. A tenacious and brave effort to enhance, promote and put to the test local experts and young generations: ours is a homemade bid, in the best sense of the phrase;
from the very first moment we decided to focus on the city’s and region’s energies.
Of course we listened to many experts from Italy and the rest of Europe, but we
avoided delegating anything to anyone. This document has been written in its entirely by our Ra2019 team, in collaboration with the CAOs in all cities involved,

Competent
and passionate
young people
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without resorting to external consulting, prestigious as this might appear. Our bid
is the result of passionate and skilled work by dozens and dozens of people, many
of them young, who have been able to involve others - in the hundreds or even
thousands - thus making the bidding experience a truly great collective adventure.
A visionary and
concrete Project

5. A realistic Project that looks to the future: the Project we have outlined in these
pages is not some sort of fictional dream, it is a Project based on the current situation, which defines its critical points, its virtuous elements and its potential; then starting from a reinterpretation of the major themes in our history - guidelines have
been drawn up concerning what we expect from our future. It is a Project which
dialogues with Europe and addresses all citizens; it is a Project by a city and a region able to build on their imagination, as well as achieve their objectives by joining
forces, working in a pragmatic and accountable way. In short, it is a visionary, yet
concrete Project, full of suggestions always supported by solid budget forecasting.

The will
to win

6. Strong motivation to achieve our goal: all those who have become involved in our
bid were impressed and positively infected by it. Ravenna feels this drive: there is a
great will to win in order to achieve such an extraordinary goal.
On the other hand, what are its weaknesses?
One of the weaknesses in our bid, paradoxically, is the absence of emergency issues that
need to be dealt with and around which - through the bid - a strategy for recovery and
development can be established. Obviously Ravenna shares with most Italian cities some
of the negative effects of the economic crisis (from job losses to impoverishment of the
socio-economic fabric and difficult maintaining the welfare system).
Like other similarly sized Italian cities and regions there are also some structural problems: from inadequate transport to a conservative, often provincial mentality. Nevertheless, in truth these problems of context were more of a stimulus than a barrier.
Perhaps the real weak point is not so much in the subjective limits that surely exist, but in
the objective difficulty today of defining what is exactly EUROPEAN; naturally we have
tried to interpret this in our own way, but we have always run into incredible complexity.
This has discouraged approaches that are too systematic and has sometimes required
“dialectic” answers. Is this a weak point? It may be, but in our opinion this is precisely
the key to every European adventure. Including ECoC.

VII

2

Is the city planning to develop specific cultural projects over the next few years,
regardless of the outcome of its bid as candidate for European Capital of Culture?
Over the next few years, regardless of the bid award, Ravenna is planning to implement
many of the projects outlined in these pages. We refer specifically to the city’s urban
planning objectives and the artistic planning strategies of its major cultural institutions.
In particular, the plan is to:
a) pursue the requalification of the city’s Darsena, working on some areas to be used
for cultural activities and implementing services as stipulated by the POC Darsena
(City’s Operational Plan);
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b) complete several projects for the restructuring, new set-up and management of
historic buildings and industrial archaeology sites as venues for cultural activities and
services (from the Archaeological Museum in Classe to the Classense Library, from
Palazzo Guiccioli to Palazzo Rasponi delle Teste);
c) continue to organize events related to Dante’s anniversary, starting from 2015 (750
years after the Poet’s birth) in the build-up to 2021 (700 years from his death), by
working with the City of Florence, MiBACT (Ministry of Heritage and Cultural Activities) and major institutions at the national level in the area of studies on Dante;
d) organise some of the main exhibitions and performances included in the Cultural
Programme, for example the exhibition on The Golden Age in Art and part of the
project on the The Routes of Friendship within the Ravenna Festival;
e) in any case, design some sort of “Plan B”, by selecting actions and activities from
the bid Project to be implemented over the next few years, and presenting a plan to
source the necessary funds.

Please add any further comments which you consider useful in support of the bid.

VII

Ravenna was one of the great Capitals of Antiquity; this was possible because it was
unconquerable, almost unreachable, surrounded as it was by water and marshes. Today
Ravenna wishes to become once again a Capital in our day and age; it wishes to do this
with a global perspective which is strong enough to enable it to overcome the heritage of
centuries of at least partial isolation in terms of cultural innovation.
With its bid as ECoC, Ravenna intends to place culture at the centre of its own territorial
development, because we are confident that investing in culture means investing in the
future and in the most efficient driver for change. Moreover, culture is the truly distinctive
sign of its history, the heart of its identity, where it achieved excellence and from where it
can view the world and be seen.
This time it is the citizens, men and women, who are key players, involved in a long-standing effort through which they have become enthusiastic about this goal; thanks to them,
2019 has become an integral part in the vision of a whole city.
Moreover, the experience of the past few years has enabled many young people to acquire important professional skills. These young people have become the soul of this bid:
their work has paved the way for long-lasting progress as a result of many of the planned
actions.
We truly believe that this huge collective effort has resulted in a valuable cultural offering,
even though we know we must continue to work on it; we are willing to do so over the
next months and years, thereby continuing to enrich the path which will hopefully lead to
us becoming a worthy European Capital of Culture.
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A Bid Book written by 2000 hands

In addition to all those people named in the previous pages and in the following Annexes, this Bid Book has been realised thanks to the
participation and the collaboration of: AchilliAlberto-AbetiniNadja-AddanteCarlotta-AgatiAnna-AguayoRenato-AitaAlessandra-AlbersLaura-AlbiniRenato-Amadei
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ANNEX 1 - CULTURAL PROGRAMME DETAILS
Annex 1 includes some materials to enrich our artistic and cultural proposal:
a) Outline of the 2019 Cultural Programme
Projects organised by timing and disciplines.
b) Tools
Cross-cutting projects in the Programme, useful to empower citizens, as well as encouraging audience
development and engagement; fostering cooperation and exchanges between local and European artists
and operators; training new skills and professionalism in the cultural sector; boosting and innovating the
tourism sector.
c) Romagna Matrix
Project diagram which bears witness to the work done so far in support of Ravenna’s bid by the whole
region, namely Romagna.

a) Outline of the 2019 Cultural Programme
The cultural projects are organised by timing and discipline. We use some abbreviations: Stories (History
and Literature), Science (and Technology), Architecture (and Design), Visual Arts (and Photography), Sport
(and Itineraries). Timing goes up to 2021, but events have been planned through 2030 and beyond. See pag.
II and III.
I
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Travelling Artists in Emilia-Romagna

From
threshold
to threshold

Festival of Intercultural Neighbourhoods
Share your language
The Spoon River of Romans
Body Mosaic
Anyday in the city of women
Gender Notes
Rethink the urban space
Ring the bell!
European Beach Games
Soundcity Heritage

Dance of
opposites

European Propaganda
Ich Bin Ein European
Ignorance is strenght
Once Were Arians
White Hole
Byzanthium Contemporary Orchestra
The routes of friendship

Toward
the open sea

Adriatic Coast to Coast
Twins Bulgaria
The Golden Ages in the Arts
European Travelling Container
On the Waterfront
The river theatre
Monstrous Marvels Carnival

Immagine
the imaginary

Solar Mosaic
The League of Extraordinary Children
Wonderland
Storytelling children
The country of Fairytales
The Tree of Life - Film Library of Memory
Community Map 3.0 of Ravenna
The bRAin
Smart Bike Stop
The Divine Comedy 19/21
Dante 2.0(19) - The social network
Dante after Dante
Midsummer Night Beach

I transform,
therefore
we are

Dock 'n' roll
Case corali
Human nature
On the docks - Reuse and abandonment
Unsettled spaces
The Darsena I would like
Agridesign Festival
Ceramic art food
Cinemadivino Europe
European Cultural Labour Stock Exchange
The Intruder
No Copy

FOOD

2015

SPORT

MUSIC

VISUAL ARTS

SCIENCE

CINEMA

STORIES

DISCIPLINES
PERFORMING ARTS

PROJECT
ARCHITECTURE

SCENE

2016

2017

2018

2019

jan

feb

mar

Opening Event
An Outbreak

apr

may

june

july

2020

aug

sept

oct

nov

dec

Closing Event
European Propaganda Parade

2021

b) Tools
1. What a programme! The Audience School. A special Ra2019 project dedicated to development
and relationship with regard to audiences. What I am looking for in a work of art? What do works
of art expect from us? We will build a permanent multi-disciplinary laboratory, with ad-hoc meetings hosted as part of exhibitions, theatre programmes, film festivals. Participants will also become
“ambassadors” for the Programme and, together with a tutor, they will organise actions aimed at involving specifically those citizens who do not experience art in their daily lives. The structure will
avail itself of collaboration from national organisations active in the area of audience development.
2. AppRA2019. This is a cutting-edge app created under the supervision of Sony Music Entertainment and
in collaboration with Young Digital Lab (Padua), combining data functions (info on event dates, locations,
subject matters) with typical checking-in social networks and social photography features. A Loyalty programme will connect the historical/architectural heritage with venues producing contemporary culture,
providing bikers with special awards (see Bike Check-in? All in!, 6 p 90). By registering and leaving
your tips you can run for mayor of these sites; on the other hand those who are always present are eligible
as “artistic influencers”, with free admissions and gadgets to be won. In 2018, A Capital in a minute will be
launched: theme contests where young artists are asked to talk about key topics in the Ra2019 Programme
and identity, in videos lasting sixty seconds. The winning works will be screened on the occasion of the
city’s festivals; their authors will become brand ambassadors, entitled to discounts during Ra2019 events.
3. Students Advisory Board. Starting in 2015, the experiences which are already part of the bidding process (Corpogiochi by Monica Francia, the non-scuola of the Teatro delle Albe, the work done at the
Istituto d’arte Severini etc.), will become part of a network to consolidate a tool already being used
by the Ravenna Municipality, the Students Advisory Board, working together with the Ra2019 team
and V!RA2019 association. The aim of this group will be to analyse in depth the Programme guidelines and explain them to their peers, but also to suggest events then organise them independently. This
project will also integrate Lavori in Comune: 400 teenagers who every summer work in exchange for
training experiences in various sectors (video animation, hip-hop, wall-art or workshops on tourism).
4. Transits / Active Hosting. Residential creative programmes are a tool to bring together people’s
daily life and a certain idea of culture, art or Europe. We tell about the whole Programme from the
residential perspective, producing a schedule organised according to the extensive availability of cultural operators and European artists. For the artists, Romagna becomes a large-scale atelier where
they can learn from masters in the venues of artistic production, also hosted in private homes made
available by citizens who will be involved in exchange and mutual gift forms (Active Hosting). The
experienced City of Faenza will be coordinating specific activities to connect the numerous residential programmes in Romagna: from the Arboreto in Mondaino to the Festival di Santarcangelo, to the Le Belle Bandiere group’s spaces (Russi). Also in Faenza there will be Transits, a physical space for workshops, artists’ residential projects and creative ateliers (sect VI p 87), which
will also become an information centre disseminated across the hospitality pathways in the ECoC.
5. Master in cultural management. A specific path aimed at training cultural managers and agents.
In synergy with the various experiences already underway as regards cultural training (more specifically, the Master in Planning and Promotion of Artistic and Cultural Events - University of Bologna by Salvatore Lo Russo), a Master course on Cultural Management (coordinated by Antonio Taormina - University of Bologna and Regional Observatory of Entertainment) will be
organized in collaboration with ATER - Observatory and Research Department, and in partnership with ENCATC - European Network of Cultural Administration Training Centres. The course target will be either young graduates or professionals, with a view to training professionals for
Ra2019, the project which will bring together European universities engaged in this type of training.
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6. Agorà - The floor to citizens 2012/2020. Agorà is our future piazza. It is a participatory format, designed in collaboration with the NGO Villaggio Globale, which we have tested during the bidding construction phase as a promising case study with which others can experiment, as shown by the interest
at international level on the part of the European network A Soul for Europe. The steps which so far
have marked the progress of Agorà can be summed up in two events. First, Agorà2019: the word to
culture (2013): three days dedicated to creative discussion between residents, local groups and associations involved in the open call for ideas. Thanks to Open Space Technology (OST), a participatory
creative space, coordinated by Marianella Sclavi from the Milan Polytechnic, the horizontal research
on interaction places between various projects led to a shared, cross-cutting approach and to idea contaminations in view of the first pre-selection Bid Book. Second, Agorà 3.0 (2014): the Agorà experience continued in 2014, strengthened by a new proactive design tool, the participatory budget. This
new edition made it possible for a group of citizens not only to design, but also to produce events. The
ideas, selected according to participating citizens’ votes (for the first time it was also possible to cast
your vote online), will become what are known as Citizens Test Runs, events and performances planned for the day on which the Jury will be visiting Ravenna. Alongside the participatory design process,
we have started a first assessment phase, whose results have led to shaping the future of Agorà (Agorà
2019) and of involvement, the latter being essential to ensure both project sustainability and its legacy.
Participatory design, therefore, from being a simple intervention method become an irreplaceable experience which characterises the whole process, making sure that the bid is actually a “shared legacy”.
Agorà objectives 2015-2020:
a) Providing continuity, ensuring stability and at
the same time innovating the participatory process
already started, with a view to stimulating and offering inputs for the activity and project programme
to be developed in the build-up to 2019.
b) Expand the Agorà format beyond the urban area
of Ravenna, involving the other municipalities in
Romagna which support its bid.

V

c) Reach population targets which are not yet fully
involved in the process, for example immigrants,
disabled, elderly or disadvantaged persons.
d) Increase the involvement on the part of citizens
by using innovative on- and off-line methods.
e) Characterise Ravenna as a platform for cultural
involvement and exchange of good practices on the
Italian scene and in the rest of Europe.
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Actions 2015-2020:
Ravenna

Romagna
- Establishment of a support group (associations/citizens/culture professionals)
for Ra2019 in each city.

2015

- Design of the online participatory platform in support of the project.
- Agorà 2015: inclusive involvement of new participants.
- Citizens’ Test Runs/2.
- Agorà 20.19 Working Group.
- Travelling workshop on participatory planning (step one: Ravenna).

2016

- Implementation of the participatory platform in support of the project.
- Agorà 2016.
- Citizens’ Test Runs/3.
- Working Groups.
- Inclusive participation project implementation.

- Promotion work for the bid and support group Test Runs.
- Agorà of Ideas in Rimini, Cesena, Forlì and Faenza.
- Travelling workshop on participatory planning (step two: Forlì).

Ravenna & Romagna call for Europe!

2017

- European Citizens’ Test Runs/4 in all the cities of Romagna, involving citizens from other European countries.
- Youth/school cultural exchanges + Involvement of all cities twinned with Romagna towns.
- European Agorà 2017 with citizens from partner cities and countries.
- Multilingual implementation of the participatory platform with area on the topics, practices and cases studies regarding involvement at European level.
- Travelling workshop on participatory planning (step three: Rimini).
- Meeting with the Monitoring and Consulting Group from the European Commission.
A joint bid: Ravenna and Romagna plan the schedule for 2019

2018

- European Citizens’ Test Runs/5 in all Romagna cities, involving citizens from other European countries.
- European Agorà 2018 involving citizens from partner cities and countries.
- Travelling workshop on participatory planning (step four: open to international registration).
- Meeting with the monitoring and Consulting Group from the European Commission (final stage).
- Volunteer recruitment and training campaign for tourism promotion and hospitality in 2019 and for logistic support to event staging, in all Romagna cities.

The dream becomes reality!
2019

- Travelling workshop on participatory planning (step five: targeted to international registration).
- Support to action coordination by volunteers for tourism promotion and hospitality and for logistic support to event stating, in all Romagna cities.
- Drawing up and animation of blogs by Ravenna 2019 volunteers, telling about the preparations and events in which they were involved.
Drafting and publication of the participatory experience.

2020

Agorà Romagna from 2019 to 2030. What are the challenges and goals for the next ten years? How can we make sure that the opportunities resulting from having
been Capital of Culture are not exhausted after the event? Agorà Romagna 2030 will be a laboratory for the best ideas in view of developing and pursuing the results
achieved by Ravenna 2019.
- Continuity actions to capitalise on the volunteers’ experiences and willingness to keep supporting the cities involved and their new challenges.
- Permanent platform on the involvement of all cities involved with a view to ensuring their ongoing collaboration.

7. House of Europe
As the main platform for cultural cooperation and greatest exposure to diversity and common cultural features in Europe, its main partners for planning will be the University of Bologna, with which a protocol
of agreement has been signed, and the Association Rekult - A Soul for Europe, which has developed an
exclusive project for Ra2019, closely connected to topics with European relevance.
Activities:
Active European citizenship: workshops and meeting to disseminate European culture in all its facets.
Educating to Europe: education to diversity through orality and figure theatre techniques, where students from Italy and the rest of Europe visit Ravenna schools.
The Idea of Europe: a cycle of meetings dedicated to the very concept of Europe, how it originated, how
it developed and where it is headed. After the first participatory bar-camp section, there will be a master
class with philosophers and writers, including Edgar Morin, Massimo Cacciari, Paolo Rumiz, Hans Magnus Ensenzberger, Ivano Dionigi (sect II p 50).
Our Europe Everyday: residential artists’ programme. We host eight visual artists, two every year.
Through a project to be selected based on a open call, they will set up some rooms in the House of Europe
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drawing inspiration from the 2015-2019 ECoC artistic visions, getting in touch with local art expressions.
Workshops
Active European Citizenship

Activity

Meetings

Events

2015

The Idea of Europe: democracy.

Our Europe Everyday, artists in residence:
Plzen and Mons.

Annual Meeting of Strategic Group for A Soul
for Europe.

2016

#1: Trends of civil society in the 21st century.
#2: European networks at work.

Ignorance is strength - Say Yes (European Propaganda): World War One postcard exhibition.

#3: Exercising Democracy on EU level.

Community Map 3.0 (RCG): first public meeting and extended workshop.

#4: Educating to Europe.

V!RA2019: tools and strategies for cultural
volunteer work. Continues until 2020.

#5: Agorà 2019 Working Group. Continues until
2020.

The Idea of Europe: plotting against young
people.

Our Europe Everyday, artists in residence: San
Sebastian and Wroclaw.

#1: Active youth participation: How to make it
work?

Students Advisory Board: annual meeting open
to the public. Continues until 2020.

Adriatic Coast to Coast: photo exhibition of the
2014 and 2015 pathway.

#2: Young people for a better Europe.
#3: Educating to Europe.

2017

The Idea of Europe: geo-political borders in the
history of Europe.

Our Europe Everyday, artists in residence:
Aarhus and Paphos.

Anticorpi XL e Aerowaves Dance Across Europe: performing arts networks today.

Body Mosaic: opening to the public of dance and
diversity workshop outcomes.

The Idea of Europe: populisms in the 20th
century.

Our Europe Everyday, artists in residence:
Leeuwarden and La Valletta.

Ignite Ravenna weekend with international cultural managers: a residency format where people
mix and plan a project to improve Ravenna.

Unsettled Spaces photographic exhibition on
totalitarian architectures.

#1: Building up networks in Europe.
#2: Networks without borders.

2018

#3: Educating to Europe.
#1: D.I.A.: Dream Imagine Act.
#2: Educating to Europe.

Share your Language: Translators live!
White Hole preview: European methods and
pathways.

#3: The League of extraordinary children.
#4: Imaginary Atlas: building image archives in
a proactive way.

Ring the bell: training programme.
#5: Graphic Design Biennale: synthax elements.

2019

Cultural Programme 2019.

Cultural Programme 2019.

Cultural Programme 2019.

The Idea of Europe: Europe today.

Our Europe Everyday, artists in residence:
Bulgaria and the five shortlisted cities.

#1: We are Europe?

Entrepreneuership Accellerator Program:
Training programme for young European civil
society actors.

#2: Your idea for Europe.
A Soul for Europe Forum.
#3: Educating to Europe.

Partner: Rekult Association, Amsterdam; European House for Culture, Bruxelles; Comuni Virtuosi Association, Italy; Alma Mater, University of Bologna; Oriani Foundation, Classense Library, Bosi Maramotti University for Adults, Ravenna.
Partner Rekult: A Soul for Europe, AltArt (Romania), QCodemag (Italy), EuroTopics, Stiftung Zukunft
Berlin (Germany), Felix Meritis,The Amsterdam-Maastricht Summer University, Stichting Worm Rotterdam, Platform Spartak (The Netherlands), European Cultural Association (Turkey), No New Enemies,
The European House for Culture (Belgium), Image Aigue, Tango de Soie (France), Setepès (Portugal),
The European Academy of Yuste Foundation (Spain-Belgium).
8. Tourism between culture, beaches and relational assets
The relationship between culture and tourism is complex and, in Italy in particular, needs some fresh and
energetic thinking. On the face of it, our country still benefits hugely from its reputation as the cradle
of cultural tourism, but in other ways Italian tourism is in the grip of a crisis as our cultural tourism is
viewed by some as old fashioned and expensive, more of a tourist “trap” than the kind of exhilarating
experience it could be. Our analysis of both opportunities to use ECoC 2019 to revitalise our own Romagna tourism model, together with our ideas for using 2019 as an “attack brand” for a refocused approach to Italian tourism have identified many issues which we are unable to do full justice to in this short
section. We are, however, committed to the development of a radical new tourism strategy which reflects
VII
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the unique opportunity which the Ravenna 2019 project offers to connect city based cultural tourism with
seaside tourism. We have both of these in our Region and so we are very excited about the possibilities
we can develop.
Just a few of the ideas we plan to build into our strategy include:
a) Building on Romagna’s outstanding reputation for individually tailored, family run hospitality to create a special programme to match the quality of the 2019 Cultural Programme (see Ring the bell, sect II
p 48).
b) Creating special IT consoles in each hotel so visitors can find easy access to event information during
their stay, really bringing the Programme alive and using hotel staff as key “cultural champions”.
c) Special initiatives to encourage beach and city tourists to widen their experience - current analysis
shows that the two don’t currently mix: this would include our Cultural Campervans programme where
specially designed campervans would take 2019 culture out to the beach-based camp sites in a special
2019 summer programme.
d) Digitalising Ravenna’s outstanding cultural heritage to make it more accessible to younger audiences
- both local, national and international (see AppRA2019 in this section).
e) Specific marketing initiatives in partnership with Regional and National tourism authorities in the
build-up years, using 2019 and the ECoC as the attack brand for revitalised cultural tourism: the Campervans will be used to reconnect with our formerly strong international markets (e.g. Germany and UK)
and potential new ones (e.g. Scandic countries).
f) Developing our current Romagna card into a 2019 “Culture Card” with loads of special access to events and cultural venues, together with attractively priced public transport. All this would be underpinned
by a recognition that “tourism begins at home”. We will develop a special initiative in the build-up years
called Rediscover Romagna (see Wonderland, sect II p 57) which will encourage local people to participate more fully in the cultural life of our very special region, enabling us to grow our regional audience.

c) Romagna Matrix - Cultural laboratory in the Romagna metropolitan area
The Romagna region for Ra2019
This matrix proposes how to integrate some of the project guidelines which have been developed in the areas
supporting Ravenna’s bid as ECoC: Rimini, Cesena, Forlì, Faenza, Cervia and Bassa Romagna. These processes, as well as others including the idea of appointing Capital for one day some towns in Romagna, or
setting up collective walking trails for professionals and amateurs - associated with the history of the Risorgimento, the Resistenza and the traces of poets and writers such as Dino Campana etc. - will be implemented
if our bid is accepted.
This part has been edited by representatives of the Romagna Creative Councils (Andrea Pollarini, together
with Franco Pollini for Cesena, Valentina Ridolfi for Rimini, Elisa Giovannetti for Forlì, Marco Barbanti for
Cervia, Paola Casta for Faenza, Giuseppe Masetti for Bassa Romagna).
The reasons:
• culture as the main reason for re-launching the “Romagna system” in terms of image and competitiveness
at national and international level;
• giving value to the region as Area Vasta (Metropolitan Area) Romagna;
• using the Ra2019 bid as start-up, that is an opportunity to activate this process between 2014 and 2019.
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The path:
1. Developing a joint pattern regarding the new cultural/regional trends in order to make the cultural system
in Romagna as cohesive as possible, able to compete at national/international level, as well as being more
and more connected to Romagna as a whole (economically and socially). For this purpose, six operational research frameworks have been selected in respect of the culture/region relationship (see matrix
table). For each framework a working “inter-group” will be established (coordinated by a different city)
whose task will be to develop the research work by involving specific projects or actions, analysing best
practices, bringing in experts, then spread it throughout the “system” using suitable dissemination tools.
2. Developing joint actions, and more specifically local cultural networks (network events, network actions,
network programmes) as a prerequisite for cross-border networks (especially in Europe) (see matrix table).
3. Setting up joint facilities, more specifically in the area of optimisation and fund raising with regard to
projects and actions. The optimization work will cover specifically:
a. the extensive application of research developed by the various inter-groups (i.e. the possibility for
each project/action to avail itself of knowledge and tests conducted at systemic level);
b. the possibility for the network projects to involve as many people as possible in the region, then possibly also beyond its borders;
c. a “profiling” of those projects which seem suitable for existing lines of funding, participation in
European calls and projects, fund raising and private sponsorships.
As for fund raising, specific attention will be paid to setting up a working group in the metropolitan area for:
a. the development of European projects, first and foremost by involving the offices in charge as regard
private and public organisations in Romagna;
b. the involvement in the projects and actions undertaken of private commercial, technical and communication partners.

Project matrix in the romagna area:

FRAMEWORK

CESENA

IX

Culture and
production
chain
(Project Leader: Cesena)

AgriDesign Festival: Agricultural
design in all fields:
Agro/Food/
Landscape/Culture
(sect II p 64).

Attracting/welcoming
and developing
cultural sites as
relational space
(Project Leader: Rimini)

The re-definition of cultural
heritage, enhancement processes and new
skills (Project
Leader: Forlì)

Knowledge Square:
libraries, theatre
museums and other
cultural sites.

Crafts Book: competences in libraries.

Ethical and
sustainable
culture for wellbeing
(Project Leader: Cervia)

The cultural
pro-sumer;
culture 2.0
(Project Leader: Faenza)

Wellness Valley.
The first international wellness district:
focusing on people’s
well-being and
quality of life, giving
value to human,
social, historical,
artistic assets, as
well as wining and
dining.

No Copy - Literature and Crowdwriting.
Collective writing:
from falsified, simulated, reinterpreted
literature, to the
collective text in the
virtual book age
The Festival
(sect II p 65).

Cultural city
centre and periphery relationships (Project
Leader: Bassa
Romagna)

Offcenter: the
words of the outskirts. Romagna as
periphery in a world/
periphery, producing
poetry, especially in
dialect, literature,
theatre and music.
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RIMINI

FORLÍ

CERVIA

FAENZA

BASSA
ROMAGNA

Big MET, metamuseum of agriculture.
Farming exhibition,
divided by topics:
“Europe and the Mediterranean” (bread,
wine, oil), “Humans
and Animals” (animal husbandry, work
and transport), “Cuisines” (gastronomy,
food processing).

Re-think the urban
spaces. A large-scale
European happening
to start a proactive
process regarding
changes in cultural
trends and their
impact on how cities
are experienced,
as well as on the
creation of new
exchanges and relations (sect II p 48).

Welcomingcities!
Training paths
geared towards
international tourism
operators about new
strategies and skills
for local hospitality. Creation of an
international tourism
know-how network.

Sea wellness and
site specificgym:
defining new
indicators for wellbeing and quality of
life; creation of an
experimental system
of marine spas and
beaches dedicated to
open-air wellness all
the year round.

REC, Rimini Cultural Energies, web
portal dedicated to
creativity, integrated
between various
sectors: theatre, dance, music, cinema,
literature, visual arts,
research, in order to
encourage synergies,
trigger transformation processes,
promote artistic and
industrial production
in our region.

Romagna INLAND:
The story of the region through images
of Romagna in visual communication
media. Exhibition
pathways and film,
photography, painting routes, under
the sign of Federico
Fellini and Tonino
Guerra.

Eurovisions. Tito
Pasqui and universal expo 1783-1906.
A journey through
agricultural studies
and farming in
relation to universal
exhibitions.

Casa Corale (Social
life from past to
future): the construction of a new
community map.
The mapping of “circoli” and “case del
popolo” clubs in Romagna and their new
use as contemporary
culture venues
(sect II p 62).

European Cultural
Labour stock
exchange.
The first Europan
Exhibition of
cultural professions,
where professionals
in the industry from
all over Europe can
meet to discuss cultural heritage enhancement projects.

Sport & Leisure:
cycle tracks, farm to
market, ecological
areas.

Dance Music in
Romagna.
History of a 2.0 translation of ballroom
dancing from folk
music to Viennese
waltzes.

The outskirts of
Rationalist architectures in Romagna
as extension of the
Atrium project.

Salt Ecomuseum
Cervia. As resources
for a Romagna
network of museums
dedicated to the food
supply chain.

Philosophy under
the stars. Depth and
lightness in the Old
Town of Cervia.

Salt Ecomuseum
Cervia: overcoming
crisis. The beauty of
places as economic
resource, through
the integration of
cultural skills and
environmental,
natural and historical
heritage enhancement of the region.

From the old town
to the smart city.

Free Words. Culture
lounges in Milano
Marittima.

Biographies: longterm ethnographic
research to preserve
the memory and
culture of workers in
the salt flats.

Ceramic Art Food:
ceramics and food
meet thanks to artists
from all over Europe
who re-interpret
dishes and tradition
containers, ending
with a dinner open to
the public in the old
town (sect II p 64).

Open Cultural Institutions Network:
cultural venues,
starting from the
Biblioteca Manfrediana, become relational and meeting
points, “signalled”
by contemporary
artworks.

Ceramic networks:
European and international networks
to enhance ceramics
and cultural asset
and know-how,
extending what
is already there
(Arginet, AEuCC,
CERA-DEST).

A District: enhancement of an old
town neighbourhood
“with high artistic
density” by the residents themselves.

Transits: a space
for contemporary
creation and Active
Hosting fore residents and artists at national and international
level (anx 1 p IV).

Open Air Museum:
a contemporary art
pathway through installations in public
spaces, with new
locations, joining
suburbs and old town
for an overall urban
experience.

Tales from Countryside Heritage:
TThe Museums in
Bassa Romagna describe their reference
landscape in several
languages.
Multimedia productions to show
history and features
of a landscape.

The Art of Welcoming: top-level
cuisine presented in charming
places: dinner in the
square, restaurant
in the castle: stately
homes, convents and
didactic farms to
disseminate the local
wining and dining
culture.

The New Craft
Knowledge.
Stones, history and
new crafts: exhibition of new skills
and useful technologies for understanding the renovating
old towns.

Forever Bike.
The bicycle for the
timing of life work
and health, as tool
for mobility, social
emancipation and
leisure.

Radio Sonora.
Meeting between
youth groups working for web radios
with civic purposes.

Cre-Active Periphery.
An interactive Festival between local
and international
trends, enhancing
cultural networks in
the area.
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ANNEX 2 - FINANCIAL DETAILS
Appendix 2 contains four documents in which local government institutions and economic actors attest to
their support of the bid and their financial commitment for the Programme:
a) Commitment letter - Emilia-Romagna Region.
b) Commitment Letter - City of Cesena, Forlì, Rimini, Cervia, Russi, Faenza and the Union of
Romagna Faentina, Province of Ravenna and Union of Municipalities of Bassa Romagna.
c) Support Declaration by the party political groups of the Municipality of Ravenna.
d) Commitment Letter from sponsors.

I
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a) Commitment letter - Emilia Romagna Region

“Ravenna’s bid for European Capital of Culture 2019 is a great opportunity for the city, for Romagna and for
the entire region; its goals fit within the Region’s local development policies and more general goals of the
relative planning instruments.
Because of this, the Region has supported this bid project from the very beginning, also joining the Institutional Committee.
Over the past few years, on the basis of a specific Protocol Agreement, the Region has financed several
activities and initiatives entailed in the bidding process, and which attained an extraordinary level of citizen
participation.
Today, on the eve of presenting the final Bid Book, we fully affirm our agreement with the bid’s goals and,
in the event of a victory, our commitment - including financial - to implementing the bid programme, as indicated in the Bid Book itself”.
Annex 2 • Financial details
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b) Commitment Letter - City of Cesena, Forlì, Rimini, Cervia, Russi, Faenza and the Union of Romagna Faentina, Province of Ravenna and Union of Municipalities of Bassa Romagna

“For some time now our administrations and cities have been engaged alongside Ravenna in this ambitious
venture of bidding for European Capital of Culture 2019. In 2010 we approved the Protocol agreement, joining the Institutional Committee, and subsequently we founded Creative Councils and working groups in
each of our cities and regions which have worked closely with the Ravenna team.
Today, on the eve of presenting the final bidbook, we hereby fully agree with the goals and we confirm our
full support and our organisational and financial commitment for the delivery of the Programme, in case of
bid award”.

III
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c) Support Declaration by the party political groups of the Municipality of Ravenna

COMUNE DI RAVENNA

Ravenna, 1 agosto 2014
La candidatura a Capitale Europea della Cultura è una grande opportunità e può rappresentare una occasione di sviluppo
e di crescita non solo culturale, ma economica, sociale e civile per la nostra città.
L’esito positivo della prima fase di preselezione delle città candidate e l’ingresso nella short list rappresenta un successo
dell’intera città che ha sostenuto attivamente la candidatura che ha avuto il positivo riconoscimento della Commissione
selezionatrice proprio per la ampia partecipazione e per il coinvolgimento dei cittadini.
La fase finale della selezione richiede ora un rinnovato e maggior impegno per raggiungere l’obbiettivo.
In caso di successo della candidatura, Ravenna sarà capitale nel 2019, durante la legislatura che sarà iniziata dopo le
prossime elezioni previste nella primavera del 2016. Fin da ora, in quanto rappresentanti delle diverse forze politiche
attualmente presenti in Consiglio Comunale, qualunque sia l’esito delle elezioni e la relativa collocazione in
maggioranza o all’opposizione, confermiamo personalmente l'impegno a sostenere l'obiettivo di Ravenna Capitale
Europea della Cultura 2019.

“Ravenna’sUfficio
bidRavenna
as European
Capital
Culture
is an- 482593
excellent
chance because it can provide an opportunity
2019, Via Ponte Marino,
2 - 48121 of
Ravenna
- Tel. 0544/482257
- Fax 0544/482298
coord2019@comune.ra.it web www.ravenna2019.eu
for development ande-mail
growth
from a cultural perspective, as well as for our economy, community and civil
society.
The positive outcome of the pre-selection phase, resulting in Ravenna being shortlisted, is a success for the
whole city which has actively supported the bid; indeed, the international Jury has chosen to specifically
acknowledge such extensive participation and involvement on the part of its citizens.
The final selection phase now calls for a renewed and stronger effort in view of achieving our aim.
In the event of its bid being successful, Ravenna will be Capital of Culture in 2019, during the term which
will start after the next local elections, scheduled for 2016. As representatives of the various political groups
currently represented in the City Council, regardless of the ballot outcome and of our being in the majority
or on the opposition side, the undersigned personally confirm their commitment to supporting Ravenna as
European Capital of Culture for 2019”.
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d) Commitment Letter from sponsors
To the Mayor of Ravenna
To the Coordinator of Ravenna 2019

Ravenna’s bid as European Capital of Culture is an excellent chance because it can provide an opportunity for development
and growth from a cultural perspective, as well as for the economy, community and civil society in the city and in Romagna
as a whole.
The experience of many cities which have been European Capitals of Culture has led to a strong increase in tourism flows
as well as having, in many cases, encouraged investment aimed at local development and growth.
Ravenna has passed the pre-selection phase and is one of the shortlisted cities: this is a success for the whole city which has
actively supported its bid since as far back as 2007. The international Jury, indeed, has significantly chosen to acknowledge
such extensive participation and involvement on the part of citizens.
The final selection phase now calls for a renewed and stronger effort in view of achieving our aim.
The delivery of projects and events which are part of the 2019 bidding Programme will require public and private
resources.
Therefore, as representative of a business entity operating at local level, the undersigned join the City’s bid and confirm our
intention to financially support the implementation of the Ravenna 2019 Cultural Programme. Should its bid be successful
we agree to help achieve the budget target stated in the Bid Book.

Signatories:
Ravenna Port Authority– the President Galliano Di Marco
Ravenna Chamber of Commerce – the President Natalino Gigante
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Ravenna – the President Lanfranco
Gualtieri
Fondazione del Monte di Bologna e Ravenna – the President Marco
Cammelli

AGCI Ravenna-Ferrara – the President Alessandro Brunelli
CNA Provinciale di Ravenna – the President Pierpaolo Ettore Burioli
Coldiretti Ravenna – the President Massimiliano Pederzoli
Confagricoltura Ravenna – the President Paolo Pasquali
Confartigianato della Provincia di Ravenna – the President Riccardo
Caroli
Confcommercio Ravenna –the President Graziano Parenti
Confcooperative Ravenna – the President Raffaele Gordini
Confederazione Italiana Agricoltori Ravenna – the President Danilo
Misirocchi
Confesercenti Ravenna – the President Provinciale Roberto Manzoni
Confindustria Ravenna – the President Guido Ottolenghi
Legacoopromagna – the President Giancarlo Ciaroni

ACMAR S.c.p.a. – the President Alfredo Zaccaria
ALFA 3000 s.r.l. – the Manager Osvaldo Paci
ALMA PETROLI S.p.A. – the Managing Director Antonio Serena
Monghini
AR.CO. LAVORI SCC – the General Manager Emiliano Battistini
BAMBINI s.r.l – the Legal Representative Gianluigi Bambini
BANCA POPOLARE DI RAVENNA – the President Claudio
Martinelli
BCC CREDITO COOPERATIVO RAVENNATE E IMOLESE - the
President Secondo Ricci
CASSA DI RISPARMIO DI RAVENNA S.p.A. – the President
Antonio Patuelli
CEAR Consorzio Edili Artigiani Ravenna – the President Massimo
Medri
CEIR Soc. Cons. Coop. - the President Gabriele Orioli
CICLAT Trasporti Soc. Coop. - the President Domenico Greco
C.I.I.C.A.I. Soc.Coop.Cons. - the President Raffaele Lacchini

CMC Cooperativa Muratori Cementisti Ravenna – the President
Massimo Matteucci
COLAS Pulizie Locali Soc. Coop. - the President Cristina Orsi
COMPAGNIA PORTUALE s.r.l. - the President Luca Grilli
CON.S.A.R. Soc. Coop. Cons. - the President Veniero Rosetti
COOP ADRIATICA S.C.A.R.L. - the President Adriano Turrini
COPURA Ravenna – the President Corrado Pirazzini
CPL CONCORDIA Soc. Coop. – the Area Manager Luca Marchegiani
DATA MANAGEMENT PA S.p.A. – the Managing Director Donato
Todisco
DECO INDUSTRIE s.c.p.a. – the Managing Director Giorgio Dal
Prato
HERA S.p.A. – the Chief Executive Officer Tomaso Tommasi di
Vignano
ITWAY S.p.A. - the President G.Andrea Farina
LA PETROLIFERA ITALO RUMENA S.p.A – the Managing Director
and General Manager Guido Ottolenghi
MANUTENCOOP Facility Management S.p.A. – the President
Claudio Levorato
MAPEI S.p.A. – the Marketing & Communication Director Adriana
Spazzoli
MARTINI S.p.A. - the President Fabio Martini
MICOPERI s.r.l. – the Managing Director Silvio Bartolotti
MIRABILANDIA – the Marketing and Commercial Manager
Tommaso Bertini
RAFAR MULTISERVICE Soc. Coop. - the Vice President Rossano
Bezzi
RAVENNA TERMINAL PASSEGGERI s.r.l. - the President Tiziano
Samorè
ROMAGNA ACQUE SOCIETA' DELLE FONTI S.p.A. – the
President Tonino Bernabè
ROSETTI MARINO S.p.A – the Honorary President Gianfranco
Magnani
SAPIR S.p.A. – the President Matteo Casadio
SERS s.r.l. – the President Luca Vitiello
TAVAR S.p.A. – the President Daniele Baldini
TECHNOGYM S.p.a. – the President Nerio Alessandri
TOZZI HOLDING s.r.l. - the President Franco Tozzi.
UNIPOL Gruppo Finanziario S.p.A. – the President Pierluigi Stefanini

Note: it will be possible to view the original letters by individual signatories during the final Presentation phase.
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Ra2019 Team:
Alberto Cassani (Coordinator), Nadia Carboni
(Project Manager), Marcella Montanari
(Events and Communication Manager),
Christopher Angiolini and Lorenzo Donati
(Cultural Programme Curators), Alberto
Marchesani (Communication Manager),
Cristina Calandrini (Administration and Finance).

Bid Book

With the collaboration of:
Carlo Boattini, Maria Grazia Marini,Cristina
Calandrini, Andrea Baravelli, Maria Rita Bentini,
Paola Casta, Elisa Giovannetti, Tahar Lamri,
Giuseppe Masetti, Franco Masotti, Marianna
Panebarco, Neil Peterson, Daniela Poggiali,
Andrea Pollarini, Franco Pollini, Valentina Ridolfi.
A special thanks to Sergio Zavoli.

Text curated by:
Nadia Carboni, Alberto Cassani and Lorenzo
Donati.
With the contributions by:
Christopher Angiolini, Nadia Carboni, Alberto
Cassani, Lorenzo Donati, Alberto Marchesani,
Marcella Montanari.

Basic
Principles

Structure of the
Programme for
the event

Organisation
and financing
of the event

City
infrastructure

p. 2

p. 42

p. 68

p. 80

Communication
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Evaluation and
monitoring of
the event

Additional
information

p. 88

p. 93

p. 97
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Editing coordination and graphic design:
BAM! Strategie Culturali.
Layout and production coordination:
Craq Design Studio.
English Translation and Editing:
Carolyn Kadas and Elena Di Concilio. With the
contributions by Nadia Carboni, Patrick Leech,
Maria Grazia Marini, Maria Grazia Masotti,
Marcella Montanari, Neil Peterson.

Photos in the bidbook sections's opening page and Cultural Programme by Buda Casadio photography studio:
Section I - Ra2019 Team and representatives of V!RA and the Social Media Team at Ravenna’s Darsena.
Section II - Bathers at MOSA.
Programme photos: From Threshold to Threshold-Lido Adriano; Dance of Opposites-Theoderic Park; Toward the Open Sea-Breakwater at
Marina di Ravenna; Imagine the Imaginery-City Darsena; I transform, therefore we are-Palazzo Rasponi dalle Teste.
Section III - Stage hands at San Vitale.
Section IV - Tourists at the Terminal Container of the port of Ravenna.
Section V - Skaters in the countryside.
Section VI - Cooks on the beach.
Section VII - Mosaic artists at Tiro a Segno.
p. 1 Ravenna’s Piazza del Popolo on Europe Day, May 9, 2014, photo by Fabrizio Zani; p. 8 Piazza del Popolo on Europe Day, May 9, 2014,
photo by Massimo Argnani; p. 10 Palazzo dei Congressi on Europe Day, May 9, 2013, photo by Massimo Argnani; p. 21 Piazza del Popolo on
Europe Day, May 9, 2014, photo by Marco Gualazzini; p. 44 Detail of mosaic Dance of the Seasons at the Domus dei Tappeti di Pietra, Ravenna
Municipal Archive, photo by Fabrizio Zani; p. 51 Detail of mosaic Crowd by Luca Barberini, Archive of Ravenna Art Museum (MAR), photo
by Fabrizio Zani / Daniele Casadio; p. 86 rendering of Archaeological Park at Classe; p. 87 Pins, photo by Fabrizio Zani; p. 92 collage of
graphics for Ravenna2019; p. 96 photographic selection from the gallery Facebook #ioaravennanel2019, various authors.
Annex 1: p. I Piazza del Popolo on Europe Day, May 9, 2014, photo by Marco Gualazzini; p IV Citizens on the benches of Ravenna’s Municipal
Council during Agorà 3.0, photo by Massimo Fiorentini
Annex 2: p. I In the mood for piadina, photo by Elena Pinza.

Printed on August 2014.

The images on pages 84 and 85 are from: SPAZIO52 (Pgr - Seeds Of Creativity), NUOVOSTUDIO (Temporary Art), Cultural Association
Meme Exchange (Shooting Gallery - Casa Delle Arti Urbane), Daniele Casadio (Agorà - Spazio 2019).

